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Abstrat
In reent years it has been laimed that onnetionist methods of rep-
resenting ompositional strutures, suh as lists and trees, support a new
form of symbol proessing known as holisti omputation. In a holisti om-
putation the onstituents of an objet are ated upon simultaneously, rather
than on a one-by-one basis as is typial in traditional symboli systems. This
thesis presents rstly, a ritial examination of the onept of holisti om-
putation, as desribed in the literature, along with a revised denition of the
onept that aims to larify the issues involved. In partiular it is argued that
holisti representations are not neessary for holisti omputation and that
holisti omputation is not restrited to onnetionist systems. Seondly, an
evaluation of the apaity of a partiular onnetionist representation, the
Sequential RAAM, to generate representations that support holisti symbol
proessing is presented. It is onluded that the Sequential RAAM is not as
eetive a vehile for holisti symbol proessing as it initially appeared, but
that there may be some sope for improving its performane.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 The onnetionist approah to AI
1.1.1 The onnetionist revival
In 1986, Rumelhart and MClelland published the now famous \Parallel Dis-
tributed Proessing" (Rumelhart and MClelland, 1986) olletion of papers,
marking the revival of onnetionism as a methodology for Artiial Intelli-
gene (AI). Sine then, onnetionism has beome an established eld within
AI, and has mounted a hallenge to the traditional symboli approah. Con-
netionism has been applied to subjets suh as natural language proessing
(Sharkey and Sharkey, 1992; Miikkulainen, 1993), ommon-sense reasoning
(Sun, 1992), the modelling of memory and language (Levy et al., 1995) and
various other areas of AI and Cognitive Siene. Many onnetionist re-
searhers believe that onnetionism may be able to replae the symboli
approah, although more reently interest has grown in hybrid approahes
(Sun and Bookman, 1995).
1.1.2 The onnetionist/symboli debate
Ever sine the revival of onnetionism, an ongoing debate has been raging
as to whether onnetionism an or should replae the symboli paradigm
that dominates AI. Proponents of the symboli paradigm launhed an at-
tak on onnetionism questioning whether it was even apable of providing
a viable arhiteture of the mind. For example, Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988)
famously argued that onnetionist arhitetures were not apable of pro-
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viding the ompositionality and systematiity they believed were essential in
an arhiteture of ognition, and whih symboli methods provide naturally.
They further argued that were a way to be found to endow onnetionist
systems with symbol proessing apabilities, it would merely involve a reim-
plementation of lassial symbol proessing and therefore oer nothing new
(exept perhaps in providing an aount of how symbol proessing an be
implemented in a \neural" arhiteture).
In response to the attak by Fodor and Pylyshyn, onnetionists have pro-
dued a onsiderable body of researh in whih neural networks have takled
\symboli" tasks or have been endowed with symbol proessing apabilities.
For example Pollak's Reursive Auto-Assoiative Memory (RAAM) (Pol-
lak, 1990), Touretzky's BoltzCONS (Touretzky, 1986), Smolensky's Tensor
Produt representations (Smolensky, 1990) and Plate's Holographi Redued
Representations (Plate, 1994; Plate, 1995) all provide methods for represent-
ing symboli strutures suh as lists and trees within onnetionist networks.
Considerable onnetionist researh has foussed on the traditionally sym-
boli eld of natural language proessing, with parsing (Miikkulainen, 1993;
Henderson, 1994; Berg, 1992), sript proessing (Miikkulainen, 1994), gram-
matial inferene (Maskara, 1993; Zeng, Goodman and Smyth, 1994), ma-
hine translation (Chandola and Mahalanobis, 1994) and language generation
(Ward, 1994) amongst the areas that have been takled.
1.1.3 Connetionist symbol proessing and holisti om-
putation
In response to the harge that the above responses merely involve onne-
tionist implementations of lassial symboli methods, it has been argued
that some of these methods (in partiular the RAAM, Tensor Produts and
HRRs) support a new form of symbol proessing known as holisti omputa-
tion. In traditional symboli methods, symboli strutures suh as parse trees
are operated on atomistially, symbol by symbol. With holisti omputation
it is laimed that these symbol strutures an be ated upon holistially,
without searh, with the potential for performing omplex struture sensi-
tive operations more eÆiently. For example, Chalmers performed ative
to passive transformations holistially (Chalmers, 1990a; Chalmers, 1990b).
Holisti omputation has an important role in the onnetionist/symboli
debate as it seems to oer a form of symbol proessing whih traditional
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symboli approahes apparently do not support, and provides the basis for
the most promising refutations of the arguments of Fodor and Pylyshyn yet.
Indeed its role in the debate between onnetionists and symbolists has been
made expliit in the work of Chalmers and more reently in the work of
Niklasson and Sharkey (Niklasson and Sharkey, 1997), who demonstrated
how the RAAM an develop a ompositional representation whih supports
systemati holisti operations, using a network trained to perform logial
inferenes on RAAM representations to implement de Morgan's laws (e.g.
onverting logial impliations into the equivalent logial disjuntions).
1.2 Motivations
This thesis is above all a ontribution to onnetionism. The approah is
a omputer siene/engineering approah rather than one grounded in psy-
hology. No laims as to the psyhologial or biologial plausibility of the
work presented here are being made, as the work is an investigation of the
omputational apabilities of neural networks. More speially it is an in-
vestigation into holisti omputation, in partiular the holisti proessing of
symboli strutures, and this setion will explain the motivations behind the
work presented in this thesis, and why this topi was hosen.
1.2.1 Bakground motivations
The main bakground motive for this work is the author's belief that on-
netionism is a valuable approah to AI. For this author, onnetionism's
value lies as muh in its hallenge to symboli approahes and the work in
onnetionist and symboli AI that this hallenge has inspired, as in the ex-
pliit adherene to omputational arhitetures inspired by the organisation
of neurons in the brain. The author's desire to evaluate and explore the
potential ontributions of onnetionism follows naturally from this belief in
the value of onnetionism. The work presented in this thesis is thus an
expliit attempt to evaluate and explore one of the ontributions of reent
onnetionist researh.
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1.2.2 Why a thesis on holisti omputation?
As indiated above, holisti omputation has played an important role in the
onnetionist responses to Fodor and Pylyshyn's attak. The importane of
the debate between onnetionists and symbolists about the status of on-
netionism is onsiderable, as it is about the very viability of onnetionism
as an approah to AI and Cognitive Siene. To someone who believes, as
this author does, that onnetionism is a valuable approah, an attak on its
viability requires serious onsideration. Holisti omputation appears to this
author to be the most promising basis for a refutation of this attak and is
thus of onsiderable interest. It should also be noted that holisti ompu-
tation may be the most important ontribution yet that onnetionism has
made, as it oers the ability to perform omplex struture-sensitive opera-
tions without searh, and thereby the potential for more eÆient means of
reasoning. As it also appears to be something whih lassial systems annot
do, it provides a reason for preferring onnetionist approahes to symboli
approahes.
In the light of the importane of holisti omputation indiated above, the
author believes that the time is ripe for a ritial examination of the onept
in order to larify preisely what it is, to investigate how easily onnetionist
systems an exploit it, and to investigate the potential for moving beyond
the simple, \in priniple" tasks that haraterise muh of the work that has
been done thus far. The work presented in this thesis is intended to make a
start at suh a ritial examination of holisti omputation, to see how well
a partiular onnetionist representation, the Sequential RAAM, (Pollak,
1990; Kwasny and Kalman, 1995) an develop representations that support
holisti transformations on symboli strutures and to analyse the behaviour
of the SRAAM to better understand what allows it to develop suh a repre-
sentation and whether it is likely to sale-up to more omplex tasks than the
simple \in priniple" tasks that many researhers have demonstrated thus
far. Suh a ritial look at holisti omputation and onnetionist systems'
apaity to exploit it is neessary if it is to develop from being an interesting
idea, to something whih an be exploited in the development of pratial
systems.
Finally for this setion it should be noted that this work is not intended to
be a omprehensive refutation of the arguments of Fodor and Pylyshyn but
rather to investigate holisti omputation beause of its importane to the
debate their paper initiated and beause of its importane to onnetionism
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otherwise. Those interested in the debate itself are referred to the papers by
Smolensky and by Fodor et al. from the olletion of papers in MaDonald
and MaDonald (1995), the work of Robert Hadley (1992), and the work
of Lars Niklasson, Noel Sharkey and Timothy van Gelder (Niklasson and
Sharkey, 1997; Niklasson and van Gelder, 1994; van Gelder, 1990).
1.3 Aims
The aims of this thesis are as follows:
1. To larify the nature and denition of holisti omputation by answer-
ing the following questions:
 What is holisti omputation?
 In the light of Balogh's ritique of Chalmers' work (Balogh, 1994),
does the work whih laims to demonstrate holisti omputation
in fat do so?
 Are distributed or holisti representations neessary for holisti
omputation?
 Is holisti omputation unique to onnetionism?
2. To investigate how well the representations generated by the Sequen-
tial RAAM an support the holisti proessing of symbol strutures as
follows:
 An attempt to rereate Chalmers' (1990a) experiment using the
Sequential RAAM.
 Analysing the behaviour of the SRAAM in the above experiment
to investigate whether the tehnique an sale up and whether it
an be improved.
These aims embody the motivations mentioned above, by providing a
start to the more ritial investigation of holisti omputation argued for in
Setion 1.2.2, a look at how easily a partiular onnetionist representation
an support holisti symbol proessing and an analysis of the tehnique to
indiate whether it an easily be used to go beyond the \in priniple" tasks
of muh earlier work.
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1.4 Overview of thesis
 Chapter 2 surveys the literature on onnetionist representations and
holisti omputation and argues that muh of the literature uses on-
fused notions of holisti omputation. It then proposes and defends a
new denition of holisti omputation, and re-evaluates earlier work in
light of the new denition, in partiular Balogh's ritique of Chalmers'
work (Balogh, 1994). This hapter serves a starting point to the ritial
evaluation of holisti omputation argued for in Setion 1.2.2.
 Chapter 3 desribes an attempt to rereate Chalmers ative-passive
transformations with the Sequential RAAM taking plae of the RAAM
that Chalmers used. The aim is to investigate whether the SRAAM an
generate representations that an support holisti symbol proessing at
least as easily as the RAAM.
 Chapters 4 and 5 present an analysis of the Sequential RAAM's be-
haviour in trying to learn the task in Chapter 3, in order to determine
the nature of its solutions, whether the tehnique an sale up and
whether it an be improved. This analysis will indiate whether the
SRAAM an be used for more than the \in priniple" tasks used in
muh of the literature.
 Chapter 6 summarises what has been ahieved by the work presented
in the earlier hapters, and evaluates the work and its impliations
for onnetionism, symboli approahes, exploiting parallelism and the
impliations for AI generally. It then disusses possible areas of future
work.
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Chapter 2
Holisti Computation &
Connetionist Representations
2.1 Introdution
This hapter
1
presents a brief disussion of distributed representations and
then reviews the literature on holisti omputation, arguing that the onept
has been only vaguely dened in the literature leading to some onfusion
about what exatly it is and what makes it possible. The new denition
presented here aims to larify the nature of holisti omputation. Finally
the need to investigate how best to exploit holisti omputation with neural
nets is noted, and the ontribution of the work in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 to this
investigation is explained with referene to a set of questions about holisti
omputation and neural networks.
2.2 Distributed representations and holisti
omputation
Sine the 1980s' revival of onnetionism, networks that employ distributed
representations (Hinton et al., 1986; van Gelder, 1991), as opposed to the lo-
alist representations (Feldman and Ballard, 1982; Waltz and Pollak, 1985;
Selman and Hirst, 1985; Cottrell, 1985) that are also ommonly used, have
been a notable feature of muh onnetionist work. Indeed many of the repre-
1
Chapter 2 is based substantially on the work presented in Hammerton (1998)
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sentational tehniques disussed in Setion 2.3 are desendents of the earlier
work on distributed representations. Where loalist representations would
employ an individual unit to represent some objet, distributed representa-
tions employ a pattern of ativity over a set of units to do so. Distributed
representations are also divided into symboli and subsymboli distributed
representations (see Sharkey (1991)). With symboli distributed represen-
tations the individual elements may stand for features of the represented
objet, where with the subsymboli distributed representations the individ-
ual elements do not ode for spei features. The appeal of distributed
representations lies in natural or easily ahieved properties suh as the more
eÆient use of the available units, support for generalisation, support for
learning representations and the reation of ontent addressable or assoia-
tive memories. Another aspet of distributed representations is that they
an involve all the units used by them in representing the objets that an
be enoded with them, with eah unit being involved in the representation
of all objets and all objets being represented aross all units. When this
ours the term \holisti representation" is often used (see Setion 2.4). For
this reason distributed representations and holisti omputation have been
disussed as if where one ours the other ours as well, or as if they are
intrinsially linked.
As argued in Setion 2.6 and Setion 2.7, the author believes that holis-
ti omputation does not require distributed representations, and that it is
possible to perform holisti omputations on loalist representations under
some irumstanes. The holism that many researhers have had in mind
regarding distributed representations, is holisti representation rather than
holisti omputation. Whilst holisti representation an failitate holisti
omputation, holisti omputation does not require holisti or distributed
representations. For this reason and also beause the fous of this thesis is
on holisti symbol proessing
2
whih has only appeared sine the late 1980s,
the author feels a detailed disussion of the earlier literature on distributed
representations is of limited relevane to the issues of this thesis, and thus
refers interested readers to Sharkey's review of onnetionist representations
(Sharkey, 1991) for a more detailed disussion of the earlier literature than
is presented here. Disussions of the nature of distributed representation an
be found in (Hinton et al., 1986; van Gelder, 1991) and Chapter 3 of Balogh's
thesis (Balogh, 1994) (the framework Balogh proposes is used in Setion 2.4).
2
See Setion 2.7 for the distintion between this and holisti omputation.
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2.3 A survey of holisti omputation
In Setion 2.6 it is laimed that holisti omputation requires representations
where all the information neessary to perform an operation is diretly a-
essible (that is aessible without searh) to the proesses operating upon
it. Many onnetionist representations, being of xed length and making
information about the onstituents of the objet diretly aessible to other
neural nets, meet these onditions.
This setion reviews the literature on holisti omputation and those on-
netionist representations that support it.
2.3.1 RAAM-based holisti omputation
The bulk of the literature on holisti omputation employs the Reursive
Auto-Assoiative Memory (RAAM) (Pollak, 1990) to produe representa-
tions of symboli strutures whih are then operated on by another neural
network (Chalmers, 1990a; Ho and Chan, 1995; Sharkey and Sharkey, 1992).
Muh of the rest of the literature employs derivatives of the RAAM in a sim-
ilar manner (Chrisman, 1991; Kwasny and Kalman, 1995; Sperduti, 1993a).
The RAAM is one of the earliest and most promising tehniques for repre-
senting ompositional struture. A ternary RAAM is depited in Figure 2.1.
In operation, the bottom half of the RAAM forms an enoder and the top
half of the RAAM forms a deoder. To enode a tree, one starts by plaing
the leaves of a leaf-node of the tree in the banks of inputs and feeding the
ativation forwards to the hidden-layer. The hidden layer pattern an then
be used in one of the banks of inputs at a later stage either alongside other
hidden-layer patterns or the leaves of other leaf-nodes. Repeating this pro-
ess, eventually a single hidden-layer pattern is produed whih represents
the entire tree. This an then be fed into the deoder, whih produes the
hild nodes of the root node at its outputs. These an either be terminals
or further hidden-layer patterns. If the latter are produed, the hidden layer
patterns are fed bak into the hidden-layer and the ativation propagated for-
wards again to produe more nodes on the outputs. This ontinues until all
the leaf nodes have been reovered. The RAAM arhiteture an be modied
to have more banks of inputs and outputs, thus allowing N -branhing trees
where N is the number of banks. Training of the RAAM involves presenting
the symbols and relevant hidden layer patterns to be enoded at eah step
as both the input and target output patterns.
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Figure 2.1: A ternary RAAM, apable of enoding ternary trees.
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Figure 2.2: The SRAAM. Capable of enoding trees.
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The Sequential RAAM (or SRAAM) is a variation of the RAAM trained
to enode sequenes of symbols rather than to enode a tree. Figure 2.2 de-
pits the SRAAM. The inputs/outputs eah have two setions: the symbol
to be enoded or that has been deoded, and the hidden layer pattern rep-
resenting the remainder of the sequene. To enode a sequene, the enoder
(bottom half of the SRAAM) is used. The rst symbol and empty sequene
value (e.g. all zeroes), are plaed in the input and ontext layer respetively
and the ativation propagated to the hidden layer. The hidden layer pat-
tern is then opied bak into the ontext layer and the next symbol plaed
into the input layer. The ativation is then propagated forwards again and
the proess repeated until all symbols have been presented. The nal hid-
den layer pattern produed is thus the enoding for the omplete sequene.
The top half of the network is the deoder. Deoding proeeds by taking
the enoding of a omplete sequene and plaing it into the hidden layer.
The ativation is propagated forwards to produe the last symbol added to
the sequene and the enoding of the rest of the sequene. The enoding of
the rest of the sequene is then fed into the hidden layer and the proess
repeated until the empty sequene and rst symbol of the original sequene
are produed. Training proeeds in a similar manner to the RAAM, with the
symbol and relevant hidden layer pattern presented to both the inputs and
target outputs at eah step.
The RAAM has been used to represent phrase struture trees in onne-
tionist parsers (Reilly and Sharkey, 1992; Sharkey and Sharkey, 1992; Ho
and Chan, 1995) and to represent logial terms for various inferene tasks
(e.g. onverting impliations to their equivalent disjuntions (Niklasson and
Sharkey, 1997)). The SRAAM has been used as an alternative to the RAAM
for representing phrase struture trees by Kwasny & Kalman (Kwasny and
Kalman, 1995) who laimed more straightforward training (e.g. use of a
slightly modied Simple Reurrent Network (SRN) training algorithm) and
better generalisation as advantages over the RAAM. Ho and Chan have also
employed the SRAAM to represent input sentenes and phrase struture trees
(Ho and Chan, 1996).
The RAAM and the SRAAM are variations of essentially the same arhi-
teture. This arhiteture has also been extended to derive new tehniques
and used as the inspiration for an analytially derived tehnique. Sperduti
(1993a) extended the RAAM arhiteture to enode labelled graphs, nam-
ing the tehnique Labeling RAAM (LRAAM), and this has been used in
the lassiation of terms (Sperduti, Starita and Goller, 1995). Callan and
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Palmer-Brown (1997) derived a tehnique alled the Simplied RAAM, or
(S)RAAM, analytially by noting that auto-assoiative networks essentially
perform a form of prinipal omponents analysis (PCA) on their inputs and
then basing the tehnique on reursive appliation of PCA. The (S)RAAM
ahieves training times of minutes ompared to the hours the RAAM nor-
mally take. However it does depart somewhat from the standard onnetion-
ist paradigm in that it is not based on error minimisation; it does not employ
units onneted by links whih have weights on them, and the learning om-
ponent in it is fairly minimal. In the experiments reported by Callan and
Palmer-Brown the (S)RAAM ahieves 100% generalisation and it is possi-
ble to predit what sort of strutures it will generalise to, as they are linear
ombinations of those it has been trained on.
Holisti omputation with the RAAM and its derivatives
Chalmers (1990a) demonstrated the possibility of holisti omputation by
training a ternary RAAM to enode ternary trees representing ative and
passive sentenes. The voabulary onsisted of ve proper nouns and ve
verbal units (eah in a passive or ative form), giving a total of a possible 125
ative and 125 passive sentenes. The network was trained to take an ative
sentene as input and transform it into its passive equivalent (for example
\John loves Helen" beomes \Helen is loved by John"), and another network
was trained to perform the reverse transformation. Chalmers laimed that
the experiment was a demonstration of the transformation of symbol stru-
tures without the need to deompose them into their onstituents. He also
laimed that the representations developed by the RAAM were distributed
and, in referene to the expliit tokening of onstituents in lassial sym-
bol strutures, that \In the distributed representations formed by RAAMs,
there is no suh expliit tokening of the original words" (from the reprint in
Sharkey (1992), page 54). The impliation appears to be that the lak of ex-
pliit tokening in the representation and its distributed nature indiate that
the transformation is aomplished holistially. Later work based on the
RAAM that has sought to demonstrate holisti omputation has inluded
Niklasson and van Gelder's appliation of holisti omputation to the task of
deduing logial disjuntions from their equivalent impliations (and the re-
verse dedutions) (Niklasson and van Gelder, 1994).
The SRAAM has also been used in demonstrations of holisti omputa-
tion. Blank et al. (1992) explored holisti omputation using the SRAAM
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in a similar but more systemati way than that used by Chalmers. They
rst trained a SRAAM to enode and deode sentenes of 2 or 3 words in
length generated by a simple grammar and then trained several networks
to perform holisti operations. These operations fell into three ategories:
detetors, that simply deteted features of sentenes (e.g. that the subjet
and objet were idential); deoders, that attempted to extrat onstituents
diretly from the hidden layer representation diretly without rst going
through the iterative deoding proess usual to the SRAAM, and nally,
transformers whih hanged the sentene in some way, e.g. from X hases
Y into Y ees X. One trained, the transformers ahieved 100% generalisa-
tion for sentenes whih had been in the SRAAM's training set but not the
transformation network's training set, and 75% for sentenes whih were in
neither training set. In spite of the small testing set (4 sentenes novel to
both the SRAAM and the transformer, and 4 sentenes whih were novel
only to the transformer), this work is signiant for demonstrating a range
of possible operations for holisti omputation. However the small size of the
training sets and the simpliity of the tasks leave unanswered questions as
to whether suh tehniques ould sale up to real world appliations. More
reently, Kwasny and Kalman (1995) trained a network to detet the pres-
ene of ertain symbols within a sequene enoded by an SRAAM, obtaining
a 90% suess rate. They also tried to see if a subsequene of symbols ould
be deteted within a sequene enoded by an SRAAM, but only obtained a
60% suess rate. These mixed results suggest further work would be needed
in order to determine whether the SRAAM is well suited to holisti om-
putation. Sine Kwasny and Kalman reported faster, more straightforward
training and a higher rate of generalisation than with the RAAM this may
be worth investigating.
Callan and Palmer-Brown's demonstrations of the (S)RAAM inluded
a reprodution of Chalmers' experiment, in whih the (S)RAAM obtained
100% generalisation, ompared to the 83% ahieved in Chalmers' experi-
ment using RAAMs. Given the speed of training of the (S)RAAM, and its
impressive performane, it seems to be a strong andidate for use as a vehi-
le for holisti omputation. However, as noted above, it departs from many
aspets of typial onnetionist tehniques espeially in not employing the
networks of simple proessing units that onnetionists postulate as being
the arhiteture of ognition.
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Chrisman's dual-ported RAAM and onuent inferene
Chrisman (1991) extended the arhiteture of the RAAM/SRAAM by intro-
duing the dual-ported RAAM. (Figure 2.3 depits a dual-ported SRAAM
whih exemplies the extension.) The idea is that the left-hand side is used to
enode the SRAAM representations of the untransformed struture and the
right-hand side to enode the representations of the transformed struture.
When training, eah side is trained separately until there is a omplete enod-
ing for the untransformed struture and the transformed struture. The error
is then propagated from the outputs of one side to the inputs of the other.
The end result is that the SRAAM enodings of the untransformed struture
and the transformed struture are idential, sine the same hidden layer is
shared by both SRAAMs. Chrisman desribed the inferene performed by the
dual-ported RAAM as onuent inferene. He drew a distintion between
onuent inferene and the inferene done by the transformation network
in Chalmers' experiment, whih he termed transformational inferene. The
rux of the distintion lay in Chrisman's observation that transformational
inferene has representations whih are developed independently of the holis-
ti inferenes whih will be performed in them. He suggested that superior
performane an be ahieved by allowing the representations to be inuened
by the inferene task to be performed.
Chrisman presented onuent inferene as a form of holisti omputation.
In his work, he demonstrated onuent inferene by training the dual-ported
RAAM with a simple set of English sentenes and their Spanish equivalents
and then performing a simple translation task. It would be possible to repro-
due Chalmers' ative/passive experiment by training one side to enode the
ative sentenes and the other to enode the passive sentenes. The network
would then be apable of performing both the ative to passive and passive
to ative transformations.
While onuent inferene is ertainly an interesting onept, it is ques-
tionable whether the transformation is being performed holistially. The
dual-ported RAAM develops a representation that an be deoded into ei-
ther the untransformed objet or the transformed objet depending on whih
deoder is used. However one the objet to be transformed is enoded, no
transformation is required to obtain the enoding of the transformed objet.
This is beause the representation of the objet is idential to the represen-
tation of the transformed objet. Conuent inferene an be used where an
expliit transformation phase is required (see for example the work of Niklas-
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Figure 2.3: A dual-ported RAAM.
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son and van Gelder (1994)), but does not seem to involve the same proesses
under whih holisti omputation has been desribed in other work. Conu-
ent inferene is an interesting way of training a network to perform a task
and has even been used for parsing (Ho and Chan, 1995; Ho and Chan, 1996)
but no transformation of the enoding of a struture is done. The transfor-
mation task is instead learned by the enoders and deoders, and performed
in the iterative enoding and deoding of the strutures. This suggests the
transformation of the symbol struture is not being performed holistially,
though the enodings developed might be apable of being operated upon
holistially. Conuent inferene thus seems to be a method of learning repre-
sentations that inorporate spei information for spei purposes, rather
than a method for performing holisti transformations.
2.3.2 Holisti omputation and other onnetionist rep-
resentations
Whilst the RAAM or its derivatives are the most ommonly used representa-
tions in the literature on holisti omputation there are other representations
apable of supporting holisti omputation. This setion looks at two of the
most promising of these representations.
Holographi Redued Representations(HRRS)
HRRs (Plate, 1991; Plate, 1993; Plate, 1994) are distint from the RAAM
and its derivatives in this review in as muh as they are hand-designed meth-
ods of representing strutures in xed-width vetors
3
. The important point is
that the representation of a few or a large number of inputs would remain of
xed size and would not expand with the expansion in the number of inputs.
HRRs have not been the subjet of pratial experiments in the same way
as the RAAM and the SRAAM, but it is reasonable to onsider their potential
for holisti omputation from a more theoretial viewpoint. Firstly, HRRs
employ irular onvolution to \bind" two vetors together and superposition
(vetor addition) to store multiple bindings within a single vetor. Given
vetors a and b of size n, the irular onvolution of these vetors is:
 = a
 b
3
The (S)RAAM is perhaps intermediate between HRRs and the RAAM in this respet
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Where:

j
=
n 1
X
k=0
a
k
b
((j k) mod n)
Cirular orrelation an be used as an approximate inverse to irular on-
volution if the base vetors have elements independently distributed with
a mean of zero and a variane of 1=n. Given vetors a and b the irular
orrelation  of the two is given by:
 = a b
Where:

j
=
n 1
X
k=0
a
k
b
((k+j) mod n)
Given a binding of two vetors, one an extrat one vetor by omputing the
irular orrelation of the other vetor with the binding. Given a superpo-
sition of bindings one an extrat one vetor from one of the bindings with
noise added by orrelating the superposition with the other vetor in the
appropriate binding. Alternatively, irular orrelation of one vetor with
another is equivalent to irular onvolution of the involution of that vetor
with the other, i.e. a  b = a


 b, where a

is the involution of a, and
a

j
= a
( j mod n)
. With large vetors (e.g. 512 elements) this noise is neg-
ligible. Also onvolving a vetor with its involution yields an approximate
onvolutive identity vetor. To represent the sequene \a b  d", one would
reate a set of position vetors p
i
4
, where i = 1; 2 or 3, and reate the vetor:
t = a + p
1

 b+ p
2

 + p
3

 d
Note that all these vetors have the same number of elements. To extrat b
from t you would onvolve t with p

1
, the involution of the vetor p
1
. As for
vetor a, t happens to be a with noise added.
With HRRs, it is possible to reate vetors whih (when onvolved with
the vetor representing some struture) will move onstituents around, re-
plae them, or remove them, thus allowing struture transformations to our
4
The position vetors are usually formed by taking a base vetor p and using onvolutive
powers of p, e.g. p
2
= p
 p.
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as the result of a single onvolution operation. In other words, holisti om-
putation is possible. For example, onsider transforming t to the vetor:
s = a + p
1

 d+ p
2

 + p
3

 b
In order to do this, t is onvolved with the vetor:
u = p
3

 p

1
+ p
1

 p

3
This is beause:
t
 u = a + p
3

 p

1

 p
1

 b + p
2

 + p
1

 p

3

 p
3

 d + noise.
This redues to:
t
 u = a + p
3

 b+ p
2

 + p
1

 d+ noise
= a + p
1

 d+ p
2

 + p
3

 b+ noise
Note that a, b,  and d need not be base vetors: they ould represent ar-
bitrary strutures, suh as entire noun phrases and verb phrases. Thus an
arbitrarily omplex transformation an be performed with a single onvo-
lution. Sine a struture an be transformed through a single onvolution
with an appropriate transformation vetor, it is laimed that HRRs support
holisti omputation in a fairly diret manner. If the transformation only re-
quires the extration of onstituents from known positions, the movement of
onstituents at known positions and/or the replaement of onstituents with
others that an be known in advane without iterative searh, then the trans-
formation vetor an be onstruted one and used with all the appropriate
strutures without the need for further hange.
Weber's TCO representations
Weber (1992) laims perhaps the most impressive demonstration of holisti
omputation, employing a derivative of the HRR based on an operation he
alls the Term Coding Operation (TCO). This operation ombines vetors
together using the irular onvolution that Plate uses, but in a manner
that allows the vetors to be muh smaller: 32 elements in the work Weber
presents. Using this operation Weber builds up representations for logial
terms, whih he then uses to train a feed-forward network employing error
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bakpropagation to perform the logial uniation of the terms. The terms to
be unied are presented as inputs, and the outputs inlude the unied term,
the most general unier and any uninstantiated variables. Weber tested this
unier in a Prolog system, and it orretly performed over 65,000 dierent
uniations. The unier is however only a heuristi in that it is not proven
orret { indeed there is a limit to the size of the terms that an be enoded
in a TCO representations, thus it annot unify ompletely arbitrary terms.
However it seems to be able to unify orretly within the range of terms
that an be represented by the 32 element vetors Weber uses, and may have
appliation in areas where strit orretness is not neessarily required, suh
as natural language proessing. Impressive as this is, the TCO representation
is like the HRR in that it is a hand-designed representation, and thus does
not employ onnetionist learning to reate the enodings for strutures in
the way that a RAAM does.
2.3.3 Conlusions
The distintive aspet of the work presented above is the ability to trans-
form or make inferenes about the enoding of a struture diretly, without
the neessity of searhing a struture to loate onstituents or to extrat
onstituents from the enoding before proessing. This ability seems to be
the hall mark of holisti omputation. Many of the examples given in the
literature have been limited and raise the question as to whether they are
apable of being saled-up. The more promising examples employ represen-
tations that depart in some way from normal onnetionist tehniques. For
example the (S)RAAM, HRRs and TCOs all seem to employ representations
whih throw away some aspets of the normal onnetionist approah. The
(S)RAAM does not employ error minimisation or networks of interonneted
units whilst HRRS and TCOs, whih equally do not employ networks of in-
teronneted units, do not employ learning of any sort as well. This raises
the question of whether representation whih are learned ould support more
sophistiated examples of holisti omputation, suh as the term uniation
that Weber demonstrated.
Conuent inferene seems to oer some promise too; however it is ques-
tionable whether it an be regarded as holisti omputation. In spite of this
reservation, onuent inferene seems to have potential as a tool for devel-
oping representations that support holisti omputation. Muh of the work
presented above is open to the ritiism that there has been a lak of analysis
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of the nature of the representation developed. HRRs are, by design, a highly
distributed representation and Chrisman, and Blank et al. onduted some
limited investigation into the nature of their representations. The signiane
of the onern with the nature of representations stems from the view that
the RAAM (and other methods) develop distributed representations that do
not ontain expliit tokening of onstituents and it is this that allows holisti
omputation to take plae.
The work reviewed above has not diretly addressed the question of how
distributed RAAM representations are. A diret analysis, onduted by Imre
Balogh, of the representations developed by the RAAM used in Chalmers'
experiments demonstrated that the representation was a strongly loalist
representation with expliit tokening of the onstituents of the struture be-
ing represented, thus asting doubt on whether Chalmers did demonstrate
holisti omputation. This analysis is disussed in the next setion.
2.4 Balogh's analysis of Chalmers' experiments
Balogh (1994) deided to takle diretly the question of whether the RAAM
representations in Chalmers' experiments were distributed. In Chapter 3
of his thesis, Balogh denes what it means for a representation to be dis-
tributed: A strutured representation needs two types of information, infor-
mation about its onstituents and information about the struture itself. A
loalist representation is where the basi onstituents are totally irumsrib-
able, non-overlapping entities. Eah atom has a harateristi funtion whih
when given a position returns the ativity at that position and, in a loalist
representation, this funtion an either be 0 or 100% indiating the total ab-
sene or total presene of the atom at that position and only one atom will be
allowed to have a value of 100% at that position. This would be a represen-
tation that involved expliit tokening of its onstituents. For a distributed
representation, values between 0% and 100% are allowed, and more than one
atom ould have a non-zero value for that position. From this idea Balogh
distinguishes four types of representation: Singleton Loalist (SL) where a
single unit represents a single atom; Cirumsribable Loalist, where more
than one unit an represent a single atom but eah unit only partiipates in
representing one and only one atom; Cirumsribable Distributed, where only
a subset of units is used to represent an atom but these units may also play
a part in representing other atoms; and Total Distributed, where all units
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play a part in representing all atoms. To be sure these are not lean distin-
tions but blur into eah other along a ontinuum from Singleton Loalism
to Total Distributedness. Totally distributed representations are also termed
\holisti" representations
5
. This is beause, in a holisti representation, one
annot isolate any part of the objet being represented by isolating a subset
of the representational units: altering a single unit in a holisti representa-
tion will involve making hanges to all the onstituents of the objet being
represented { the onstituents of the objet are not expliitly tokened in the
holisti representation. Making systemati hanges to the objet being repre-
sented requires operating on the whole representation. Thus any hanges to
a holisti representation, whether to a single representational unit or to mul-
tiple units, will at upon all the onstituents of the objet being represented
simultaneously and thus will at holistially upon that objet.
Balogh proposed a way of testing whether any onnetionist representa-
tion was distributed: lesion the units within the representation and note the
errors that arise when the representation is deoded. With a distributed rep-
resentation, lesioning units (e.g. setting their values to zero) one at a time
should make little dierene to the deoding of the representation and eah
unit should ontribute equally to the error. With a loalist representation, on
the other hand, lesioning a unit might make an error in one single atom, while
lesioning another unit wouldn't aet that atom but would ause an error
with another atom. Lesioning inreasing numbers of units in a distributed
representation should see a gradual, smooth inrease in the error rate show-
ing graeful degradation, whereas in a loalist representation, the error would
inrease in jumps. When Balogh applied this methodology to Chalmers' ex-
periment he found that the experiment's RAAM representations exhibited
loalist properties: i.e. the error rates for dierent atoms varied onsiderably
as eah unit was lesioned. Further analysis showed that the representation
was mainly Cirumsribable Loalist. Groups of units identied the ontents
of eah position in the RAAM representation (i.e. they expliitly tokened
the onstituents of the sentene), and a separate unit indiated whether the
RAAM represented an ative or passive sentene. (There was some over-
lap for a ouple of the units in determining the values of one of the slots.)
Moreover, Balogh showed how the representations an be diretly manipu-
lated in a manner similar to that of lassial symboli representations. He
suggested that holisti omputation was not ourring in Chalmers' experi-
5
f. the onept of a superpositional representation desribed in van Gelder (1991)
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ment. Balogh also argued that his results should apply to any RAAM-style
network, suh as those used in Chrisman's work and Blank's work.
Balogh's onlusion that holisti omputation was not ourring depended
on a simple and intuitive assumption; one that was not made expliit in
Balogh's argument but whih an be inferred from a detailed reading of the
thesis. This assumption was that holisti omputation requires holisti rep-
resentations. Certainly with a holisti representation, any operation on a
holisti representation ats on all the onstituents of the objet being rep-
resented by the very nature of the representation. One annot hange an
isolated onstituent of the objet being represented by hanging an isolated
setion of the representation. The fat that the representations developed
by Chalmers' RAAMs are apparently not holisti thus leads one naturally to
question whether holisti omputation was really demonstrated in Chalmers'
work, and further to question whether the other RAAM-based work demon-
strated it either. Indeed these are the onlusions that Balogh draws. How-
ever, in addition to not making his argument expliit, Balogh does not ex-
pliitly state what he means by holisti omputation. Indeed, as shall be
seen, the literature on holisti omputation generally desribes it in rather
vague terms.
It ould be that holisti omputation an be ahieved without holisti
representations but without an adequate denition for it, this annot be
judged with ertainty. The next setion will look at what has been said
about holisti omputation and the subsequent setions will present and de-
fend a new denition of holisti omputation proposed by the author. It will
be argued that: rstly, Balogh was wrong (but this was beause he made the
same assumptions as the onnetionists he ritiises) and that Chalmers did
demonstrate a form of holisti omputation and, seondly, that holisti om-
putation (whilst having been disovered by work with onnetionist systems)
is not restrited to onnetionist systems.
Finally for this setion, it should be noted that Balogh's analysis would
not neessarily yield the same results with other RAAM-based work. It
ould be that the simpliity of the task in Chalmers' experiment allowed the
RAAM to develop a loalist solution to it, and that more ompliated tasks
might fore the RAAM into a more distributed enoding, or an enoding
that laks expliit tokening of the onstituents. Furthermore, the SRAAM is
trained rather dierently from the general RAAM in that one is enoding a
sequene rather than a tree struture and thus there is no indiation to the
network of how to partition the hidden layer representation. This ould also
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lead to distributed representations sine more and more symbols are being
ompressed into a xed-width vetor, without any indiation of partitioning.
Indeed Chrisman tested his SRAAM representations for miro-features (that
is individual units that enode spei information) and found that whilst
there was a slight tendeny for miro-features to our with small groups of
losely related sentenes, they did not our onsistently over the training
set. This suggests that a mainly distributed representation was being re-
ated whih oasionally inluded some information enoded in a more loalist
fashion. Thus, whilst Balogh's work is useful in larifying the issues, demon-
strating a way of analysing the representations developed by the RAAM, and
showing that Chalmers' experiment did not develop holisti representations,
more work is needed to determine rstly, whether this neessarily shows that
holisti omputation did not our and seondly, whether the onlusions
apply to other RAAM-based work.
2.5 Desriptions of holisti omputation in
the literature
2.5.1 Chalmers' desriptions
Chalmers (1990a), desribed holisti omputation, and indiated what he
thought the nature of the RAAM representations was, as follows:
\Connetionism oers the opportunity to operate on omposi-
tional representations holistially without rst proeeding through
the step of extration". (page 54/47)
6
\Here we will model the proess of syntati transformation by
operating diretly on the ompressed distributed representations of
sentenes and without passing through any stages of omposition
or extration". (page 62/55).
From this we an see that Chalmers regarded holisti omputations as
transformations whih an be performed without the need to extrat on-
stituents and ompose them into the transformed symbol struture. However,
6
Chalmers' paper has been reprinted in Connetionist Natural Language Proess-
ing:Readings from Connetion Siene (Sharkey, 1992).The rst page number is from the
original paper, the seond from the reprint.
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he desribed the proess in terms of what is happening to the representation
rather than what is happening to the objet being represented. He did not
say how the proess works \holistially". One an infer that he assumed
it works holistially beause he (mistakenly if Balogh is orret) believed
the representations to be holisti themselves: however this was not made
expliit. The desription of holisti omputation is vague and does not dis-
tinguish between how the representation is proessed and how the objet
being represented is proessed.
2.5.2 Chrisman's desriptions
Chrisman also desribed what he thought holisti omputation (whih he
also refers to as holisti inferene) entailed (page numbers from Chrisman
(1991)):
\This form of inferene ours in a gestalt fashion by deriving a
solution to the inferene problem diretly from a representation
of strutured data without deomposing, loating or aessing its
onstituent elements." (page 346).
\Inferenes that use a representation diretly without aessing
its ompositional struture are said to perform holisti inferene."
(page 349).
\By harnessing the emergent mirostruture in these distributed
representations, holisti inferene maps diretly from the repre-
sentation of a problem to the representation of an answer, in a
gestalt fashion without aessing the onstituent elements or re-
lations within the data." (page 363).
What Chrisman appears to be saying here, is that a holisti inferene
ats on the redued desriptions (i.e. the representations) of ompositional
strutures diretly without needing to deode them into the representations
of the onstituents of the strutures. However there is vagueness and on-
fusion within these quotations. There is vagueness beause when Chrisman
states that the proessing ours in a \gestalt fashion" it is not lear what he
is referring to. Does he mean that all the onstituents of the representation
are proessed simultaneously, or that all the onstituents of the struture be-
ing represented are proessed simultaneously? This is important in light of
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the distintion between holisti and non-holisti representations, yet Chris-
man does not say. There is onfusion when Chrisman says that holisti
inferenes use a representation diretly without aessing its ompositional
struture. Taken literally this means that the representation is transformed
without aessing the onstituents of the representation, whih annot be the
ase. However this probably not what Chrisman meant. The point Chris-
man might be trying to onvey (whih is in line with the ontext of the
quotations) is this: With the redued desriptions reated by the RAAM,
the ompositional struture of the representation need not bear a diret re-
lationship to the ompositional struture of the objet being represented (e.g.
the RAAM representation ould be holisti) and, sine hanges are eeted
by making hanges to the onstituents of the representation, a holisti infer-
ene proeeds without diretly aessing the ompositional struture of the
represented objet. This point would have been learer if Chrisman distin-
guished the proessing of the representation and the proessing of the objet
being represented.
2.5.3 Blank, Meeden and Marshall's desriptions
Blank et al. (1991) (published as Blank et al. (1992)) give perhaps the
learest desription of what is meant by holisti omputation in the following
quotation:
If a omposite struture in a symboli system, say a Lisp list, were
to have its fourth element tested for some riterion, one must rst
remove rst three elements of the list to get to the fourth. In fat
to do anything to the list involving the elements of that list, one
must rst deompose it. Thus, symboli list strutures an only
be operated on atomistially. Sine many AI pratitioners have
exlusively used onatenative data strutures, the need for this
initial deonstrution step seems to be a natural onsequene of
building data strutures. In the subsymboli paradigm however
an operation an at holistially on the entire symbol struture...
In this way, a subsymboli operation an, in one step, perform
a omplex funtion without deomposing the representation of a
symbol struture into its onstituent parts. (page 5)
A key point here is their desription of a holisti operation as one that
ats holistially on an entire symbol struture, meaning that the operation
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ats on all the onstituents of the struture simultaneously. More than the
other desriptions, this one avoids onfusing what is happening to the repre-
sentation with what is happening to the objet being represented. However,
a question is begged as to what onstitutes a single-step operation. One ould
suggest that a transformation of a vetor is a single-step operation, but one
ould ounter that it is made up of the operations of hanging eah element
individually and thus it is not a single-step operation. Further one ould
even argue that hanging an individual element is not a single-step operation
at the level of what the miroproessor does to alter the individual element.
With a holisti representation however, this would not matter | hanging
one element of a holisti representation involves hanges to the whole objet
being represented (i.e. to the whole symbol struture). With a non-holisti
representation it does make a dierene though, sine if a single element of
the representation orresponds to a single onstituent of the struture then
hanging elements one at a time would not involve ating on all the elements
of the struture simultaneously. Parallel proessing of all the elements of the
vetor on the other hand would. In fat this seems to suggest what the ore
idea of holisti omputation should be seen as | the ability of a omputa-
tional proess to at on all the onstituents of an objet simultaneously and
without the need to perform an iterative searh to aess those onstituents.
2.5.4 Conlusions
The desriptions of holisti omputation in the literature are vague and some-
times onfusing. They do not adequately distinguish between the proessing
of the representation and the proessing of what is being represented. They
often desribe the proesses involved in terms of what happens to the rep-
resentation or, worse, in terms whih mix or onfuse what happens to the
representation with what happens to what is being represented. They do not
expliitly make it lear whether the holism arises through the representation
being holisti (though this is implied in muh of the work) or through the
use of a parallel arhiteture (this possibility is not even disussed). How-
ever something an be gleaned about what the authors of these desriptions
are trying to get at. It seems holisti omputation involves proesses ating
on all the onstituents of an objet simultaneously without the need to use
iterative searh/deoding to aess those onstituents. With these insights,
a revised denition of holisti omputation an be put forward.
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2.6 Dening Holisti Computation: A pro-
posal
A holisti omputation is any omputational proess that an at
on all the onstituents of an objet simultaneously, without re-
quiring searh to aess those onstituents.
This denition
7
of holisti omputation makes expliit what is being
laimed, whih is that in a holisti omputation all the onstituents of the
objet being proessed are ated upon simultaneously without the need to
searh in order to aess the onstituents. The advantage of using a holis-
ti omputation is that sine it eliminates the searh required to aess the
onstituents of a omplex struture, it oers the potential for more eÆient
forms of proessing that may also exploit parallelism eetively.
One way of ahieving holisti omputation has already been indiated.
Using a holisti representation (e.g. HRRs) allows one to do preisely what
this denition desribes: at upon all the onstituents of the struture si-
multaneously without searhing to loate those onstituents. Another way
of ahieving holisti omputation is to devise a representation whih makes
all the information required for the transformation diretly aessible (that
is aessible without needing searh) to the proess operating on the repre-
sentation and to use parallel proessing of that representation to at on all
the elements of the representation simultaneously. An important distintion
arises here, whih is holisti proessing of a representation versus holisti
proessing of the objet being represented. Holisti proessing of the ob-
jet being represented an be ahieved either by proessing (holistially or
otherwise) a holisti representation of it, or by holistially proessing the
representation. Thus it is not neessary to have a holisti representation if
one wishes to perform holisti omputations.
Why should the above denition be preferred to earlier denitions? The
main reason for doing so, is for oneptual larity. By separating out holisti
omputation from holisti representation (and onuent inferene), a learer
piture of what a partiular system is doing (or an do) emerges. If the
goal is to build a system whih an perform struture sensitive operations on
7
Hammerton (1998) dened a holisti omputation as any omputational proess that
an at on all the onstituents of an objet simultaneously without needing to perform
a searh to loate or aess those onstituents. The denition presented here is a more
onise formulation.
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symboli strutures without employing searh (with the potential to be more
eÆient), the revised denition will indiate a wider and more aurate range
of options for how this an be ahieved. Earlier denitions, by onfusing how
the representation is being proessed with how the objet being represented
is being proessed, make it less lear what options are open to the system
designer who wishes to exploit holisti omputation. This is beause whether
the representation is holisti or not does not determine whether holisti om-
putation is possible or not: yet the designer might believe they have to use
a holisti representation beause this is implied in muh of the literature.
What does matter is that all the information needed to perform the transfor-
mation is diretly aessible to the omputational proess that is performing
the transformation. Thus a xed-length loalist representation on a parallel
mahine an failitate holisti omputation, just as a holisti representation
on either a sequential or parallel mahine an.
2.7 Impliations of the proposed denition
One impliation has already been mentioned, that holisti omputation does
not require holisti or distributed representations. Further impliations in-
lude:
 Many types of neural network perform holisti omputation. A trivial
form of holisti omputation is supported by feedforward and simple
reurrent networks. When the ativation is propagated from the input
layer to the output layer in feedforward networks, the input vetor is
transformed holistially into the output vetor, sine the network oper-
ates on the elements of the input vetor in parallel. Similarly the input
and ontext vetors in an SRN are ombined and transformed holisti-
ally into the output vetor of the SRN. The main fous of the work on
holisti omputation disussed above is not therefore on holisti om-
putation per se, under the proposed denition, but on holisti symbol
proessing, i.e. making inferenes about and/or manipulating symbol
strutures holistially. The main fous of this thesis is also on holis-
ti symbol proessing, as it is the harnessing of holisti omputation
for the proessing/manipulation of symbol strutures that is the real
innovation provided by RAAMs, HRRs and other onnetionist repre-
sentations. The term \holisti symbol proessing" will thus be used
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through the rest of this thesis to refer to the holisti proessing of sym-
bol strutures. Regarding the title of this thesis and later usage of the
term \holisti omputation", it should be noted that holisti symbol
proessing is a way of exploiting the holisti omputations performed
by neural networks on their input vetors.
 By itself, onuent inuene only involves a trivial form of holisti om-
putation. In the earlier disussion of onuent inferene it was argued
that the transformation was not performed holistially beause one
an enoding was produed no transformation was required to obtain
the enoding of the transformed objet and that the work of the trans-
formation was performed during enoding and deoding. Thus in the
light of the proposed denition of holisti omputation, holisti symbol
proessing is not ourring although holisti omputation is ourring
in the trivial form desribed above, i.e. the transformation of the input
vetor to the output vetor at eah stage of enoding or deoding is an
operation that is holisti with respet to the input vetor. Of ourse if
a form of onuent inferene that involves an expliit transformation
phase is used then holisti symbol proessing may be ourring as a
result.
 Chalmers did demonstrate holisti omputation. This is obviously true
for the trivial form of holisti omputation mentioned above, but it
is also true that Chalmers demonstrated holisti symbol proessing.
When Balogh suggested that holisti symbol proessing was not our-
ring, he was assuming that by demonstrating that the representation
developed by Chalmers' network was not holisti he was also demon-
strating that sentenes were not being transformed holistially. From
the above arguments it an be seen that this is not so. The transforma-
tion network operated on eah element of the RAAM representations in
parallel and thus operated holistially in the required sense, or rather it
would have been if implemented for real rather than being simulated on
a sequential mahine. However, sine onnetionists posit a highly dis-
tributed parallel arhiteture as being the arhiteture of the mind, the
sequential implementation of suh an arhiteture is beside the point.
Thus Chalmers did demonstrate holisti symbol proessing.
 Holisti omputation is not unique to onnetionism. Consider permut-
ing an array on a parallel mahine. If the mahine has N proessors,
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where N is the size of the array, then eah proessor an be assigned an
element in the array whih it then moves to its new position. By doing
this, the array would be ated upon holistially: every element of the
array would be being proessed simultaneously, without any searhing
being required to loate them. This is similar to the trivial form of
holisti omputation mentioned above. If the array was atually repre-
senting a list, then it ould also be a simple example of holisti symbol
proessing.
 What is \new" about the onnetionist examples of holisti omputa-
tion disussed above is holisti symbol proessing. The onnetionists'
innovation was to devise representations that allowed omplex stru-
tures to be proessed holistially. This innovation does have osts.
Auray is lost in storing symbol strutures in vetors leading to a
\fuzzy" limit on the size of the struture that an be stored in any
given vetor. If the size of the strutures that an be stored needs to
be inreased, then a new neural network needs to be onstruted and
trained to proess the vetors representing the strutures or, if using
HRRs, new base vetors need to be reated.
2.8 Classial representations and holisti om-
putation
Traditional AI systems have almost exlusively used lassial symbol stru-
tures suh as lists and trees, and have not supported holisti symbol proess-
ing. One question whih is raised is whether systems using suh strutures
ould support holisti symbol proessing. At rst sight the answer seems
to be \no". Suh systems operate on the symbol strutures by nding and
hanging a symbol one at a time, and sine the representations used are
not holisti representations, then on a sequential mahine there is thus no
possibility of supporting holisti symbol proessing. With standard imple-
mentations of the symbol strutures it would not be possible on a parallel
mahine either.
All the above points relate to implementations of the symbol strutures
that losely reet their high-level speiation. For example, a list would
be implemented using pointers and dynami memory alloation eah time
an element is added or removed and, in order to get at an element, a searh
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whih follows the pointers from the head of the list is required. However
in priniple the implementation need not be suh a diret reetion of the
high-level speiation. Again taking the example of a list, an intelligent
ompiler for a parallel mahine ould implement it as an array, if it ould
dedue its likely maximum size from the ode. During any periods when the
list remains the same size, but where the elements of the list are hanged,
the ompiler ould parallelise the hanges and thus the implementation ould
support holisti transformations of the list, given enough proessors.
Thus it seems that implementations of at least some lassial symbol
strutures ould support holisti symbol proessing. However, the sope for
doing this is limited. It is not obvious, for example, how one ould manipulate
a graph or a tree holistially, unless the ompiler were to implement the
symbol struture using a holisti representation suh as HRRs. However the
ompiler would then need to know the size of the largest struture likely to be
used and the size of the representation that will hold suh a struture. These
of ourse need to be known anyway when using HRRs, but the programmer
would be in a better position to know this information than the ompiler,
and it is unlikely that the ompiler ould get quite the same eÆieny as the
programmer in this respet. Also, a neural network an learn to do some
types of transformation whih a ompiler would not be able to speify. For
example, a neural net an learn a mapping between the representations of,
for instane, sentenes in two dierent languages: something whih annot be
done using HRRs and other \hard wired" representations without performing
a searh of the sentenes to loate the words/phrases and then nding their
replaements.
The onlusion then is that whilst there may be some sope for imple-
menting lassial symbol strutures in a manner whih supports holisti sym-
bol proessing, the sope for doing so is limited, and in any ase it is more
eÆient to use representations whih support holisti symbol proessing di-
retly rather than make onversions.
2.9 Are omputations on holisti representa-
tions always holisti?
This hapter laims that all omputations on a holisti representation are
neessarily holisti omputations performed on the represented objet. One
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might objet that, on a mahine with virtual memory, aessing one of the
onstituents of a holisti representation might inur a searh of page tables
and/or the disk to nd the relevant page of memory and, beause the a-
ess involved searh, the operation is not holisti aording to the denition
above. This would be inorret, sine the denition states that the om-
putation is done without requiring searh to aess the onstituents of the
objet, whereas the searh here is to aess the onstituents of the represen-
tation. The above argument onfuses the proessing of the representation
with the proessing of the objet. That is the objet being represented is
being proessed holistially, even though the representation is not.
It might also be objeted that, as with traditional symbol strutures, the
implementation need not be the same as the high-level speiation and thus
an implementation of a holisti representation would nevertheless be non-
holisti. The most obvious example here would be implementing an HRR
vetor as a linked list of elements, but it would still be the ase that the
searh for an element of the list would not be a searh for a onstituent
of the objet being represented. Of ourse one ould onvert the holisti
representation to a lassial symbol struture, by extrating the struture
from the representation but that involves eetively abandoning the use of a
holisti representation.
2.10 Conlusion: On exploiting holisti om-
putation
2.10.1 Summary
This hapter has proposed a revised denition of holisti omputation whih
fouses on the ability to proess all the onstituents of an objet simulta-
neously. It has been argued that this denition oers greater larity than
previous denitions on the grounds that it does not onfuse the proessing of
an objet with the proessing of its representation and, onsequently, gives
a learer and more aurate piture of what is required to perform holisti
symbol proessing. It has further been argued that, under the revised def-
inition, holisti omputation is not unique to onnetionism, that it is the
holisti proessing of symbol strutures that is \new" and that Chalmers did
demonstrate holisti symbol proessing, ontrary to Balogh's onlusions.
It has demonstrated that holisti symbol proessing an be ahieved using a
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holisti representation, or via parallel proessing of all the elements of a xed-
length non-holisti representation. Both possibilities have been disovered by
onnetionists, and whilst there may be some sope for holisti implemen-
tations of lassial symbol strutures, they do not typially support holisti
symbol proessing. However, neither form of holisti symbol proessing is
unique to onnetionism, although onnetionist systems seem well suited to
proessing the representations that make them possible.
It has also been argued that to regard onuent inferene as a lass of
holisti symbol proessing is mistaken and onfuses two dierent phenom-
ena. Conuent inferene seems to be a way of ensuring that the information
required for ertain tasks is diretly aessible in a representation and may
failitate holisti symbol proessing with that representation. However by
itself onuent inferene does not involve holisti symbol proessing. It is
nevertheless worthy of further study.
2.10.2 Exploiting Holisti Computation
In Chapter 1 it was argued that there is a need to evaluate holisti om-
putation more ritially and to investigate how easy it is to exploit holisti
omputation with neural networks. The work in this hapter ontributes
to both of these issues; the rst by evaluating the onept of holisti om-
putation as desribed in the literature and suggesting a new denition to
ahieve greater larity than has hitherto been demonstrated, and the seond
by making it learer just exatly what it is that we are trying to exploit.
There is still a long way to go before the questions of how easy it is
and how best to exploit holisti omputation in neural nets are answered.
For example it is not lear from the literature just how far onnetionist
representations whih are learned, suh as the RAAM, an be pushed. The
most reliable tehniques for produing representations that support holisti
symbol proessing have thus far been analytially/mathematially derived
tehniques suh as HRRs and the (S)RAAM, raising a question as to whether
learned tehniques an ompete.
In order to investigate the questions of how easy it is to exploit holisti
omputation with neural networks and how best to go about it, the various
tehniques whih support holisti omputation will need to be evaluated in
order to determine their limitations, what it is that allows them to support
holisti symbol proessing, what apaity there is for them to \sale up" to
larger or more ompliated tasks, et. On this issue, the literature on holisti
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omputation and the tehniques whih support it is laking in the following
ways:
 With one exeption, none of the literature expliitly sets out to eval-
uate the apaity of a tehnique for supporting holisti symbol pro-
essing exept in so far as it demonstraes some task being performed
holistially. That one exeption is Niklasson and Boden's study of the
RAAM (Niklasson and Boden, 1994). They expliitly set out to deter-
mine what sort of information was aptured in RAAM enodings and
therefore was available for holisti symbol proessing. They found that
information about the struture of a tree was available, whilst infor-
mation about onstituents was not always available in the enodings
produed by the RAAM (this was often the ase for deeply embedded
information). This work is an example of the sort of study whih needs
to be done to evaluate the apaity of onnetionist systems to exploit
holisti omputation, but it does not address questions about what a
RAAM an and annot learn, whether onuent inferene might solve
the problem of enoding onstituent level information in the RAAM
enodings of symbol strutures or whether the RAAM's learning an
be improved, for example.
 Most of the literature simply presents a representational tehnique
and/or demonstrates its use for a partiular task without, for example,
trying to push the tehnique to its limits, determine what those lim-
its are or analysing the performane of the tehnique for lues to its
strengths and weaknesses.
 Even where some eort has been made to understand how a parti-
ular tehnique works, it has seldom gone beyond a luster analysis
of the representations. An exeption to this, and probably the most
thorough analysis of a tehnique, other than those derived mathemat-
ially, is that done on the Labeling RAAM whih inludes a formal
analysis of its properties. This example may have yielded a lot of infor-
mation relevant to evaluating the apaity of the LRAAM to support
holisti symbol proessing, although it was not the expliit aim of the
analysis to do so. The other notable exeptions however have tended
to onentrate solely on the nature of the representations developed,
without looking at the limitations of the tehnique for learning to pro-
due those representations. Balogh's work (Balogh, 1994), Blank et
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al.'s work (Blank, Meeden and Marshall, 1992) and the work of Niklas-
son, Sharkey and Van Gelder (Niklasson and Sharkey, 1997; Niklasson
and van Gelder, 1994) on systematiity fall into this ategory. This is
of ourse useful information in evaluating the apaity for supporting
holisti transformations but does not oer a omplete piture.
The work in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 will make a ontribution to the evalua-
tion of the apaity of onnetionist networks for holisti symbol proessing,
and to thus address some of the ritiisms made of the literature above.
The main purpose of this work is to evaluate the SRAAM's ability to gener-
ate representations that support holisti symbol proessing via an attempt
to rereate Chalmers' experiment with the SRAAM (thus providing diret
omparison with the RAAM) and an evaluation of the performane of the
SRAAM in doing so, both in terms of the representations produed and in
terms of the nature of the solutions the SRAAM nds. As well as analysis
of the representations developed, a wider analysis of the solutions produed,
involving the weights and enoding/deoding trajetories will be presented,
as well as onsideration of what solutions should exist in priniple. This
evaluation of the SRAAM will form the rest of the ontribution of this thesis
towards the evaluation of holisti omputation and the investigation of how
best to exploit it, as argued for in Chapter 1.
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Chapter 3
Syntati Transformations with
the Sequential RAAM
3.1 Purpose of this work
The motivation for the work in this hapter is to ontribute to the investiga-
tion into how eetively onnetionist systems an support holisti ompu-
tation argued for in Chapter 1. The work presented here and in Chapters 4
and 5 ontributes to this investigation by attempting to evaluate the ability
of the Sequential RAAM to generate representations that support holisti
symbol proessing. This evaluation is made on the basis of an attempt to
rereate Chalmers' experiment but with the RAAM replaed by the SRAAM.
This hapter presents the results of this attempt to rereate Chalmers' exper-
iment and Chapters 4 and 5 present an analysis of the SRAAM's performane
in trying to learn to enode and deode the sentenes used in Chalmers' ex-
periment.
3.2 Why the SRAAM was hosen
Any of the representations disussed in Chapter 2 ould have been hosen for
this work as they all support holisti transformations to some degree. The
SRAAM was hosen in preferene to the other representations disussed in
Chapter 2 for various reasons:
 The extent to whih it an support holisti symbol proessing is not
lear from the literature. The more ompliated tasks it has been used
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for, suh as Chrisman's (1991) translation of simple English sentenes
into Spanish, or Ho and Chan's (1996) parser, employ onuent infer-
ene rather than holisti symbol proessing. The work of Blank et al.
(1992) does involve holisti symbol proessing but the tasks are simpler
than those for whih the RAAM has been used. Kwasny and Kalman
(1995) train their SRAAM to enode and deode more ompliated
strutures, but their attempts to perform holisti operations on those
strutures met with ambiguous results. Thus there is a real question
as to whether the SRAAM is as apable of supporting holisti symbol
proessing as other representations.
 Kwasny and Kalman's work suggested that the SRAAM had various
advantages over the RAAM whih if ombined with eetive support
for holisti symbol proessing would suggest the SRAAM is a better
vehile for exploiting holisti omputation than the RAAM. Their work
suggested that the SRAAM is easier to train, oers greater exibility
in the range of strutures that an be represented and oers higher
levels of generalisation. The SRAAM is easier to train beause the
training does not require an external memory to store intermediate pat-
terns and is in fat a simple modiation of the Simple Reurrent Net-
work (SRN) training. It is more exible beause arbitrarily branhed
trees an be represented as opposed to the xed-branhing required by
the RAAM. The SRAAM ahieved greater levels of generalisation on
the tasks Kwasny and Kalman trained it with than Chalmers' RAAM
ahieved. Kwasny and Kalman reported 100% generalisation when
their SRAAM was trained on 30 trees out of a total of 183 generated
by a simple grammar. After training, the SRAAM ould enode and
deode all 183 trees without error. By omparison, Chalmers' RAAM,
when trained on 80 trees (out of 250 possible) and tested on 80 novel
trees, made errors when enoding and deoding 13 of the 80 novel trees.
These results are not totally lear ut beause Chalmers used bak-
propagation to train his RAAM whilst Kwasny and Kalman employed
onjugate gradient training and they reomputed the error derivatives
to take into aount the feedbak loops that exist in the SRAAM's
training, hene the dierene ould be attributed to the training teh-
niques rather than the network arhitetures used. However Kwasny
and Kalman's results do suggest that when trained with Kwasny and
Kalman's methods the SRAAM does have these advantages. If these
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advantages ould be ombined with eetive support for holisti sym-
bol proessing then the SRAAM would stand as a worthy alternative
to the RAAM for holisti tasks.
 The SRAAM is loser to standard onnetionist models than either the
(S)RAAM (whih boasts very quik training times) or HRRs, both of
whih appear to support holisti symbol proessing at least as ee-
tively as the RAAM. Neither (S)RAAM or HRRs involve error min-
imisation, nor do they utilise networks of units with weighted onne-
tions between them, as most standard onnetionist models do. The
SRAAM by ontrast an be trained using standard tehniques, suh
as bak-propagation or onjugate gradient, and expliitly employs a
network of units with weighted onnetions.
 The SRAAM representations employed in Kwasny and Kalman's work
were smaller than with HRRs, and in one ase smaller even than the
representations developed by RAAM in Chalmers' experiment, suggest-
ing that they should be reasonably pratial to use.
 Finally, the LRAAM's operation is rather dierent to that of the other
methods due to the pratie of turning it into a bi-diretional asso-
iative memory and the prodution of redued desriptions of stru-
tures to be used in holisti transformations is not as natural with the
LRAAM as it is with other methods. Furthermore there has already
been extensive investigation into its properties (Sperduti, 1993a; Sper-
duti, 1993b), whih inlude a formal analysis of it. Thus it is already
well understood.
3.3 Rereating Chalmers' experiment
3.3.1 Chalmers' experiment
Chalmers' experiment involved a simple task, the ative to passive trans-
formations of simple sentenes, whih the RAAM performed fairly well.
Chalmers' RAAM learned to enode and deode all the training sequenes
and the bulk of the testing sequenes, and the transformation network was
able to learn the task well. Indeed the errors that arose during the trans-
formation task were shown to be due to errors in enoding and deoding,
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rather than in the transformation. Thus it was lear that the RAAM was
reating representations that supported holisti symbol proessing fairly well.
For these reasons, it seems instrutive to try to rereate the experiment, us-
ing the SRAAM in plae of the RAAM. The original experiment thus forms
a benhmark against whih to ompare the SRAAM's apaity to gener-
ate representations that support holisti transformations. By representing
the sentenes as simple sequenes, rather than trees, the SRAAM an be
trained to enode and deode the sentenes and then another network an
be trained to perform the transformation on the resulting representations.
It was also deided that both bak-propagation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training methods
1
would be used for training the SRAAM to provide a om-
parison between the two and determine whether the SRAAM arhiteture or
Kwasny and Kalman's training methods were responsible for the SRAAM's
apparent superiority to RAAM.
3.3.2 Experimental proedure
In the experiments reported below, all the sequenes are of the form \john
love helen" or \helen is love by john", as in Chalmers' experiment. There are
ve possible nouns (\john", \helen", \hris", \diane" and \mihael"), ve
possible verbs (\love", \kill", \hase", \hug" and \hit") and the words \is"
and \by", yielding 125 possible sentenes of the form \john love helen" and
another 125 possible passive equivalents. 130 sentenes (65 ative/passive
pairs) were used in the training set and the remaining 120 sentenes (60
pairs) were used as the testing set. Appendix E lists the training and testing
sentenes.
In Chalmers' experiment the representation of eah symbol involved 13
units, with 2 units set to the value of 1 and the rest to 0 and this sheme
is used for various training runs reported here. The sheme is illustrated
in Table 3.1 and will subsequently be referred to as the \2 unit representa-
tion". Some of the networks trained here, inluding those trained by Kwasny
and Kalman's simulator, use the hyperboli tangent ativation funtion out-
putting values between -1 and 1. For these networks, the \0"s in the symbol
patterns are replaed with \-1"s. In addition to the training runs involving
the 2 unit representation, various runs were done with patterns where only 1
unit out of the 13 is set to 1, to see if this simpler sheme would help training
1
Kwasny and Kalman generously provided their simulator for use with this work.
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john 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
mihael 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
helen 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
diane 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
hris 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
love 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
hit 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
betray 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
kill 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
hug 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
is 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
by 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
nil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3.1: The 2 unit representation of the symbols used in Chalmers' data.
For hyperboli tangent networks, replae \0"s with \-1"s.
| the patterns are all orthogonal whih may redue interferene. Table 3.2
illustrates this representation. As before, \0"s are replaed with \-1"s for the
networks employing the hyperboli tangent funtion. This representation will
subsequently be referred to as the \1 unit representations".
All the training runs for bak-propagation indiate the best performane
ahieved after trying various ombinations of values for the momentum and
learning in the range 0.01 to 0.9, and training for upto 10000 iterations.
With Kwasny and Kalman's simulator the step size is determined adaptively
so these parameters do not exist. The simulator attempts to train until the
outputs are within in a small tolerane of the target outputs (a tolerane of
0.01 was used here), or until onvergene is ahieved otherwise.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Learning the main data set
Table 3.3 shows the results of various attempts to train an SRAAM to enode
and deode 130 sequenes drawn at random from the set of sequenes derived
from Chalmers' data, using the 2 unit representations. Likewise Table 3.4
shows the equivalent training runs involving the 1 unit representation. In
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john 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mihael 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
helen 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
diane 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
hris 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
love 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
hit 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
betray 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
kill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
hug 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
is 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
by 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
nil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3.2: The 1 unit representation of the symbols used in Chalmers' data.
For hyperboli tangent networks, replae \0"s with \-1"s.
both ases, the networks were also tested on the 120 remaining sequenes
from Chalmers' data. The olumn headings for both tables are desribed
below:
 The \Method" olumn indiates what training method was used. The
\BP SSE" training method refers to standard error bak-propagation,
with units with sigmoid ativation funtions giving outputs in the range
0 to 1, and using the sum of squares error (SSE) funtion. The \BP
KKE" method employs error bak-propagation with the hyperboli tan-
gent ativation funtion giving the range -1 to 1 and the Kwasny and
Kalman's error (KKE) funtion. Kwasny and Kalman laimed these
modiations would lead to faster onvergene (Kalman and Kwasny,
1994). The \KK" training method refers to Kwasny and Kalman's
training method, based on onjugate gradient training and with the er-
ror derivatives reomputed to take into aount feedbak eets. This
method also employs hyperboli tangent ativations and the KKE fun-
tion.
 The \Network" olumn indiates the network arhiteture used, giving
the number of inputs, the size of the hidden layer and the number of
outputs for eah ase.
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Method Network Iterations Error % train E/seq Tr
BP SSE 25-12-25 1350 98.87 0.8% 1.80
BP SSE 52-39-52 1520 71.28 42.3% 0.96
BP KKE 25-12-25 570 492.80 3.8% 2.65
BP KKE 52-39-52 320 243.71 47.7% 0.59
KK 25-12-25 DE:8310 FE:80587 1.23 46.9% 0.53
KK 52-39-52 DE:6950 FE:71384 0.04 85.3% 0.15
Method Network % test E/seq Te
BP SSE 25-12-25 1.7% 1.83
BP SSE 52-39-52 21.7% 1.19
BP KKE 25-12-25 0.0% 2.85
BP KKE 52-39-52 50.8% 0.64
KK 25-12-25 45% 0.55
KK 52-39-52 87.5% 0.12
Table 3.3: Various attempts to learn to enode and deode 130 sequenes
from Chalmers' data set, using the 2 unit representation.
 The \Iterations" olumn indiates the number of epohs used in train-
ing for bak-propagation, and the number of derivative (DE) epohs
and funtional epohs (FE) for Kwasny and Kalman's training method.
 The \Error" olumn indiates the minimum network error reahed dur-
ing training.
 The \% train" olumn indiates the perentage of the training se-
quenes orretly enoded and deoded one the network is trained.
 The \% test" olumn indiates the perentage of the testing sequenes
orretly enoded and deoded.
 The \E/seq Tr" olumn gives the number of enoding and deoding
errors per sequene in the training set, i.e. the number of inorret
symbols when a sentene is enoded and then deoded | if the deoded
sequene is of inorret length, this ounts as one error.
 The \E/seq Te" olumn gives the number of enoding and deoding
errors per sequene in the testing set.
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Method Network Iterations Error % train E/seq Tr
BP SSE 25-12-25 2400 123.05 3.1% 1.81
BP SSE 52-39-52 1820 131.38 32.3% 0.92
BP KKE 25-12-25 120 535.85 0.0% 2.37
BP KKE 52-39-52 270 362.83 23.8% 0.90
KK 25-12-25 DE:7679 FE:92470 0.81 31.5% 0.85
KK 52-39-52 DE:7153 FE:71545 0.06 50.0% 0.50
Method Network % test E/seq Te
BP SSE 25-12-25 0.0% 2.09
BP SSE 52-39-52 17.5% 1.22
BP KKE 25-12-25 0.0% 2.40
BP KKE 52-39-52 15.8% 1.16
KK 25-12-25 20.8% 0.88
KK 52-39-52 50.0% 0.50
Table 3.4: Various attempts to learn to enode and deode 130 sequenes
from Chalmers' data set, using the 1 unit representation.
As an be seen in both tables, it was not possible to obtain perfet enod-
ing and deoding of the training set with hidden layer sizes of up to 39 units
with either bak-propagation or Kwasny and Kalman's training. Various
points an be noted about this data, however:
 The error levels in the testing set were generally higher than in the
training set. However, for networks trained with Kwasny and Kalman's
method, the error levels in the testing set were loser to the error levels
in the training set than was the ase for networks trained with bak-
propagation and in one ase the error in the testing set was lower than
in the training set for Kwasny and Kalman's method. This is suggestive
of a greater power of generalisation in Kwasny and Kalman's training
than in bak-propagation.
 Kwasny and Kalman's training onsistently outperforms bak-propagation,
obtaining lower network error, a higher perentage of orretly en-
oded/deoded sentenes and a lower number of enoding and deod-
ing errors per sequene.
 The use of the hyperboli tangent ativation funtion and Kwasny and
Kalman's error funtion improved the performane of bak-propagation
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somewhat with the 2 unit representation of symbols, but was worse with
the 1 unit representation. Convergene was faster than with standard
bak-propagation, as Kwasny and Kalman suggested.
 The 2 unit representation generally lead to better performane than
the 1 unit representation, espeially with the 39 unit networks, on-
trary to the expetations of the author. It appears that the fat that in
the 2 unit representation some units ode for whether the symbol is a
noun/verb or \by" or \is" may have helped the network to learn whih
sort of symbol to produe at any given point in time. To test this hy-
pothesis, SRAAMs with 39 hidden units and employing sigmoidal and
hyperboli tangent ativations
2
were trained by bak-propagation using
a randomized 2 unit representation, i.e. where 2 of the 13 units are on
but these are randomly hosen for eah pattern and thus do not indi-
ate what type of symbol the pattern represents. For sigmoidal units,
the lowest error of 214.61 was reahed after 773 iterations. The average
error per sequene on the training set was 1.18 and 20% of the training
sequenes were enoded and deoded without error. On the testing
set the average error per sequene was 1.44 and 12.5% of the train-
ing sequenes were enoded and deoded orretly. For the SRAAM
employing hyperboli tangent units, the minimum error of 888.52 was
reahed after 91 iterations. The average error per sequene was 1.57
and 7.69% of the training sequenes were enoded and deoded or-
retly. Thus the errors for this randomized representation were higher
than for either of the representations used above, onrming that the
use of the units to indiate whih sort of symbol a pattern represents
improved the training.
A diret omparison of the training times between bak-propagation and
Kwasny and Kalman's method is not valid as the iterations mean dierent
things in eah method. Some iterations of Kwasny and Kalman's method
involve omputing derivatives as in bak-propagation, whilst others employ a
heuristi that approximates using the derivatives. The network error reported
is not the alulated uniformly either. Kwasny and Kalman's training and
the BP KKE method employ the Kalman-Kwasny error funtion (Kwasny
and Kalman, 1995):
2
There was not enough time to train the Kwasny and Kalman networks with this
representation.
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where p runs over all the patterns; i runs over the output units; t
pi
is the
target output for pattern p, unit i; and a
pi
is the atual output for that
pattern and unit. This leads to higher error values than the normal sum of
squares measure used in standard bak-propagation for the same data. This
means the lower errors reported by Kwasny and Kalman's training method
are of greater signiane.
Attempts to extend bak-propagation's training beyond the point of low-
est error, resulted in the error inreasing gradually and then osillating
around the 400-800 level with standard bak-propagation and inreasing dra-
matially and then osillating haotially around a very high value (typially
1000-2000) with bak-propagation modied with KKE and hyperboli tan-
gent ativation. With Kwasny and Kalman's training method, attempts to
extend the training beyond the point at whih it stops in the above tables
result in the simulator terminating training almost immediately, suggesting
it has found the lowest error it is apable of nding, without being restarted
from srath at least.
3.4.2 Transformations on imperfetly learned data
Several training runs ame lose to learning the sequenes perfetly, inlud-
ing all those employing Kwasny and Kalman's method (exept the 1 unit
representation with the 12 unit hidden layer ombination) and the BP KKE
method with 39 unit hidden layer and the 2 unit representation. This sug-
gests that in these training runs, most of the information needed to represent
these sequenes was being aptured suessfully. If so it might be possible
to perform the ative to passive transformations without induing any ex-
tra errors in the enoding/deoding proess. Were this to be the ase, one
ould onlude that the SRAAM enodings an apture useful information
that an be used for performing strutural transformations, and given enough
resoures would thus support holisti symbol proessing.
To test this hypothesis, a standard 3 layer feed-forward net was trained,
using bak-propagation, to map between the ative and passive representa-
tion of half the pairs of training sequenes learned in these training runs. The
trained network (hitherto known as the transformation network) was then
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tested on the entire set of sequenes, i.e. the ative sequenes were enoded
and fed into the transformation network and the resulting enoding was de-
oded and heked against the relevant passive sentene. Bak-propagation
was used for training the transformation network in order to provide diret
omparison with Chalmers' experiment, where the transformation network
was also trained with bak-propagation. Any diÆulties in learning the task
ould then be diretly traed to the nature of the representation learned by
the SRAAM (with whihever training method), rather than to dierenes in
the training method employed to learn the transformation. All the training
runs involved stopping the network one the sum squared error fell below
0.04.
The results of this experiment are given in Table 3.5. The \SRAAM"
olumn indiates whih of the SRAAMs trained above was used to produe
the enodings for the sequenes whih the transformation network operated
on. BPSSE39Un2 refers to the SRAAM with 39 hidden units trained by
standard bak-propagation, on the 2 unit representations. BBKKE39Un2
refers to the SRAAM with 39 hidden units trained by bak-propagation us-
ing Kwasny and Kalman's error funtion and hyperboli tangent ativation
on the 2 unit representations. KK12Un2 refers to the SRAAMs with 12
hidden units trained using Kwasny and Kalman's method on the 2 unit rep-
resentations. KK39Un1 and KK39Un2 refer to the SRAAM with 39 hidden
units trained using Kwasny and Kalman's method using 1 and 2 unit repre-
sentations respetively. The \Network" olumn indiates the arhiteture of
the transformation network, e.g. the rst one has 39 inputs and outputs and
19 units in the hidden layer. \Epohs" gives the number of iterations it took
to train the transformation net. The \Indued errs TR" olumn gives the
number of extra inorret symbols on average after deoding, introdued by
the ative-passive transformation when using the sequenes that the trans-
formation network was trained on. The \Indued errs TE" olumn gives the
same gure for the sequenes the transformation network was not trained
on. (Reall that the training and testing sets are formed by splitting the
130 sequenes the SRAAMs were trained on in half.) From this table the
following an be noted:
 With the exeption of KK39Un2 and KK12Un2, all the transformation
networks indued an average of only 0.03 or 0.06 errors per transfor-
mation on the training set.
 KK39Un1 ahieves the best result on the testing set.
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SRAAM Network Epohs Indued errs TR Indued errs TE
BPSSE39Un2 39-19-39 1740 0.03 0.44
BPKKE39Un2 39-19-39 2240 0.06 0.53
KK12Un2 12-6-12 4227 0.36 0.50
KK39Un1 39-19-39 162 0.06 0.13
KK39Un2 39-19-39 219 0.85 1.31
Table 3.5: Results of training & testing transformation network on omplete
set of sequenes
 The networks trained on the 39 unit SRAAMs produed by bak-
propagation introdued 0.44 or 0.53 errors per transformation on the
testing set.
 Networks KK39Un2 and KK12Un2 did not perform as well as the rest
on either the training or testing sets. In the ase of KK12Un2 this is
perhaps understandable due to the smaller hidden layer size. In the
ase of KK39Un2 it is a surprising result. KK39Un2 had ahieved the
best enoding/deoding performane of all, yet the errors introdued
are greatest here.
From these results it seems that the 39 unit SRAAM enodings produed
by KK39Un1 managed to apture most of the information needed to perform
the ative/passive transformation on them suessfully. To test this onlu-
sion further, KK39Un1 was trained until the sum squared error was below
0.01. This took 756 epohs (inluding the 126 to get below the SSE of 0.04).
The trained network resulting from this was able to perform the transforma-
tion without induing any extra errors on either the training sequenes or
the testing sequenes. This onrms that if a SRAAM ould be trained to
perform the enoding and deoding perfetly, then a transformation network
ould be trained to operate on those enodings without induing error. All
that would be needed to obtain suh performane would be to inrease the
size of the hidden layer until it is large enough for either bak-propagation
or Kwasny and Kalman's training method to nd an error-free solution (the
delining error with inreased size of hidden-layer onrms this). In other
words, given enough resoures, the SRAAM an generate representations
that support holisti symbol proessing.
The performane of the networks operating on SRAAM enodings pro-
dued by bak-propagation is not as good as KK39Un1. Although their per-
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formane on transforming the training set is on a par with that of KK39Un1,
this performane does not generalise well to the testing set. Indeed, when
BBKKE39Un2 was trained until the SSE was less than 0.01 (requiring 9142
iterations in total), whilst no errors were introdued in the testing set, an
average of 0.47 errors per transformation were introdued on the training set:
not muh improvement on the same network trained to a SSE of just under
0.04. Likewise when BBSSE39Un2 was trained until the SSE was under 0.01,
requiring 100083 iterations in total, it added no errors on the training set but
indued 0.44 errors per transformation on the training set. Hene it seems
the SRAAM enodings produed by bak-propagation do not support holisti
symbol proessing to the same degree as those produed for KK39Un1.
KK12Un2's performane is worse than BP39SSEUn2, BPKKE39Un2 or
KK39Un1. This is not surprising given that the same amount of information
is being stored in 12 units as in 39 units, whih will lead to lower tolerane
of noise.
This leaves KK39Un2. Here the errors are muh higher than with any
of the other networks, whih is puzzling. One an only dedue that the en-
odings were muh less robust to the noise introdued by the transformation
network than in the other ases. Sine this set of enodings was produed
from the best performing SRAAM this is rather odd. Perhaps in learning
to enode and deode a higher proportion of the sequenes than the other
networks, KK39Un2 had to reate a fragile representation for some reason.
As with KK39Un1, an attempt to train the transformation network until the
SSE was under 0.01 was made to see if the performane ould be improved
to the point where no errors were introdued. This took 636 iterations, re-
sulting in 0.51 errors per sequene on the training set and 0.75 errors per
sequene on the testing set, again onrming that these representations are
less tolerant to noise than the others.
3.4.3 Disussion
The foregoing setions have yielded the following ndings:
 In order to learn to enode and deode 130 of Chalmers' sentenes with-
out error, the SRAAM requires more than 39 hidden units, whether one
is using bak-propagation or Kwasny and Kalman's onjugate gradient
based training method.
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 Kwasny and Kalman's method onsistently produes better enod-
ing/deoding results than does standard bak-propagation, hene their
laimed improvements over the RAAM ould have been due to their
training method rather than the use of the SRAAM per se.
 Chalmers' original 2 unit representation for the symbols in eah se-
quene yields better enoding/deoding results than the 1 unit repre-
sentation whih one might have thought to be simpler to use as eah
symbol is orthogonal to the others.
 One an train a 3-layer feedforward network to perform the ative
to passive transformation on the enodings produed by the SRAAM
without any errors being introdued on top of those produed by the
enoding and deoding proess itself, suggesting that the enodings
would support holisti symbol proessing if given enough resoures to
ahieve perfet enoding and deoding.
These ndings suggest that:
 The SRAAM is more diÆult to train than the RAAM, alling into
question the laims made for the superiority of the SRAAM by Kwasny
and Kalman (1995).
 Although holisti symbol proessing may be supported when the SRAAM
is given enough resoures to enode and deode a set of sequenes per-
fetly, the representations developed by the SRAAMwill be muh larger
than those developed by a RAAM for the same task.
 Muh of the improved performane Kwasny and Kalman laimed for
the SRAAM may have atually been due to their training methods,
and they might nd that the RAAM performs even better still when
trained with their methods rather than bak-propagation.
For these reasons it appears that the SRAAM, when trained with bak-
propagation or Kwasny and Kalman's methods, may not be as eetive a
vehile for exploiting holisti omputation as other tehniques, suh as the
RAAM or the (S)RAAM, beause it is more diÆult to train and requires
larger representations. However whether this is due to inherent properties of
the SRAAM's arhiteture and operation, or whether some modiation to
the training methods ould improve the performane of the SRAAM is yet
to be seen.
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3.5 Comparison with earlier work
The SRAAM has been used suessfully in other work, suh as the work of
Blank et al. (1992), Ho and Chan (1996) and Chrisman (1991).
Blank et al.'s experiments inlude an experiment omparable to the work
presented here in omplexity, exept that all the sentenes are the same
length, being 3 symbols long. Thus their experiment is simpler in this respet,
but omparable in other respets, to the experiment presented here. They
trained a SRAAM, using standard bak-propagation, to enode and deode
100 sentenes, of the form \X verb Y". There were 27 total possible symbols
in these sentenes, whih were represented by 27 units, of whih one was set
to \1" and the rest to \0" depending on whih word was being represented.
The SRAAM's hidden layer was 30 units. After 21000 iterations of training,
the SRAAM ould enode and deode all 100 sentenes perfetly and also was
able to enode and deode 80 sentenes perfetly out of 100 novel sentenes
presented to it. This is in ontrast to the inability to learn the sequenes
exhibited in the work presented here. There are three possibilities to onsider
in explaining this. Firstly, and this is most probably part of the reason for
the dierene, is the fat that sine the sentenes used by Blank at al. are
all 3 symbols long, there is less embedding and fewer hidden-layer states
are produed per sequene than in the experiments reported here. Here
on average the sequenes are 4 symbols long and there are on average 4
levels of embedding. Half the sequenes are 5 symbols in length, half 3.
Seondly, Blank et al.'s networks were trained for far more iterations than
used here (21000 ompared to 1000 to 4000 or so here). However in order
to see whether suh long training runs might make the dierene, a training
run of 30000 iterations was performed. It failed to improve on the results
presented earlier, and displayed the haoti behaviour desribed above after
reahing its minimum error. Also it should be noted that with Kwasny and
Kalman's method all 65 of the ative sequenes were enoded and deoded
without error, though this was not the ase for the bak-propagation runs.
Thirdly, perhaps Blank et al. used dierent values for the momentum and
learning rate. However they do not mention what values they used, and the
results of the experiments here are the best ahieved with several sets of
values ranging from 0.01 to 0.9, whih overs the values normally used in the
literature. It appears that the most likely explanation is therefore that the
extra omplexity of the experiments here is the most probable reason for the
dierene in performane.
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Both Chrisman's and Ho and Chan's work involve more ompliated
tasks. Chrisman translated a set of English sentenes into Spanish, and
Ho and Chan performed syntati parsing using onuent inferene. At rst
sight it might seem that the results presented here are also in onit with
these examples, however in Ho and Chan's work the representations are muh
larger than those used here, being 210-220 units in length. Also both Chris-
man and Ho and Chan employ onuent inferene to reate their representa-
tions whih ould explain part of the dierene in performane, and neither's
work employs holisti transformations, in that neither atually involves an
expliit transformation being done. It is therefore unlear to what extent
holisti symbol proessing are supported in either ase. Thus these results
ould be quite ompatible with Chrisman's and Ho and Chan's work, be-
ause that work involves either larger representations or the use of onuent
inferene, all of whih would aet the suess or otherwise of what is being
attempted.
It is puzzling as to why Kwasny and Kalman obtained better results
than those presented here even though they used smaller representations for
equally or more ompliated tasks. They obtained very good enoding and
deoding performane (in ontrast to the results here), inluding 100% gener-
alisation, but had mixed results for holisti symbol proessing. For example,
their rst experiment involved learning a set of 30 sequenes involving a to-
tal of 930 individual symbols. Whilst the number of sequenes was smaller
than here, the length was muh greater (31 on average, ompared to 4 here)
and the total number of symbols was greater (930 ompared to 520 here).
It is espeially puzzling that worse performane was obtained for apparently
simpler tasks, in the light of the fat that their ode was used for some of
the training runs here. It may be that the peuliar properties of the tasks
involved are behind this, but it is not lear why this would be so.
3.6 Conlusion: The SRAAM's limitations
The SRAAM's performane on learning the sentenes from Chalmers' exper-
iment has been shown in this hapter to be inferior to the performane of the
RAAM on the same task. This suggests that the SRAAM may be more diÆ-
ult to train and require larger representations than the RAAM, for the same
tasks. Furthermore, it an be noted that other tehniques have been used
for more ompliated tasks than the enoding of simple ative and passive
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sentenes used here (see the tehniques disussed in Chapter 2 for examples).
On this basis it would be tempting to onlude that the SRAAM is not as
good a vehile for holisti omputation as other learned methods, suh as
the RAAM, and leave it at that. However to do so would leave the question
of why the SRAAM performed poorly on this task unanswered. The work
presented in this hapter does not address this question. It is an important
question for several reasons:
 An understanding of why the SRAAM failed may yield insights on how
to improve the SRAAM and overome the problems exhibited here.
It may be for example that some simple modiation to the training
methods ould allow the SRAAM to learn to enode and deode the
sequenes with a small hidden layer, thus making it more eetive as a
vehile for exploiting holisti omputation.
 The RAAM, SRAAM and other derivatives of the RAAM are all based
on the use of hidden layer ativation patterns as inputs and target out-
puts to reate ompositional representations. For this reason an un-
derstanding of why the SRAAM failed and what the limitations of the
SRAAM are may indiate how to improve the performane of RAAM-
style tehniques generally and may also indiate what limitations exist
for RAAM-style tehniques.
 More generally, an understanding of the limitations of the SRAAM may
oer lessons on how to reate onnetionist representations apable of
supporting holisti symbol proessing.
For these reasons, Chapters 4 and 5 present an analysis of the SRAAM
aimed at understanding why it failed and indiating what limitations of the
SRAAM lay behind this failure.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of the Sequential
RAAM Part 1: Analysis of the
weights
4.1 Purpose
In Chapter 3, an attempt was made to rereate Chalmers' experiment using
the SRAAM in plae of the RAAM. It was found that whether using bak-
propagation or Kwasny and Kalman's training method, the SRAAM ould
not learn to enode and deode a training set of 130 sequenes perfetly with
a hidden layer size of up to 39 units, 3 times larger than for the RAAM
used in Chalmers' experiment. Further experimentation demonstrated that
holisti transformations of enodings for the imperfetly learned sequenes
were possible without induing extra errors on top of those in the enoding
and deoding proesses, suggesting that given enough resoures a SRAAM
ould generate representations that would support holisti symbol proessing.
The purpose of the work presented in this hapter and Chapter 5 is to try
and nd out why the SRAAM failed to learn this task. This is important in
order to determine whether the failure is due to inherent problems with the
SRAAM or whether some modiation to the SRAAM training might allow
it to learn the task with smaller hidden layers. This hapter will address the
questions of how the solutions relate to the weight-spae, e.g. whether the
solutions exist, if they do exist whether they are easy to nd and whether
the partial solutions atually found by the SRAAM are sensitive to weight
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hanges. Chapter 5 will address the questions of how the hidden-layer states
produed in enoding and deoding are organised in hyperspae.
4.2 Possible auses of failure
When a neural network fails to learn a task there are many possible reasons
why this might be the ase. These an summarised as follows:
 The solution does not exist.
 The solution is very diÆult to nd.
 There is a problem with the training method.
 The right set of parameters has not been used with the training method
in question.
One of the aims of the work in this hapter and Chapter 5 is to indiate
whih of these reasons is the orret one. The rst and the last are worth
eliminating before the others are onsidered. The rest of this setion deals
with these two possibilities.
4.2.1 Does the solution exist?
More preisely the question is whether the solution exists for the sizes of
network whih were used in the last hapter, namely SRAAMs with hidden
layers of 12 to 39 units. There are some reasons for thinking it might not
exist, as follows:
 The limitations of 2 layer networks. When you split the SRAAM into
the enoder and deoder these are both 2-layer networks and thus suer
from the well-known limitations of 2-layer networks
1
. In a 2-layer net-
work, the outputs are derived by multiplying the inputs by the weight
matrix and then applying the ativation funtion. For eah individual
output unit, if the inputs are not linearly separable, the unit will not
be able to disriminate between them. If this were the problem how-
ever, it would also aet the RAAM, sine preisely the same situation
1
These limitations are explored by Minsky and Papert (1969) and in Rumelhart and
MClelland's volumes(Rumelhart and MClelland, 1986).
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holds for the RAAM's enoder and deoder. Also there is more exi-
bility than with normal 2-layer networks sine both the inputs to the
enoder and deoder and the outputs from them are not xed { only
part of them is. Hene the network an alter the inputs and outputs
as well as the weights in order to nd the solution.
 The number of hidden layer states generated during enoding and de-
oding is too large for the network to disriminate. As eah sequene is
enoded, a set of hidden layer patterns is produed, 1 for eah symbol
in the sequene. It may be that this number is simply too high for
the network to disriminate between them all. For the training set of
130 sequenes used in Chapter 3 a total of 520 hidden layer patterns is
generated { 4 on average per sequene. However, suppose the hidden
layers were restrited to binary patterns, then even the smallest hid-
den layer used in Chapter 3 an distinguish more than 520 patterns.
This was 12 units in size, leading to 4096 possible binary patterns that
an be generated in those units. It does provide an explanation for
the greater diÆulty of training the networks ompared to the RAAM
however. The RAAM in Chalmers' experiment only has 2 hidden layer
states on average per sequene due to the dierent method of enoding,
thus only 260 states would be produed for the set of sequenes used in
Chapter 3. Thus the SRAAM needs a greater power of disrimination
than the RAAM for the same number of sequenes.
 The amount of embedding of information is too great. As more and
more symbols are added to a sequene, the rst symbol to be added
gets more and more deeply embedded. In the sequenes here, there are
either 3 or 5 levels of embedding depending on whether the sequene is
an ative or a passive sentene. It is worth noting that with Chalmers'
RAAM, the maximum amount of embedding was 2 levels (though more
symbols would be embedded at a partiular level), again another reason
why the SRAAM ould be more diÆult to train.
Some reasons for thinking the solution does not exist are disussed above.
They are reasons for thinking the training of the SRAAM might be more dif-
ult than that of the RAAM. However to get any further with the question
of whether these fators are behind the failure of the training here requires
performing analyses of the SRAAMs in order to nd out how they are devel-
oping the representations of the sequenes they are learning to enode and
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deode. For the moment however a proof that a solution does exist for the
task of enoding and deoding the sequenes used here using any SRAAM
with a hidden layer of 20 or more units will be presented. This proof says
nothing about whether some other form of solution might exist for smaller
SRAAMs.
4.2.2 Proof the solution exists for 20 or more hidden
units
The \shifting" arhiteture
Figure 4.1 gives the general form for the weights of a working SRAAM. The
ontext layer, hidden-layer and the distributed part of the output layer are
eah split into ve banks. I indiates the identity mapping, thus the mapping
from the ontext to the hidden-layer opies the ontents of banks 1 to 4 in
the ontext layer into banks 2 to 5 in the hidden-layer. Likewise the mapping
from the hidden-layer to the distributed output layer opies the ontents of
banks 2 to 5 in the hidden-layer bak into banks 1 to 4 in the distributed
output. T is the mapping of the symbol to its enoding in bank 1. S is the
reverse mapping.
Putting the details of how the neessary mappings are ahieved to one
side for the moment, the operation of the enoder and deoder halves of the
SRAAM an be onsidered:
 The enoder. The ontext layer is set to the value for the \empty"
sequene, e.g. all zeros. Then the rst symbol is presented to the input
layer. The ativation is propagated forward, mapping the symbol into
bank 1 of the hidden-layer, and banks 1 to 4 of the ontext layer to
banks 2 to 5 of the hidden-layer. Then the hidden-layer is opied into
the ontext layer and the next symbol presented to the input layer.
This proess repeats itself until all 5 banks in the hidden layer are full
(i.e. the enoder an enode sequenes of up to 5 symbols).
 The deoder. This starts with the nal hidden-layer pattern produed
from the enoder being put into the hidden-layer. The ativation is
then fed forward, produing the last symbol to be enoded on the
symboli output and the values of banks 2 to 5 of the ontext layer
are opied to banks 1 to 4 of the distributed output layer. Bank 5 of
the distributed output layer is set to the \empty" value, e.g. all zeros.
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Figure 4.1: A possible solution for implementing a working Sequential
RAAM.
Then the distributed output layer is opied bak into the hidden-layer.
This proess is repeated until all the banks of the distributed output
layer are set to zero. Again this an deode sequenes of length 5 or
less.
One an extend this arhiteture with more banks in the ontext hidden
and distributed output layers to reate enoders and deoders for longer
sequenes.
The solution employing linear units
Here it is shown how the above solution an be implemented using units em-
ploying the linear ativation funtion. The solutions for units employing the
sigmoidal ativation funtion and the hyperboli tangent ativation funtions
are based on this. The simplest way of implementing the above arhiteture
with linear ativation is simply to set the weight matrix for I, S and T to the
relevant identity matries, and set all other weights in the network to zero.
Thus the mapping from the input and ontext layer to the hidden-layer sim-
ply opies the symbol to bank 1 of the hidden-layer and banks 1 to 4 of the
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ontext layer to banks 2 to 5 of the hidden layer. Likewise the mapping from
the hidden-layer to the symboli and distributed output layers opies bank
1 to the symboli output and banks 2 to 5 of the hidden-layer to banks 1
to 4 of the distributed output layer. Beause all other onnetions are zero,
bank 5 of the output layer reeives no input and is also thus zero (sine we
are using linear units).
Given that the symbols are represented by x units, then the hidden layer
of this SRAAM will onsist of 5x units. Sine the solution an be extended
to larger and larger hidden-layers by adding more and more banks, we an
get a general solution; for a set of sequenes of maximum length L, with the
symbols represented in x units, we have a solution involving a hidden-layer of
Lx units. The distributed output and ontext layers are of ourse the same
size. If there are no restritions on how to represent the symbols then only
1 unit is needed to represent them and the integers 1 to M an be used to
ode for eah symbol, where M is the number of possible symbols that an
appear in the sequenes. Thus a general solution exists for linear units that
employ L hidden units, where L is the length of the longest sequene.
The sigmoid ativation solution with binary symbols
Now the above solution is adapted for units employing the sigmoid ativation
funtion. Reall that we have a set of sequenes of maximum length L built
up out of any of M symbols. As an be seen from Figure 4.2, the sigmoid
funtion squashes its input into the range (0; 1). Beause of this, the iden-
tity mapping an only be approximated. Beause hidden-layer patterns are
reyled in both the enoder and deoder, the error in this approximation
will build up over the enoding and deoding of a sequene, and may well
destroy the information within it. If however the identity mapping an be
approximated to an arbitrary degree of loseness, then the error an be kept
low enough to allow enoding and deoding to our. If the hidden-layer
patterns that are being passed through the identity mappings are restrited
to vetors onsisting of either \0"s or \1"s, this an be ahieved. The weights
an be onstituted by taking the identity matrix and making some modi-
ations. Firstly the matrix is multiplied by some value . Seondly the bias
weights are set to  

2
. Thus if the value of the input unit opied is \0", the
relevant output unit will ompute:
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Figure 4.2: The sigmoid funtion
lim
!1
sigmoid( 

2
) = 0
If the value of the input unit being opied is \1" then the relevant output
unit will ompute:
lim
!1
sigmoid(

2
) = 1
By setting  to a suitably large value the \0"s and \1"s an be opied to
an arbitrary degree of auray.
Now onsider the patterns used to represent the symbols. The above
onsiderations allow the use of patterns onsisting solely of \1"s and \0"s
sine the identity mapping for these an be approximated to arbitrary pre-
ision. Thus for M symbols, the number of units in eah bank is dlg(M)e
2
units, and the hidden-layer is thus L  dlg(M)e units in size. This is all of
ourse assuming that the symbols are simply opied into and out of bank
1 of the hidden layer as with the linear solution presented above. Thus we
have a general solution; for M symbols, the sigmoid ativation funtion and
2
For the purposes of this proof, lg(M) = log
2
(M).
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sequenes of length L, one an onstrut an SRAAM with Ldlg(M)e units
in the hidden, ontext and distributed output layers that will enode and
deode those sequenes without error, by using binary patterns to represent
the symbols. This is assuming that the degree of preision required an be
mathed by the mahine. (In pratie this is unlikely to be a problem.) With
Chalmers' sequenes there are 12 possible symbols (exluding \nil") and a
maximum length of 5. 4 units is the minimum neessary to represent all the
symbols with binary patterns, thus the hidden-layer for this solution is 20
units in size, well within the range used in Chapter 3.
The above solution assumes we an hoose an arbitrary set of patterns to
represent eah symbol. However, with Chalmers' experiment and the work
in Chapter 3, the patterns for representing the symbols were pre-hosen and
the size of the patterns representing the symbols was 13 units, thus if we are
restrited to identity mappings with these patterns, the solution requires 65
hidden units. The next setion shows how the 1 unit representation from
Chapter 3 an be mapped to a representation requiring only 4 units and
binary patterns.
The sigmoid ativation solution with the 1 unit representation
Using the identity mapping to map the input symbol into bank 1 of the
hidden-layer and then to map this bank into the symboli output requires
hidden-layers made up of banks of units of the same size as the input layer.
This is inexible if the patterns representing the symbols are prehosen for
some reason. Instead the patterns representing the symbols ould be mapped
onto a smaller representation to redue the size of the network. Suh a
mapping must be a reversible mapping and in order for the identity mapping
to work, the smaller representation must also onsist solely of values on
one or other extreme of the sigmoid funtion. Table 4.1 illustrates how the
orthogonal patterns from the 1 unit representation an be mapped onto a set
of binary patterns of 4 units.
That the mapping from the 1 unit representation to the binary repre-
sentation an be implemented with sigmoidal units an be seen as follows.
This mapping orresponds to the mapping T in Figure 4.1. The pattern for
eah symbol an thus be onsidered as the pattern presented at the input
layer with the orresponding binary pattern being the pattern of ativation
that results at the rst bank of the hidden layer. In the rst 4 rows, a \+"
indiates that the value of the unit in the input layer is added to the value
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| unit 4 | + + + + + + + + 0 0 0 0 |
| unit 3 | + + + + 0 0 0 0 + + + + |
| unit 2 | + + 0 0 + + 0 0 + + 0 0 |
| unit 1 | + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 |
----------------------------------------------
| john | 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 1111 |
| mihael | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0111 |
| helen | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 1011 |
| diane | 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0011 |
| hris | 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 1101 |
| love | 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0101 |
| hit | 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 1001 |
| betray | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 | 0001 |
| kill | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 | 1110 |
| hug | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 | 0110 |
| is | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 | 1010 |
| by | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 | 0010 |
----------------------------------------------
Table 4.1: The mapping from the 1 unit representation to a binary represen-
tation.
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of the orresponding unit in the rst bank of the hidden layer. A \0" indi-
ates that the value of the unit in the input layer is disarded (by setting the
onnetion weight to zero). Note that beause the nal unit in the 1 unit
representation is always zero it an be ignored. The third olumn indiates
the new patterns for eah symbol that result from this enoding. Thus the
value of eah unit in the internal binary patterns an be alulated as the
sum of all the units in the original representation with a \+" next to them.
The value of eah unit u in the rst bank of the hidden-layer an thus be
approximated with the sigmoid funtion as follows:
u = sigmoid( 
X
k2P
(a
k
)  )
P is the set of input units with a \+" next to them for hidden-layer unit u.
 is the value put on the weights between the units in P and the unit u in
the rst bank of the hidden-layer. All the other onnetions from the input
layer to the unit u are set to zero.   is the value put on the bias weights
for the units in the rst bank of the hidden-layer. a
k
is the ativation of the
relevant unit k in P . When the value of the summation is zero, then:
u = lim
!1
sigmoid( ) = 0
This is beause as  beomes larger u travels further down the lower extreme
of the sigmoid funtion. If  = 2 and the summation is equal to 1 (i.e. one
and only one of the original units with a \+" next to it is on, as is the ase
with the patterns onsidered here) then:
u = lim
!1
sigmoid() = 1
This is beause u = sigmoid(   ) and     = , so as  is inreased, u
travels further and further along the upper extreme of the sigmoid. Thus the
mapping an be approximated to an arbitrary degree with sigmoidal units
by hoosing suitably large  and .
Now the mapping from the binary patterns bak to the original patterns
needs to be onsidered. This orresponds to the mapping S in Figure 4.1.
For eah binary pattern, whih is of length dlg(M)e, where M is the number
of symbols, in this ase 12, there will be a orresponding output unit, u, that
should be on if and only if that binary pattern is present in the rst bank of
the hidden-layer. So u should thus ompute:
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u = sigmoid((
X
k2P
a
k
 
X
j2Q
a
j
+   (dlg(M)e   0:9)))
Where P is the set of units from the rst bank of the hidden-layer that
should be \1"; Q is the set of units from the rst bank that should be \0",
and  is the number of units that should be \0". Note that if all the units
have the orret value then adding the rst summation and  yields dlg(M)e.
The seond summation will ome to zero and the output unit omputes the
following:
u = sigmoid((dlg(M)e   dlg(M)e + 0:9)) = lim
!1
sigmoid(0:9) = 1
If any of the units has the wrong value then:
X
k2P
a
k
 
X
j2Q
a
j
 dlg(M)e   1
Thus the unit omputes:
u = lim
!1
sigmoid((  + 0:9)) = 0
Where:
 = dlg(M)e   (
X
k2P
a
k
 
X
j2Q
a
j
)  1
Hene   + 0:9 < 0.  is the value of the weights onneting the units that
should be \1" to u;   is the value of the weights onnetion the units that
should be \0" to u. (   dlg(M)e + 0:9) is the value of the bias weight
for the output unit u. Hene the reverse mapping an be implemented with
sigmoidal units.
Note that this sheme an be extended for any number of orthogonal
patterns. Eah additional unit in the new representation doubles the number
of orthogonal patterns that an be represented using binary patterns. Thus
for M symbols represented by orthogonal patterns, this sheme will yield a
new representation involving dlg(M)e units and so the size of hidden-layer
required when the symbols are represented by orthogonal patterns is L 
dlg(M)e units as in the previous setion. In the ase of the symbols and
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| unit 5 | + |
| unit 4 | + 0 |
| unit 3 | + 0 |
| unit 2 | + 0 |
| unit 1 | + 0 |
-----------------------------------------------
| john | 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 1*1** |
| mihael | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 | 1*0** |
| helen | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 | 1**1* |
| diane | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 | 1**0* |
| hris | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 | 1***1 |
| love | 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0*1** |
| hit | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 | 0*0** |
| betray | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 | 0**1* |
| kill | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 | 0**0* |
| hug | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 | 0***1 |
| is | 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 | *11** |
| by | 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 | *01** |
-----------------------------------------------
Table 4.2: The mapping from Chalmers' representations to internal ternary
representations.
sequenes used in Chalmers' experiment, this yields a SRAAM with 20 hidden
units, well within the range used. Thus we know that a solution for the 1
unit representation exists for hidden layers of  20 units.
The sigmoid ativation solution with Chalmers' patterns
With Chalmers' patterns a dierent sheme is used. Table 4.2 illustrates this.
This yields a new representation of 5 units in size, and thus a hidden-layer
of 25 units. The \*"s in olumn 3 indiate where the internal pattern has
the value 0.5 in one of its units. \0.5"s an be opied as well as \1"s and
\0"s beause sigmoid(0) = 0:5. If we set the bias weight for a unit to  0:5H,
then the unit an ompute sigmoid(x   0:5H) where x is the net input. If
x = 0:5H then the unit outputs 0.5. If H is the value used to multiply the
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identity matrix as above, then when 0.5 is opied from 1 layer to another,
the relevant output unit omputes:
sigmoid(0:5H   0:5H) = 0:5
Hene \0.5"s an be opied exatly by sigmoidal units whilst retaining
the approximate identity funtion for \0"s and \1"s. The rst 5 rows of
Table 4.2 indiate how to onstrut the internal patterns from the original
patterns as before. A \+" indiates that a unit from the original pattern is
added to the value of the unit in the internal pattern. A \0" indiates where
the internal unit is set to zero. A blank spae indiates the unit takes on the
value 0.5. Thus a \+" or a \0" indiates that one of two units is ativated
in the original patterns, otherwise neither of them are ative. The patterns
this yields are illustrated in the third olumn as before.
Firstly, the mapping from the original pattern to the internal pattern is
onsidered. Aside from unit 5, eah unit in the internal pattern takes inputs
from 2 units in the original pattern { one is a unit, u
1
with a \+" next to it
and the other, u
2
, with a \0" next to it. If neither of these units is on, the
unit should output the value 0.5. If u
1
has the value 1, then we wish the unit
to output 1, and if u
2
has the value 1 the unit should output 0. This an
be ahieved by setting the bias weight for the unit to 0, the weight on the
onnetion from u
1
to  and the weight on the onnetion from u
2
to  . If
u
1
and u
2
are both zero the unit outputs sigmoid(0) = 0:5 due to the bias
weight being set to 0. If u
1
= 1 and u
2
=0, the unit outputs:
lim
!1
sigmoid() = 1
If u
2
= 1 and u
1
=0, the unit outputs:
lim
!1
sigmoid( ) = 0
Thus the mapping an be performed to arbitrary preision with sigmoidal
units by setting  to a suitably large value. Unit 5 only has 1 unit ontribut-
ing to it, whih is a unit with a \+" next to it. The same set up as for the
other units is used, disarding the unit u
2
from onsideration. Thus the bias
for unit 5 will be set to 0 and the onnetion from the relevant unit in the
original representation has a weight set to . This sheme works so long as,
for eah group of original units ontributing to an internal unit, only 1 unit
is on at any time, or none of the units is on as is the ase here.
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Now the mapping from the internal patterns bak to the original patterns
is onsidered. Eah internal pattern ontributes to 2 units in the original
patterns (o
1
and o
2
). These units must be zero if the internal unit is set to
0.5. If the internal unit is set to 1 then o
1
= 1 and o
2
= 0. If the internal
unit is set to 0 then o
1
= 0 and o
2
= 1. This an be ahieved by having:
o
1
= sigmoid(
1
u  
1
)
o
2
= sigmoid( 
2
u+ 
2
)
Where  
1
is the bias weight for o
1
and 
1
is the weight for the onnetion
between the internal unit u and o
1
. 
2
is the bias weight for o
2
and  
2
is
the weight for the onnetion between the internal unit u and o
2
. If 
1
=
3
4

1
and 
2
= 4
2
then if u = 1:
o
1
= lim

1
!1
sigmoid(

1
3
) = 1
o
2
= lim

2
!1
sigmoid( 3
2
) = 0
If u = 0:5:
o
1
= lim

1
!1
sigmoid( 

1
3
) = 0
o
2
= lim

2
!1
sigmoid( 
2
) = 0
If u = 0:
o
1
= lim

1
!1
sigmoid( 
1
) = 0
o
2
= lim

2
!1
sigmoid(
2
) = 1
Whih allows the required behaviour of o
1
and o
2
to be approximated to
arbitrary preision by setting 
1
; 
2
; 
1
and 
2
to suitably large values. Thus
the mapping an be performed both ways. This an be generalised to any
set of patterns omposed of N pairs of units only 1 of whih is on in any
partiular pattern, yielding a new representation of N units, and thus at
least halving the size of the hidden-layer required from the orresponding
SRAAM. The presene of redundant units will allow greater redutions.
We an obtain a smaller size of patterns than this as Table 4.3 shows.
Essentially units 2 and 5 in Table 4.2 are ombined. To see that this works,
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| unit 4 | + 0 |
| unit 3 | + 0 |
| unit 2 | + 0 + |
| unit 1 | + 0 |
----------------------------------------------
| john | 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 1*1* |
| mihael | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 | 1*0* |
| helen | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 | 1**1 |
| diane | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 | 1**0 |
| hris | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 | 11** |
| love | 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0*1* |
| hit | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 | 0*0* |
| betray | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 | 0**1 |
| kill | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 | 0**0 |
| hug | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 | 01** |
| is | 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 | *11* |
| by | 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 | *01* |
----------------------------------------------
Table 4.3: A smaller mapping from Chalmers' representations to internal
ternary representations.
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rstly note that internal units 1, 3 and 4 in this representation are the same
as in the previous representation and the mapping is performed in the same
manner in both diretions. However internal unit 2 takes input from or
ontributes to the values of 3 units in the original representation, depending
on whih diretion the mapping is going.
Taking the mapping from the original representation to the internal rep-
resentation rst, the value of unit 2 an be omputed as follows:
u = sigmoid((
X
k2P
a
k
 
X
j2Q
a
j
))
Where P is the set of units with a \+" next to them and Q is the set with
a \0" next to them (whih only ontains 1 member here). Sine at any time
only 1 of the units in P and Q will be on, the unit will ompute either:
u = lim
!1
sigmoid() = 1
If the unit is in P . Or:
u = lim
!1
sigmoid(( 1)) = 0
If the unit is in Q. Or:
u = sigmoid((0)) = 0:5
If no units are on. Thus the bias weight is set to 0, and the weights from the
units with a \+" next to them are set to  and the weights from the units
with a \0" next to them are set to  .
The mapping from internal representation bak to the original represen-
tation works as before exept for the 3 units o
1
; o
2
and o
3
that ontributed
to unit 2 above.
o
1
= sigmoid((u
2
+ u
3
  1:75))
o
2
= sigmoid((u
3
  u
2
  0:75))
o
3
= sigmoid((u
2
  u
3
  0:25))
Where  is the value of the weights from u
2
and u
3
to o
1
and the weights
from u
3
to o
2
and u
2
to o
3
and   is the value of the rest of the onnetions
and  0:5 is the value of the bias weight on o
2
,  0:25 is the bias weight
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on o
3
and  1:75 is the value of the bias weight on o
1
. If u
2
and u
3
are both
set to \1" then:
o
1
= lim
!1
sigmoid(0:25) = 1
o
2
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:75) = 0
o
3
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:25) = 0
If u
3
= 1 and u
2
= 0 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:75) = 0
o
2
= lim
!1
sigmoid(0:25) = 1
o
3
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 1:25) = 0
If u
2
= u
3
= 0:5 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:75) = 0
o
2
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:75) = 0
o
3
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:25) = 0
If u
2
= 1 and u
3
= 0:5 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:25) = 0
o
2
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 1:25) = 0
o
3
= lim
!1
sigmoid(0:25) = 1
If u
2
= 0:5 and u
3
= 1 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:25) = 0
o
2
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:25) = 0
o
3
= lim
!1
sigmoid( 0:75) = 0
Whih overs all the situations that our with Chalmers' patterns. Thus
the required mapping an be implemented with sigmoid units.
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Figure 4.3: The hyperboli tangent funtion
Hyperboli tangent ativation with arbitrary patterns
Now the solutions for the SRAAMs using hyperboli tangent ativations
are derived. The hyperboli tangent funtion has the same shape as the
sigmoid funtion exept that the range is (-1,1). Figure 4.3 illustrates this.
As with the sigmoidal funtion, the identity mapping an be approximated
to an arbitrary degree for the extremes of the hyperboli tangent funtion,
i.e. \1"s and \-1"s an be opied to a high degree of preision. Thus for
a set of sequenes of length L made up out of ombinations of M symbols,
an SRAAM an be onstruted with L  dlg(M)e hidden units as for the
sigmoidal solution, by seleting patterns for the symbols onsisting solely of
\1"s and \-1"s. Beause tanh(0) = 0 the matries for the identity mappings
need only onsist of the identity matrix multiplied by some large value H,
whilst the bias weights are set to zero.
Hyperboli tangent ativation with the 1 unit representation
Table 4.4 illustrates the mapping from the 1 unit representations to the
internal representations for the hyperboli tangent units.
Firstly the mapping from the 1 unit representation to the bipolar repre-
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---------------------------------------------------
| unit 4 | + + + + + + + + - - - - |
| unit 3 | + + + + - - - - + + + + |
| unit 2 | + + - - + + - - + + - - |
| unit 1 | + - + - + - + - + - + - |
---------------------------------------------------------------
| john | 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 1 1 1 1 |
| mihael | -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | -1 1 1 1 |
| helen | -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 1-1 1 1 |
| diane | -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | -1-1 1 1 |
| hris | -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 1 1-1 1 |
| love | -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | -1 1-1 1 |
| hit | -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 1-1-1 1 |
| betray | -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | -1-1-1 1 |
| kill | -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 1 1 1-1 |
| hug | -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 | -1 1 1-1 |
| is | -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 | 1-1 1-1 |
| by | -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 | -1-1 1-1 |
---------------------------------------------------------------
Table 4.4: The mapping from the 1 unit representation to a bipolar repre-
sentation for hyperboli tangent units.
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sentation is onsidered. In the rst 4 rows a \+" indiates that the original
unit's value is added to the internal unit's value. For units 1 and 2, a \-" in-
diates that the input unit's value is subtrated from the value of the internal
unit. For units 3 and 4, the \-" indiates that twie the value of the input
unit is subtrated from the internal unit. This is beause there are twie as
many \+"'s as there are \-"s, so doubling the values of the \-"s is needed to
balane things out. Note that this would not be neessary if there were 16
(= 2
4
) patterns to enode. Thus for units 1 and 2 to alulate the value we
simply added all the inputs with a \+" and subtrat all the inputs with a
minus. This an be approximated with the hyperboli tangent as follows:
u = tanh((
X
k2P
a
k
 
X
j2Q
a
j
))
P is the set of input units with a \+" next to them and Q is the set with a
\-" next to them. a
k
is the ativation of unit k. If the units in P and Q all
have the same value (e.g. all -1) then u = 0. However with the orthogonal
patterns 1 and only 1 unit will be set to 1. If that input unit is in P then:
X
k2P
a
k
=
X
j2Q
a
j
+ 1
The internal unit will thus ompute:
u = lim
!1
tanh() = 1
If the input unit is in Q then:
X
k2P
a
k
=
X
j2Q
a
j
  1
The internal unit will thus ompute:
u = lim
!1
tanh( ) =  1
Hene units 1 and 2 have the desired behaviour. Now onsider units 3 and
4. They ompute:
u = tanh((
X
k2P
a
k
  2
X
j2Q
a
j
))
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As before if the values in P and Q are the same then u = tanh(0) = 0, thus
with the 1 unit representation if the input unit that is \1" is in P then:
X
k2P
a
k
= 2
X
j2Q
a
j
+ 1
And:
u = lim
!1
tanh() = 1
On the other hand if the input unit is in Q then:
X
k2P
a
k
= 2
X
j2Q
a
j
  2
And:
u = lim
!1
tanh( 2) =  1
Whih is the desired behaviour for units 3 and 4. Hene the mapping from
the 1 unit representation to the internal representation an be implemented
with hyperboli tangent units.
Now the reverse mapping is onsidered. The proof is similar to the proof
for the sigmoidal version. For eah bipolar pattern there is an output unit u
that should be on only when the pattern is present in bank 1 of the hidden-
layer. The ativation of u an be omputed thus:
u = tanh((
X
k2P
a
k
 
X
j2Q
a
j
  dlg(M)e + 0:5))
Where P is the set of units from bank 1 of the hidden-layer that should be
\1" and Q is the set of units that should be \-1". If the units all have the
orret values then the two summations will ombine to produe dlg(M)e
and the above redues to:
u = lim
!1
tanh((0:5)) = 1
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If any of the units in bank 1 has the wrong value then the summations will
ombine to produe at most dlg(M)e   1. Thus the net input to the output
unit u will be at most ( 0:5), and:
lim
!1
tanh(( 0:5)) =  1
If net input is less than ( 0:5) the ativation will simply be loser still to
 1.  is the value of the weights on the onnetions from the units in P to
relevant output unit, whilst   is the value of the weights on the onnetions
from the units in Q. The bias weight is set to 0.5. Thus by hoosing suitably
large  the mapping from bipolar patterns bak to the 1 unit representation
an be implemented in hyperboli tangent units.
Hyperboli tangent ativation with Chalmers' patterns
The mapping from the 2 unit representation to an internal representation
for hyperboli tangent units an be performed by adapting either of the
solutions presented for the sigmoidal solution. Here the mapping to the
equivalent 4 unit representation is presented to illustrate the adaptations
needed. Table 4.5 illustrates the mapping. In the rows for eah hidden unit,
the \0"s show where the hidden unit outputs the value \0" regardless of the
value of the orresponding input unit, the \+"s show where the unit takes
the value \1" if the orresponding input unit is \1" and the \-" shows where
the hidden unit outputs the value \-1" if the orresponding input unit is \1".
Taking the mapping from the 2 unit representation to the internal repre-
sentation rst, internal units 1, 3 and 4 ompute the following:
u = tanh((u
1
  u
2
))
Where u
1
is the input unit that should be \1" if the hidden unit is to output
\1", u
2
is the input unit that should be \1" if the hidden unit is to output
\-1",  is the value of the weight onneting u
1
to u,   is the value of the
weight onneting u
2
to u and 0 is the value of the bias weight. If u
1
= 1
and u
2
=-1 then:
u = tanh((1  ( 1))) = lim
!1
tanh(2) = 1
If u
1
=  1 and u
2
=  1 then:
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----------------------------------------------------
| unit 4 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - 0 |
| unit 3 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 |
| unit 2 | 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 + |
| unit 1 | 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 |
---------------------------------------------------------------
| john | -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 1 0 1 0 |
| mihael | -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 1 0-1 0 |
| helen | -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 1 0 0 1 |
| diane | -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 | 1 0 0-1 |
| hris | -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 | 1 1 0 0 |
| love | -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | -1 0 1 0 |
| hit | -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | -1 0-1 0 |
| betray | -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | -1 0 0 1 |
| kill | -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 | -1 0 0-1 |
| hug | -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 | -1 1 0 0 |
| is | -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 0 1 1 0 |
| by | -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 | 0-1 1 0 |
---------------------------------------------------------------
Table 4.5: The mapping from the 2 unit representation to a ternary repre-
sentation for hyperboli tangent units.
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u = tanh(( 1  ( 1)) = tanh(0) = 0
If u
1
=  1 and u
2
= 1 then:
u = tanh(( 1  1)) = lim
!1
tanh( 2) =  1
Thus, for units 1,3 and 4, the mapping from 2 unit representation to the
internal representation an be performed with hyperboli tangent units be
hoosing a suitably large value of . Hidden unit 2 would ompute the
following:
u = tanh((u
1
  u
2
+ u
3
+ 1))
Where u
1
and u
3
are the 2 units whih, if either are on hidden unit 2 should
ouput \1", and u
2
is the unit whih should be \1" if the hidden unit is to
output \-1". Reall that only 1 of u
1
; u
2
and u
3
will be on at any point. If
either u
1
or u
3
is \1" then:
u = tanh((1 + 1  1 + 1)) = lim
!1
tanh(2) = 1
If u
2
is \1" then:
u = tanh(( 1  1  1 + 1)) = lim
!1
tanh( 2) =  1
If all of u
1
; u
2
and u
3
are \-1" then:
u = tanh(( 1 + 1  1 + 1)) = tanh(0) = 0
 is the value of the weights onneting u
1
and u
3
to u whilst   is the value
of the weight onneting u
2
to u.  is also the value of the bias weight for u.
Hene the mapping an be implemented for hidden unit 2.
Now the reverse mapping is onsidered. For eah of hidden units 1, 3 and
4, there are 2 output units, o
1
whih should be \1" when the hidden unit is
\1" and \-1" otherwise, and o
2
whih should be \1" when the hidden units
is \-1" and \-1" otherwise. These units should ompute:
o
1
= tanh((u  0:5))
o
2
= tanh(( u  0:5))
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Where u is the ativation of the relevant hidden unit,  is the value of the
weight onneting u to o
1
,  0:5 is the bias weight,   is the value of the
weight onneting u to o
2
and 0:5 is the bias weight for o
2
. If u = 1 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
tanh(0:5) = 1
o
2
= lim
!1
tanh( 1:5) =  1
If u =  1 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
tanh( 1:5) =  1
o
2
= lim
!1
tanh(0:5) = 1
If u = 0 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
tanh( 0:5) =  1
o
2
= lim
!1
tanh( 0:5) =  1
Hidden unit 2 takes input from 3 units, and the values of the orresponding
output units o
1
; o
2
and o
3
need to be alulated using both hidden units 2
and 3 as follows:
o
1
= tanh((u
2
+ u
3
  1:5))
o
2
= tanh((u
3
  u
2
  1:5))
o
3
= tanh((u
2
  u
3
  0:5))
Where  is the value of the weights from u
2
and u
3
to o
1
and the weights
from u
3
to o
2
and u
2
to o
3
and   is the value of the rest of the onnetions
and  0:5 is the value of the bias weights on o
2
and o
3
and  1:5 is the
value of the bias weight on o
1
. If u
2
and u
3
are both set to \1" then:
o
1
= lim
!1
tanh(0:5) = 1
o
2
= lim
!1
tanh( 1:5) =  1
o
3
= lim
!1
tanh( 0:5) =  1
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If u
3
=  u
2
= 1 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
tanh( 1:5) =  1
o
2
= lim
!1
tanh(0:5) = 1
o
3
= lim
!1
tanh( 2:5) =  1
If u
2
= u
3
= 0 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
tanh( 1:5) =  1
o
2
= lim
!1
tanh( 1:5) =  1
o
3
= lim
!1
tanh( 0:5) =  1
If u
2
= 1 and u
3
= 0 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
tanh( 0:5) =  1
o
2
= lim
!1
tanh( 2:5) =  1
o
3
= lim
!1
tanh(0:5) = 1
If u
2
= 0 and u
3
= 1 then:
o
1
= lim
!1
tanh( 0:5) =  1
o
2
= lim
!1
tanh( 0:5) =  1
o
3
= lim
!1
tanh( 1:5) =  1
Whih overs all the situations that our with Chalmers' patterns. Thus
the required mapping an be implemented with hyperboli tangent units.
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4.3 Could it be that the right set of parame-
ters simply has not been tried?
The short answer to this question is yes. Consider bak-propagation. There
are two parameters ontrolling the steps taken in gradient desent; the mo-
mentum and the learning rate. These take any ontinuous value, in the range
from 0 to 1. One simply annot try every possible ombination of values for
these parameters as there is an innite number of values eah of the param-
eters an take. With both training methods used, there is also the initial
set of weights hosen. Typially these are randomly distributed between  x
and x where x is a value less than 1. Again the hoie of this distribution is
arbitrary and one annot exhaustively try every possibility.
However, if after trying a wide range of values for suh parameters one
fails to obtain suess then simply trying more and more values is not an
intelligent way of nding out whih parameters would work or whether suh
a set of parameters exist. At this point an analysis of the dynamis of
training, the hidden layer patterns produed, and a onsideration of whether
the solution exists and if it does how diÆult it is to nd beomes essential if
an understanding is to be gained of why the training fails. Also a suÆiently
powerful training method should nd a solution wherever one starts, though
it may take a long time. In the work reported in Chapter 3, dierent values
for the momentum and learning rate in bak-propagation and several dierent
initial distributions of weights were tried without suess, thus warranting an
analysis of the training. Failure to nd a solution after many tries with wide
ranges of parameters suggests either the solution is diÆult to nd or the
training method laks the power to nd it exept from a favourable starting
point. Both bak-propagation and Kwasny and Kalman's method, whih is
based on onjugate gradient, an get stuk if there are a lot of loal minima
in the solution spae { neither is guaranteed to nd the global optimum.
The impliation of the above is that beause a wide range of parameters
have been tried, a deeper analysis is warranted rather than to go on trying
ever more sets of parameters. A solution that an only be found under a
favourable set of parameters is perhaps indiative of an inherently diÆult
problem or a problem with the training method being used.
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4.4 Determining the ause of failure
Setion 4.2 mentioned several possible auses of failure and, for networks with
hidden layers of 20 or more units proved that a solution does exist. Having
eliminated one possible ause of failure the aim of the rest of the work in this
hapter is to nd out what the ause of failure is.
4.4.1 Determining the diÆulty of nding a solution.
Could it be that the solution is simply too diÆult to nd? Both bak-
propagation and Kwasny and Kalman's method
3
are loal optimisationmeth-
ods that are vulnerable to being aught in loal optima. If the error landsape
is rugged (ontains many loal optima) it may be diÆult for loal optimisa-
tion methods to nd the global optimum for a given task. Here two ways of
determining how diÆult an error-free optimum might be to nd are used:
 Use of simulated annealing to train the SRAAM. Simulated annealing
is normally used to train Boltzmann mahines, but an be adapted for
the networks used here. The idea is simple. A random hange is made
to the weights and then this hange is aepted with a probability de-
pendent on a variable known as the temperature and whether or not
the hange leads to a redution in the error. By gradually reduing
the temperature, the network will eventually settle into an optimum.
If the temperature is redued slowly enough, then it is guaranteed that
simulated annealing will nd the global optimum for a given task in
a nite length of time. In pratie this means that if, after several
long training runs the network has failed to nd the global optimum or
at least an optimum where enoding and deoding are error-free, then
one an onlude that an error-free solution is diÆult to nd. The
version of simulated annealing used here is that presented in \Numer-
ial Reipes in C" Press et al. (1992), whih is based on the downhill
simplex method. A simplex of N+1 points is suessively transformed
with a transformation aepted if it leads to lower error (subjet to
noise proportional to the temperature being added to the error). N is
the number of weights and thus the simplex points represent dierent
sets of weights to use in the network. The results of an attempt to train
3
Kwasny and Kalman's method is based on onjugate gradient training
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a 26-13-26 SRAAM to learn 60 sequenes for 1.5 million iterations this
way are presented in Setion 4.5.1.
 Using a hand derived solution. In Setion 4.2.1 a proof that a solution
exists for SRAAMs with hidden layers of 20 units was presented. This
an be used to indiate the diÆulty of training as follows. One de-
rives the weights that implement the solution. Then training runs are
performed using these weights with inreasing amounts of noise added
until the training fails to nd an error free solution. This will indi-
ate how muh of a deviation from the solution's weights is required
before the training method fails. Note that it is possible for there to
be other error free solutions in the viinity of the hand-derived solu-
tion that the network might nd. If the deviation is small it indiates
that the error free solutions are ndable only within a small area of
the weight-spae.Setion 4.5.2 presents the results of doing this for net-
works with 20 and 39 hidden units, trained with both bak-propagation
and Kwasny and Kalman's method.
A autionary note needs to be made here whih is that both the above
methods give results that are spei to the error funtion used in training.
The error funtion is part of what determines the shape of the error land-
sape and thus how muh impat loal minima an have. The results of the
above analyses will thus be spei to the error funtions used in training the
networks here. Two error funtions are used in training, the standard sum
of squares measure and the funtion used by Kwasny and Kalman in their
work. Whether improved training ould ome about with a dierent error
funtion is an important question, but devising an error funtion to do so
would require knowledge of the problems that hinder training, thus requiring
an analysis to be performed.
4.4.2 Analyses of the hidden-layer states
How the hidden-layer states are organised in hyperspae will determine the
nature of the representations produed by the SRAAM, how sensitive they
are to noise and how well separated the enoding and deoding trajetories
are. Analyses of the hidden-layer states aimed at nding out how they are
organised are presented in Chapter 5.
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4.4.3 Analyses of the network weights
The analyses of the hidden-layer states should indiate whether there are any
problems in the way the representations and trajetories luster and evolve
or in the nature of the representations developed by the SRAAM. However it
would also be relevant to know whether problems exist in the nature of the
overall solution developed by the SRAAM, i.e. the set of weights produed.
For example, one indiation of a loal optimum is if all the weights are set
to high values making it diÆult for the network to move away from that
point in weight-spae. Also if a very small perturbation of the weights results
in the enoding and deoding performane ollapsing, it would suggest the
network has found a solution that is sensitive to noise on the weights. In this
hapter the following analyses are presented in order to determine whether
suh problems might exist with the SRAAM:
 Find the range, average and average magnitude of the weights at dif-
ferent points in training. Trends in these values may give lues as to
why training fails. For example if the weights inrease in magnitude
with more and more training it may make it diÆult for the network to
move away from the area of weight-spae it has reahed, thus ausing
it to get stuk in a loal optimum.
 Lesioning the weights. Here all the weights are perturbed by some per-
entage of their value (or by a small onstant if the weight is zero), and
the enoding and deoding performane of the network is subsequently
noted. By varying the perentage perturbation, one an measure the
sensitivity to noise in the weights. If only small perturbations lead to
signiant errors this indiates a sensitive solution has been found.
4.5 Results of the Analysis
This setion present the results of the analyses disussed above.
4.5.1 Simulated Annealing
A 26-13-26 SRAAM was trained for 1.5 million iterations via simulated an-
nealing. At the end of training all the points in the simplex had a sum squared
error in the range 170 to 171, well above the error reahed by Kwasny and
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Kalman's training or bak-propagation in Chapter 3. Initially this was in-
tended to be a preliminary run before trying the full set of sequenes and
networks with hidden layers of up-to 39 units as used in Chapter 3. However
this run took 2 weeks to perform on a twin 300 MHz proessor SunUltra2
implying prohibitively long training runs for anything more omplex than
this.
Whilst the Simulated Annealing had failed to nd a solution by this point,
it might have left the simplex points in a region of hyperspae from whih
the solution ould be found. Testing all the points to see if this was the
ase would have been prohibitively expensive involving 754 training runs so
10 points were seleted, the best and worst plus 8 randomly seleted points.
If a solution allowing error-free enoding and deoding was easily ndable
from within the simplex, it was likely that a solution would be found from
a seletion of random points from the simplex. Bak-propagation was used
to train the networks from these points
4
In every ase the error rose rapidly,
indiating that the learning rate or momentum were too high, hene the
training runs were run again with the momentum eliminated. A brief drop
in the error to 169.99 or so was observed in the rst few iterations before it
rose rapidly again. A nal repeat of the training was performed where the
learning rate was redued to 1:0 10
 6
. Eah run involved a gentle deline
in the error to 169.99 or so, the lowest value reahed being 169.986.
The network with the lowest error obtained from all of this was used to
enode and deode the 60 sequenes in the training set. None of the sequenes
was orretly enoded and deoded and the average error per sequene was
2.57. This suggests that none of the points were anywhere near a solution and
that the simplex had yet to nd the region of hyperspae where a solution
exists for this network.
4.5.2 Using hand-derived solutions
Hand-derived solutions for networks employing 20 and 39 hidden units, sig-
moidal and hyperboli tangent units, and bak-propagation training were
implemented (based on the proofs in Setion 4.2.2) and used with 0%, 1%,
10% and 50% noise as the starting points for several training runs. Table 4.6
summarises the results of this experiment. The olumns are as follows:
4
With Kwasny and Kalman's method the simulator would need to have been altered
in order to take these weights in due to a dierent gain being used. It would also have
taken muh longer to train.
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Network At Rep Noise Err Start Err Fin En Start En Fin
33-20-33 sig 1 unit 0% 14.96 8.53 0.00 0.00
33-20-33 sig 1 unit 1% 15.44 8.60 0.00 0.00
33-20-33 sig 1 unit 10% 36.68 10.45 0.14 0.00
33-20-33 sig 1 unit 50% 1220.98 114.49 3.18 1.40
33-20-33 sig 2 unit 0% 11.03 9.94 0.00 0.26
33-20-33 sig 2 unit 1% 12.63 10.02 0.35 0.25
33-20-33 sig 2 unit 10% 88.09 16.37 2.42 0.71
33-20-33 sig 2 unit 50% 1341.34 104.14 3.45 1.63
33-20-33 tanh 1 unit 0% 39.44 9.73 0.00 0.00
33-20-33 tanh 1 unit 1% 45.86 7.15 0.00 0.00
33-20-33 tanh 1 unit 10% 464.28 72.65 1.97 0.22
33-20-33 tanh 1 unit 50% 6960.61 845.90 4.52 2.48
33-20-33 tanh 2 unit 0% 22.32 10.16 0.00 0.03
33-20-33 tanh 2 unit 1% 29.62 11.36 0.54 0.02
33-20-33 tanh 2 unit 10% 506.72 46.52 3.60 0.22
33-20-33 tanh 2 unit 50% 8640.33 915.93 4.70 2.08
52-39-52 sig 1 unit 0% 15.26 5.97 0.00 0.00
52-39-52 sig 1 unit 1% 15.49 5.98 0.00 0.00
52-39-52 sig 1 unit 10% 31.36 7.02 0.00 0.00
52-39-52 sig 1 unit 50% 912.98 137.02 3.85 2.72
52-39-52 sig 2 unit 0% 11.70 5.99 0.00 0.45
52-39-52 sig 2 unit 1% 12.79 5.95 0.29 0.46
52-39-52 sig 2 unit 10% 69.88 8.25 2.78 0.68
52-39-52 sig 2 unit 50% 1013.93 85.52 4.81 2.09
52-39-52 tanh 1 unit 0% 82.31 6.36 0.00 0.00
52-39-52 tanh 1 unit 1% 92.77 9.38 0.00 0.00
52-39-52 tanh 1 unit 10% 919.91 120.87 1.07 0.42
52-39-52 tanh 1 unit 50% 14111.2 803.68 4.55 2.07
52-39-52 tanh 2 unit 0% 56.92 6.56 0.00 0.01
52-39-52 tanh 2 unit 1% 68.51 8.41 0.12 0.02
52-39-52 tanh 2 unit 10% 984.04 60.39 3.92 0.35
52-39-52 tanh 2 unit 50% 16181.6 654.157 4.92 2.26
Table 4.6: The results of using hand derived solutions plus varying amounts
of noise as the starting point for training using bak-propagation
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 The \Network" olumn indiates the arhiteture of the SRAAM used.
 The \At" olumn indiates the type of units used, either sigmoid (sig)
or hyperboli tangent (tanh).
 The \Rep" olumn indiates whether the 1 unit representation or the
2 unit representation was used.
 The \Noise" olumn indiates how muh noise was introdued to the
weights prior to training.
 The \Err Start" olumn indiates the network error at the start of
training after the noise has been introdued. In the ase of sigmoid
units this is the sum squared error. In the ase of the hyperboli tangent
units this is the error alulated via Kwasny and Kalman's funtion.
 The \Err Fin" olumn indiates the network error at the end of training.
 The \En Start" olumn indiates the enoding and deoding errors
per sequene on the training set of 130 sequenes, after the noise is
introdued but before training begins.
 The \En Fin" olumn indiates the enoding and deoding errors per
sequene at the end of training.
Several things an be observed with respet to these results:
 In all but 2 ases, 10% noise is suÆient to ause subsequent training
to fail to nd an error free solution again, and in every ase 50% noise
is suÆient.
 The solution using the 2 unit representation is less robust to noise than
the solution using the 1 unit representation.
 Even without noise being added the trained network an deviate from
the error-free solution as in the ase of the solutions that use the 2
unit representation. This highlights the \moving target" nature of the
training, where the target outputs hange over time. Bak-propagation
does not take this hange in the target outputs into aount and thus
seeks merely to minimise the error at eah step of enoding and de-
oding, ignoring the aumulation of error during the enoding and
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Network Rep Noise Err Start Err Fin En Start En Fin
33-20-33 1 unit 0% 77.26 0.24 0.00 0.00
33-20-33 1 unit 1% 103.05 0.27 0.42 0.00
33-20-33 1 unit 10% 2078 0.19 3.18 0.00
33-20-33 1 unit 50% 4:98 10
10
8.67 4.95 0.00
33-20-33 2 unit 0% 48.56 0.12 0.00 0.00
33-20-33 2 unit 1% 73.63 0.11 1.30 0.00
33-20-33 2 unit 10% 2377 0.02 4.30 0.00
33-20-33 2 unit 50% 1:13 10
10
0.66 4.96 1.32
52-39-52 1 unit 0% 145.07 0.19 0.00 0.00
52-39-52 1 unit 1% 198.95 0.56 0.89 0.00
52-39-52 1 unit 10% 5299 0.33 3.5 0.00
52-39-52 1 unit 50% 4:12 10
14
2.78 4.95 0.96
52-39-52 2 unit 0% 105.31 0.38 0.00 0.00
52-39-52 2 unit 1% 155.89 0.39 1.00 0.00
52-39-52 2 unit 10% 9288 0.02 4.10 0.10
52-39-52 2 unit 50% 5:64 10
13
0.75 4.96 1.50
Table 4.7: The results of using hand-derived solutions plus varying amounts
of noise as the starting point for training using Kwasny and Kalman's
method.
deoding proess. Kwasny and Kalman's method has the error deriva-
tives reomputed to take this into aount.
 The sigmoid ativation usually leads to lower enoding and deoding
errors than the hyperboli tangent ativation for the same network size,
representation and level of noise added.
 The amount of error indued by 50% noise is muh greater than that
indued by 10% noise.
With Kwasny and Kalman's method the ativation funtion is hard-oded
into the simulator so hand-derived solutions for networks employing hyper-
boli tangent ativation with 20 and 39 hidden units were implemented and
then noise added as before for several training runs. The results are sum-
marised in Table 4.7.
In ontrast to the networks trained by bak-propagation, the networks
trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method typially manages to nd an error-
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free solution after 10% noise has been added and in some ases after 50%
noise has been added. Even in the one ase where the solution was not found
again after 10% noise was added, the errors in enoding and deoding were
lower than with bak-propagation. This suggests that Kwasny and Kalman's
method is better able to nd an error-free solution again. Given that Kwasny
and Kalman's method expliitly takes into aount the hanging output tar-
gets and the feedbak within the network this is perhaps not surprising.
However it begs the question as to why Kwasny and Kalman's method fails
to nd this solution when started from randomly distributed weights, sine
an error free solution is \ndable" from a starting point onsisting of the
weights for the hand-derived solution with as muh as 50% noise added and
where the network error is very high.
Finally, it should be noted that in the ase where error-free solutions
are disovered, the data does not indiate whether or not the hand-derived
solution was redisovered or whether some other error-free solution was dis-
overed. As this analysis was performed automatially and took some time to
run, there was no time to perform the further analysis whih would indiate
this, although Setion 5.4 does inlude an analysis of one of the networks
whih indiates it found a solution other than the original hand-derived so-
lution.
4.5.3 Networks used for the analyses
This setion details the networks that were used for the analyses of the
weights presented here and the analyses of the hidden-layer states presented
in Chapter 5. Beause the solution is only known to exist for SRAAMs with
hidden-layers of 20 or more units, networks of at least this size were used.
For networks trained by bak-propagation SRAAMs using 39 hidden units
were used, as was the ase in Chapter 3. For networks trained by Kwasny
and Kalman's method, SRAAMs with 20 hidden units were used as the so-
lution is known to exist for these, the training of these is muh quiker than
for SRAAMs with 39 hidden units (a few days ompared to 2 weeks to learn
130 sequenes) and the performane was lose to that ahieved with the 39
unit SRAAMs in Chapter 3.
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At Fun Rep Seqs Err Err/seq Tr Err/seq Te % Tr % Te
sigmoid 1 unit 20 3.07 0.00 2.10 100.00% 0.00%
sigmoid 1 unit 40 37.70 0.90 1.45 35.00% 0.05%
sigmoid 1 unit 80 56.22 0.59 1.08 52.50% 21.25%
sigmoid 1 unit 130 131.37 0.92 1.22 32.31% 17.50%
sigmoid 2 unit 20 2.46 0.00 1.30 100.00% 15.00%
sigmoid 2 unit 40 9.56 0.28 0.63 72.50% 55.00%
sigmoid 2 unit 80 27.97 0.34 0.60 71.25% 50.00%
sigmoid 2 unit 130 131.37 0.96 1.18 33.85% 21.67%
tanh 1 unit 20 14.28 0.20 2.85 80.00% 0.00%
tanh 1 unit 40 98.35 0.75 1.85 45.00% 0.03%
tanh 1 unit 80 179.71 0.70 1.16 40.00% 21.25%
tanh 1 unit 130 362.70 0.90 1.16 23.85% 15.83%
tanh 2 unit 20 7.05 0.00 2.25 100.00% 0.00%
tanh 2 unit 40 40.74 0.20 1.05 80.00% 32.50%
tanh 2 unit 80 142.24 0.51 0.81 52.50% 36.25%
tanh 2 unit 130 243.17 0.59 0.64 47.69% 50.83%
Table 4.8: The enoding and deoding performane of various 52-39-52
SRAAMs trained by bak-propagation to enode 20, 40, 80 and 130 sequenes
respetively.
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Bak-propagation networks
52-39-52 SRAAMs employing hyperboli tangent units or sigmoidal units
were trained using bak-propagation to enode 20, 40, 80 and 130 ative and
passive sequenes. Their performane at the end of training is summarised
in Table 4.8. Eah olumn is as follows:
 The \At Fun" olumn indiates whether the network used sigmoidal
ativation or hyperboli tangent (tanh) ativation units. If the latter
was used, the Kwasny-Kalman error funtion was also used as in Chap-
ter 3. This leads to higher gures for the network error than sum of
squares.
 The \Rep" olumn indiates whether the 1 unit representation or 2
unit representation was used (see Chapter 3).
 The \Seqs" olumn indiates the number of sequenes in the training
set. The testing set ontains the same number of sequenes, exept
when the number of sequenes is 130 as there are then only 120 se-
quenes left out of Chalmers' data set.
 The \Err" olumn give the value of the error funtion at the end of
training.
 The \Err/seq Tr" olumn gives the enoding/deoding errors per se-
quene for the training set.
 The \Err/seq Te" olumn gives the enoding/deoding errors per se-
quene for the testing set.
 The \% Tr" olumn gives the perentage of sequenes orretly enoded
and deoded in the training set.
 The \% Te" olumn gives the perentage of sequenes orretly enoded
and deoded in the testing set.
As an be seen, inreasing the number of sequenes tends to inrease the
levels of error and move the performane on the training and testing sets
loser together as one would expet.
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Rep Seqs Err Err/seq Tr Err/seq Te % Tr % Te
1 unit 20 0.016 0.10 1.90 90.00% 5.00%
1 unit 40 0.013 0.50 0.58 50.00% 50.00%
1 unit 80 0.025 0.50 0.50 50.00% 50.00%
1 unit 130 0.024 0.58 0.58 50.00% 50.00%
2 unit 20 0.015 0.10 1.00 90.00% 35.00%
2 unit 40 0.006 0.40 0.50 60.00% 55.00%
2 unit 80 0.008 0.18 0.26 82.50% 73.75%
2 unit 130 0.012 0.36 0.37 64.62% 63.33%
Table 4.9: The enoding and deoding performane of various 33-20-33
SRAAMs trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method to enode 20, 40, 80
and 130 sequenes respetively.
Networks trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method
Table 4.9 summarises the performane of the SRAAMs trained by Kwasny
and Kalman's method on 20, 40, 80 and 130 sequenes and using both the
1 unit and 2 unit representations. Generally speaking the performane here
is better than that of the bak-propagation networks, though the networks
trained on 20 sequenes did not ahieve perfet enoding and deoding as
they did with bak-propagation.
4.5.4 Analyses of the weights
Networks trained via bak-propagation
The networks trained by bak-propagation had 1%, 10% and 50% noise added
to their weights and the enoding and deoding performane was noted. This
noise was added by perturbing the value of eah weight randomly up or
down by the relevant perentage of its value. The results are summarised in
Tables 4.10 and 4.11. As an be seen in every ase, 10% noise was suÆient to
seriously degrade performane from the level reahed at the end of training,
and 50% noise was suÆient to ause omplete failure in the enoding and
deoding performane.
The average, average magnitude, minimum and maximum values of the
weights were alulated at the end of training for all the networks overed in
Table 4.8. The results are summarised in Table 4.12. There seems to be no
partiular trend assoiated with the inreasing number of sequenes learned,
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Rep Seqs Noise Err/Seq % Seqs
1 unit 20 0% 0.00 100%
1 unit 20 1% 0.00 100%
1 unit 20 10% 1.75 40%
1 unit 20 50% 4.70 0%
1 unit 40 0% 0.9 35%
1 unit 40 1% 0.92 32.5%
1 unit 40 10% 2.05 10%
1 unit 40 50% 4.73 0%
1 unit 80 0% 0.59 52.5%
1 unit 80 1% 0.53 56.25%
1 unit 80 10% 2.63 3.75%
1 unit 80 50% 4.58 0%
1 unit 130 0% 0.92 32.31%
1 unit 130 1% 0.9 31.54%
1 unit 130 10% 1.55 11.54%
1 unit 130 50% 4.82 0%
2 unit 20 0% 0.00 100%
2 unit 20 1% 0.00 100%
2 unit 20 10% 0.50 65%
2 unit 20 50% 4.25 0%
2 unit 40 0% 0.27 72.5%
2 unit 40 1% 0.27 72.5%
2 unit 40 10% 0.65 40%
2 unit 40 50% 4.65 0%
2 unit 80 0% 0.34 71.25%
2 unit 80 1% 0.29 72.50%
2 unit 80 10% 0.97 26.25%
2 unit 80 50% 4.61 0%
2 unit 130 0% 0.96 33.85%
2 unit 130 1% 0.98 30%
2 unit 130 10% 1.11 23.08%
2 unit 130 50% 4.45 0%
Table 4.10: Eet of adding varying amounts of noise to the weights of the
networks trained by bak-propagation, using sigmoidal units.
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Rep Seqs Noise Err/Seq % Seqs
1 unit 20 0% 0.2 80%
1 unit 20 1% 0.25 75%
1 unit 20 10% 1.55 0%
1 unit 20 50% 4.25 0%
1 unit 40 0% 0.75 45%
1 unit 40 1% 0.775 45%
1 unit 40 10% 1 37.5%
1 unit 40 50% 3.65 0%
1 unit 80 0% 0.7 40%
1 unit 80 1% 0.775 35%
1 unit 80 10% 1.5 6.25%
1 unit 80 50% 4.34 0%
1 unit 130 0% 0.9 23.85%
1 unit 130 1% 0.88 24.62%
1 unit 130 10% 1.61 6.15%
1 unit 130 50% 4.09 0%
2 unit 20 0% 0 100%
2 unit 20 1% 0.05 95%
2 unit 20 10% 1.4 5%
2 unit 20 50% 4.4 0%
2 unit 40 0% 0.2 80%
2 unit 40 1% 0.25 75%
2 unit 40 10% 0.95 15%
2 unit 40 50% 4.02 0%
2 unit 80 0% 0.51 52.5%
2 unit 80 1% 0.54 48.75%
2 unit 80 10% 0.86 30%
2 unit 80 50% 3.90 0%
2 unit 130 0% 0.59 47.69%
2 unit 130 1% 0.55 50.77%
2 unit 130 10% 1.18 14.62%
2 unit 130 50% 4.17 0%
Table 4.11: Eet of adding varying amounts of noise to the weights of the
networks trained by bak-propagation, using hyperboli tangent units.
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At Fun Rep Seqs Avg Wt Min Wt Max Wt Avg Mag
sigmoid 1 unit 20 -0.18 -17.90 16.32 1.51
sigmoid 1 unit 40 -0.20 -43.92 25.51 1.80
sigmoid 1 unit 80 -0.15 -10.62 11.74 1.07
sigmoid 1 unit 130 -0.13 -25.67 24.38 1.56
sigmoid 2 unit 20 -0.12 -8.33 7.20 1.09
sigmoid 2 unit 40 -0.10 -6.33 6.43 0.81
sigmoid 2 unit 80 -0.08 -7.58 7.59 0.85
sigmoid 2 unit 130 -0.09 -5.67 7.63 0.83
tanh 1 unit 20 0.01 -2.87 3.71 0.47
tanh 1 unit 40 0.01 -2.19 2.48 0.34
tanh 1 unit 80 0.02 -2.29 2.55 0.37
tanh 1 unit 130 0.01 -2.30 2.60 0.37
tanh 2 unit 20 0.01 -3.38 3.60 0.49
tanh 2 unit 40 0.01 -4.62 3.43 0.35
tanh 2 unit 80 0.02 -5.64 2.92 0.39
tanh 2 unit 130 0.01 -6.87 4.96 0.45
Table 4.12: The average, minimum and maximum value of the weights for
eah network trained via bak-propagation.
whilst the weights for the hyperboli tangent networks are of somewhat lower
magnitude than for the networks employing sigmoidal units. The networks
employing sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representation had muh larger
weights than the rest.
For the networks trained on 20 sequenes and 130 sequenes, the aver-
age, average magnitude, minimum and maximum weight was alulated at
roughly one third and two thirds through training and at the end of training
to see if there was a trend during training. The results are summarised in
Table 4.13. Generally speaking, the weights over a wider range of values
as training goes on and the average magnitude of the weights inreases too,
although an exeption to this trend ours with sigmoid units trained on 130
sequenes and using the 2 unit representation.
Networks trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method
As with the bak-propagation networks, the networks trained via Kwasny and
Kalman's method had varying amounts of noise added and the performane
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At Fun Rep Seqs Iters Avg Wt Min Wt Max Wt Avg Mag
sigmoid 1 unit 20 1500 -0.14 -13.67 11.87 1.08
sigmoid 1 unit 20 3000 -0.17 -16.29 14.19 1.34
sigmoid 1 unit 130 600 -0.13 -15.71 19.68 0.90
sigmoid 1 unit 130 1200 -0.12 -25.54 21.32 1.37
sigmoid 2 unit 20 1000 -0.10 -5.71 5.99 0.84
sigmoid 2 unit 20 2000 -0.11 -6.95 6.37 0.99
sigmoid 2 unit 130 500 -0.08 -4.95 6.90 0.75
sigmoid 2 unit 130 1000 -0.00 -0.25 0.25 0.13
tanh 1 unit 20 2600 0.01 -2.31 2.36 0.32
tanh 1 unit 20 5000 0.01 -2.71 3.44 0.41
tanh 1 unit 130 100 0.01 -1.88 1.84 0.26
tanh 1 unit 130 200 0.02 -2.26 2.40 0.34
tanh 2 unit 20 1500 0.01 -3.10 3.20 0.37
tanh 2 unit 20 3000 0.01 -3.09 3.53 0.44
tanh 2 unit 130 100 0.01 -4.26 2.81 0.28
tanh 2 unit 130 200 0.01 -6.43 3.87 0.36
Table 4.13: The average, minimum and maximum value of the weights for
the networks trained on 20 and 130 sequenes at roughly one third and two
thirds of the way through training.
was noted. Table 4.14 summarises the results. As an be seen 1% noise
is suÆient to seriously degrade the enoding and deoding performane of
every network ompared to the performane before the noise was added and
10% noise is enough to prevent any sequenes being orretly enoded and
deoded. Thus the networks are more sensitive to noise than those trained
by bak-propagation. This may be due to the fat that the sequenes are
enoded in a smaller hidden layer than with bak-propagation. To eliminate
this possibility the analysis was performed on the 39 unit SRAAMs from
Chapter 3 trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method to enode and deode
130 sequenes. For the 1 unit representation with no noise, the average
error per sequene was 0.5 and perentage of sequenes orretly enoded
and deoded was 50%. With 1% noise, the average error per sequenes was
0.54 and the perentage of sequenes orretly enoded was 54.62%. With
10% noise the average error was 3.1 and 0% of the sequenes were orretly
enoded. With 50% noise the error per sequene was 4.55 and again none of
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Rep Seqs Noise Err/Seq % Seqs
1 unit 20 0% 0.1 90%
1 unit 20 1% 0.9 40%
1 unit 20 10% 3.5 0%
1 unit 20 50% 4.9 0%
1 unit 40 0% 0.5 50%
1 unit 40 1% 2.2 7.5%
1 unit 40 10% 3.9 0%
1 unit 40 50% 4.63 0%
1 unit 80 0% 0.5 50%
1 unit 80 1% 1.15 31.25%
1 unit 80 10% 3.15 0%
1 unit 80 50% 4.8 0%
1 unit 130 0% 0.58 50.0%
1 unit 130 1% 1.95 0%
1 unit 130 10% 3.91 0%
1 unit 130 50% 4.78 0%
2 unit 20 0% 0.1 90%
2 unit 20 1% 0.8 45%
2 unit 20 10% 2.45 0%
2 unit 20 50% 4.85 0%
2 unit 40 0% 0.4 60%
2 unit 40 1% 1.3 17.5%
2 unit 40 10% 3.1 0%
2 unit 40 50% 4.62 0%
2 unit 80 0% 0.18 82.5%
2 unit 80 1% 1.81 1.25%
2 unit 80 10% 3.14 0%
2 unit 80 50% 4.41 0%
2 unit 130 0% 0.36 64.61%
2 unit 130 1% 1.52 2.3%
2 unit 130 10% 3.32 0%
2 unit 130 50% 4.71 0%
Table 4.14: Eet of adding varying amounts of noise to the weights of the
networks trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method.
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the sequenes were orretly enoded. For the 2 unit representation with no
noise the average error per sequenes was 0.15, and 85.38% of the sequenes
were orretly enoded and deoded. With 1% noise the average error per
sequene rises to 0.81 and the perentage of sequenes orretly enoded and
deoded falls to 51.54%. With 10% noise the error per sequene rises to 2.75
and none of the sequenes is enoded and deoded without error. Finally with
50% noise the error per sequene rises to 3.95 and again no sequenes are
enoded and deoded without error. Thus it seems that the higher sensitivity
to error is a onsequene of using Kwasny and Kalman's method to train the
SRAAM.
Rep Seqs Avg Wt Min Wt Max Wt Avg Mag
1 unit 20 -0.03 -3.75 4.15 0.40
1 unit 40 -0.02 -5.08 4.45 0.49
1 unit 80 -0.04 -4.93 4.49 0.49
1 unit 130 -0.02 -6.09 5.41 0.51
2 unit 20 -0.02 -3.60 4.56 0.32
2 unit 40 0.001 -4.95 5.43 0.39
2 unit 80 -0.005 -4.74 5.51 0.41
2 unit 130 -0.002 -4.40 5.44 0.41
Table 4.15: The average, minimum and maximum value of the weights for
eah network trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method.
Table 4.15 shows the average, minimum and maximum weights for the
networks trained with Kwasny and Kalman's method. There seems to be a
slight trend towards larger weights with larger numbers of sequenes as evi-
dene by the inrease in the average magnitude of the weights with inreasing
numbers of sequenes.
Table 4.16 shows the average, minimum, maximum and average mag-
nitude of the weights for the networks trained with Kwasny and Kalman's
method on 20 and 130 sequenes after training to a tolerane of 0.16 and
0.04. As with bak-propagation the magnitude of the weights inreases with
more training, as does the range of values spanned.
4.6 Disussion
The work presented above has yielded the following ndings:
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Rep Seqs Tolerane Avg Wt Min Wt Max Wt Avg Mag
1 unit 20 0.16 -0.01 -2.37 1.95 0.24
1 unit 20 0.04 -0.02 -3.21 3.11 0.32
1 unit 130 0.16 -0.02 -3.51 3.32 0.32
1 unit 130 0.04 -0.02 -4.45 4.06 0.37
2 unit 20 0.16 -0.01 -1.85 2.27 0.18
2 unit 20 0.04 -0.02 -2.68 3.40 0.26
2 unit 130 0.16 -0.01 -1.89 2.45 0.19
2 unit 130 0.04 -0.01 -2.92 3.67 0.28
Table 4.16: The average, minimum and maximum value of the weights for
the networks trained on 20 and 130 sequenes after training to a tolerane
of 0.16 and 0.04.
 Solutions denitely exist for the SRAAMs with 20 or more hidden units.
 Using simulated annealing to train a 26-13-26 SRAAM to learn to en-
ode and deode 60 sequenes for 1.5 million iterations failed to nd
a solution and failed to even nd an area of hyperspae from whih
a solution ould be found. However, due to the prohibitively expen-
sive training times only one run was performed, so the evidene is only
indiative.
 With the hand-derived solutions and bak-propagation, adding 10%
noise to eah of the weights is usually suÆient to prevent training
from nding an error-free solution again, and 50% noise leads to muh
higher levels of error at the end of training than 10%.
 With hand-derived solutions and Kwasny and Kalman's method, an
error-free solution an usually be found again after 10% noise has been
added and with as muh as 50% noise being added in some ases.
 With the partial solutions found by the networks whose performane is
summarised in Tables 4.8 and 4.9, adding 10% noise to the weights is
suÆient to signiantly degrade performane in the ase of the bak-
propagation networks and adding 1% noise is suÆient to onsiderably
degrade performane in the ase of the networks trained by Kwasny and
Kalman's method. This heightened sensitivity to noise was shown to
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exist even when the networks trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method
were the same size as those trained by bak-propagation.
 There is a trend towards the magnitude of the weights inreasing with
training with both training methods.
Overall, the message from these results seems to be that where the solu-
tion exists it is diÆult to nd (though perhaps not as diÆult for Kwasny
and Kalman's method), and that the partial solutions found by both meth-
ods are sensitive to noise, with Kwasny and Kalman's method produing
solutions that are highly sensitive to noise. It is lear that with both meth-
ods, the partial solutions found are signiantly disrupted with only small
hanges in the values of the weights. This suggests that the partial solu-
tions are loated in small areas of weight-spae where small moves away lead
to large inreases in the error, and an thus be onsidered as evidene that
the network is stuk in a loal optimum. With the hand-derived solutions
and bak-propagation, again there seems to be a sensitivity to small hanges
in the values of the weights. 10% noise is usually suÆient to ause sub-
sequent training to fail to nd an error-free solution again, and 50% noise
leads to muh higher error at the end of training. This suggests that the
hand-derived solutions an only be found from favourable starting points
with bak-propagation. With Kwasny and Kalman's method however error-
free solutions are ndable from a muh wider area of weight-spae, but not
from the random distribution of weights around zero normally used to start
training. Thus it seems that there is a rugged error landsape, where the so-
lutions known to exist oupy small troughs in the ase of bak-propagation
and large troughs that annot be found from the normal starting points with
Kwasny and Kalman's method. This is baked up by the poor performane
of simulated annealing on a small network with only 60 sequenes { none
of the networks above managed to learn more than 20 sequenes and they
are all bigger than the network trained with simulated annealing. Here too,
simulated annealing failed to nd a solution or even an area of hyperspae
from whih bak-propagation ould nd the solution after 1.5 million itera-
tions of training, suggesting that the solution is diÆult to nd at least for
networks the same size or smaller than the one used or for larger numbers of
sequenes. Whether the trend towards larger weights is signiant is unlear
sine the average magnitudes involved are not very large, usually being less
than 1, and also being less than 10% of the magnitude of the minimum or
maximum.
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In onlusion then, the analyses of the weights do give evidene that the
solution is diÆult to nd for the bak-propagation networks at least, and
for both training methods the partial solutions are loated in small troughs
in the error landsape whih may be provide part of an explanation for the
diÆulties experiened in training. Whether some modiation of training
might be able to overome these diÆulties, perhaps by hanging the shape
of the error landsape is an unanswered question. Also it is not lear why
the error landsape is shaped in a way to make the solutions diÆult to
nd. For example these results say nothing about whether the errors in the
enoding and deoding performane are in part due to interferene between
the hidden-layer patterns, or due to the hidden-layer patterns being paked
losely together in hyperspae. An examination of how the hidden-layer
states are organised in hyperspae and how sensitive they are to noise will
indiate whether suh problems exist and may also suggest some modia-
tions to the SRAAM or to the training methods, that might yield better
performane. Chapter 5 presents several analyses of the hidden-layer states
aimed at shedding light on whether suh problems exist.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of the Sequential
RAAM Part 2: Analysis of the
representations
5.1 Purpose
Chapter 4 presented a proof that a solution for Chalmers' experiment ex-
isted for SRAAMs of 20 or more hidden units, evidene that the solution
may be diÆult to nd, and evidene that the partial solutions found by the
SRAAMs are sensitive to noise in the weights and thus oupy small areas
of weight-spae themselves. Essentially the question of what the relation-
ship between the solutions and the shape of the weight-spae was addressed.
Whilst this has shed some light on the possible reasons for the failure of
the SRAAM to learn to enode and deode Chalmers' sentenes perfetly, it
only gives a partial piture of what is going on. There is also the question of
how the hidden layer states produed during enoding and deoding are or-
ganised in hyperspae. This is important as it determines the nature of the
representations produed, how the enoding and deoding trajetories are
organised and how sensitive the solutions and partial solutions are to noise
in the ativations of the units of the SRAAM (as opposed to noise in the
weights). For example if all the hidden layer states are paked into a small
area of hyperspae, it may produe interferene between the enodings and
lead to a fragile representation that is sensitive to low levels of noise. The
interferene ould then form the basis of an explanation of why the SRAAM
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failed to learn its task. This hapter presents a set of analyses of the hidden-
layer states aimed at nding out how they are organised, what the nature of
the representations produed is, how sensitive they are to noise, how muh
of the available hyperspae is utilised and how the enoding and deoding
trajetories are organised.
5.2 Analysing the representations and the en-
oding and deoding trajetories
Analyses of the representations used and the paths through hyperspae taken
by the hidden-layer during enoding and deoding may yield lues as to what
problems there are in learning the task. Suh analyses an yield information
about the nature of the representations developed, how the available hyper-
spae is utilised and how the enoding and deoding trajetories are organ-
ised in hyperspae. All of these may shed light on why the SRAAM failed to
learn the task set in Chapter 3. For example it may be that the SRAAMs
are squashing all of the enodings into a small area of hyperspae making it
diÆult to disriminate between them. Analyses are thus presented here to:
 Determine whether and how the representations luster. The represen-
tations may luster in a partiular manner, if so this lustering might
hinder the disriminations required for orret enoding and deoding
of the strutures. Given the way the SRAAM operates it may be that
the representations luster by the most reently added symbol as it has
the most inuene at any partiular stage. If so this ould make it dif-
ult to orretly deode earlier symbols. The lustering method used
here is Hierarhial Cluster Analysis (HCA), a tehnique that seems
to have beome a standard analysis performed on onnetionist rep-
resentations, e.g. it is used by Pollak (1990), Kwasny and Kalman
(1995) and Sharkey and Sharkey (1992). In HCA, one starts with a
pool of vetors, and selets the two that are losest together, to form a
node whih has the two vetors as hildren, and is then labelled with
the average of the two vetors. This then replaes the two vetors in
the pool, and the proess repeats itself until 1 tree is left. This tree
indiates how the vetors luster. This is then usually plotted as a
dendrogram, where the length of the line linking one node to its hil-
dren is the same as the distane between the hildren. Setion 5.3.1
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presents the results of performing HCA on the enodings produed by
the SRAAM for Chalmers' sentenes.
 Determine the nature of the representations developed by the SRAAM.
It may be that the representations are \fragile" in that a small amount
of noise in the representations will lead to additional enoding and
deoding errors. An analysis of the enodings produed by SRAAM
would indiate this. For this purpose a variation of the single unit
lesioning performed by (Balogh, 1994) is employed. Balogh took the
enodings produed by the RAAM in Chalmers' experiment and then
set eah unit in turn to zero and deoded the result in order to see
what errors resulted. The distribution of errors would thus indiate
whether the values of spei units oded for spei information in the
sequenes This tehnique is modied here to multiplying the lesioned
unit by some onstant less than 1, and varying the onstant to see
how muh hange is needed to indue errors. With this modiation
the lesioning indiates both the sensitivity of the representation to noise
and how the oding of information in the sequenes is distributed aross
the units. To summarise; the SRAAM enoding for eah sequene has
eah unit in turn lesioned by multiplying it by some number less than
1 and then the enoding is deoded and the errors noted. Setion 5.3.2
presents the results of this analysis on SRAAMs trained by both bak-
propagation and Kwasny and Kalman's method.
 Determine how the enoding and deoding trajetories are organised.
The trajetories taken by enoding and deoding are important. Ideally
the deoding trajetories should be the reverse of the enoding traje-
tories, although in pratie there will be a small deviation even for
orret enoding and deoding. Given that the errors are ourring in
the deoding proess one would expet signiant dierenes between
the enoding and deoding trajetories to our. Also it may be that
the deoding proess is ontinually attrated towards a ertain area
of hyperspae, thus leading to trajetories of all the sequenes om-
ing together and interfering with eah other. In the literature several
methods of plotting the enoding and deoding trajetories have been
used. A straightforward plot of the hidden units in hyperspae was em-
ployed by Blank et al. (1992). This is only pratial when there are at
most three hidden units however. Another tehnique has been to plot
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the trajetories against the top two or three prinipal omponents of
the hidden layer patterns produed during enoding and deoding, as
employed by Sperduti et al. (1995) and Stolke and Wu (1992). Whilst
this improves on the straightforward plotting in hyperspae, in that it
allows more information to be taken into aount for eah dimension
plotted, it potentially disards a lot of information sine the top two or
three prinipal omponents may not aount for all or even most of the
variation in the hidden layer patterns. Thus, both of these tehniques
suer from aws | the rst is impratial for more than 3 units, the
seond disards information. The tehnique hosen here is to train a
self-organising map (SOM) (Kohonen, 1990) on the hidden layer pat-
terns produed during enoding and deoding and then plot the hidden
layer states on the resulting map. The SOM forms a topologial map
of its inputs and an take into aount all of the dimensions of the
input vetors. When supplemented with information about the areas
of hyperspae utilised during enoding and deoding, this forms a more
omplete method of plotting the enoding and deoding trajetories.
Setion 5.3.3 presents the results of this analysis.
 Determine how the lustering of the representations and the enoding
and deoding trajetories evolve during training. It will also be useful to
know the \diretion" in whih the training is going as this will indiate
where the network is being pushed by the training method and whether
any problems might arise as a result. To this end the analyses of
the lustering of representations and the trajetories are performed at
regular intervals during training. These results are presented at the
end of the relevant setions | i.e. the HCA results are given at the
end of Setion 5.3.1.
 Determine the utilisation of hyperspae during enoding and deoding.
Eah unit in the hidden layer an potentially take on any value on the
range (0,1) for sigmoidal units or (-1,1) for units employing the hyper-
boli tangent ativation funtion. If the range of values taken on by a
unit during enoding and deoding is small (e.g. the range (0.2,0.4))
this would indiate that the network is paking the hidden layer states
into a small portion of the available hyperspae and may have diÆulty
disriminating between sequenes as a result. Setion 5.3.4 presents the
results of this analysis.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Hierarhial Cluster Analysis
Networks trained by bak-propagation
Hierarhial luster analysis (HCA) was performed on the enodings of eah
sequene produed by all of the networks from Table 4.8 in order to nd out
how the networks luster the enodings, and to see if the lustering hanges
at all as more and more sequenes are learned. Figures 5.1 to 5.8 show
the dendrograms produed by the HCA for the networks trained by bak-
propagation using sigmoidal ativation on the 1 unit representation. Eah
plot has been split into the top and bottom branhes of the tree and plotted
with the top branh on one page and the bottom branh on the next in order
to aid legibility in the plots with large numbers of sequenes. The letters in
eah label are the rst letters of eah word in the sequenes orresponding
to that point. For example, \dilbm" would stand in for \diane is love by
mihael".
All of the plots seem to show lustering by whether the sentene is ative
or passive. However, as more sequenes are learned, a seondary strategy of
lustering by the nal symbol of the sequene omes into play. With the 20
sequene plots there seems to be no disernible pattern within the ative and
passive lusters, whilst for 80 and 130 sequenes there are lusters within
the ative and passive lusters where the last letter of the label is the same,
although there are exeptions to this rule. One would expet the lustering
to have one or both of these features | the ative and passive distintion
is signiant involving dierent numbers of symbol in eah sequene and the
nal symbol in a sequene is the one most reently added to its enoding and
thus will have a stronger inuene on the \shape" of the enoding. What this
shows is that the ative/passive distintion is more prominent and that the
lustering by nal symbol only omes into play when enoding large num-
bers of sequenes and therefore paking more and more information into the
enodings. These patterns of lustering were repeated onsistently aross all
the networks trained by bak-propagation as an be seen in the dendrograms
for the rest of the networks, whih are reprodued in Appendix A.
In addition to the HCA performed on the above networks, HCA was also
performed on partially trained networks in the ases of the networks trained
on 20 and 130 sequenes in order to investigate how the lustering evolved
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during training. The HCA was performed on the networks at roughly one
third and two thirds through training as well as at the end. Figures 5.9
to 5.16 show the dendrograms for the HCAs performed at one third and two
thirds through training for the networks trained with bak-propagation using
sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representation. As an be seen, the lustering
strategies noted for the fully trained networks are evident at both one third
and two thirds of the way through training suggesting that the strategies
ome into play early on in training leaving the rest of the training to improve
the enoding and deoding performane under these strategies. This is a
onsistent nding aross all the networks trained with bak-propagation on
20 or 130 sequenes, as an be seen from Figures A.25 to A.48 in Appendix A.
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mhd
Figure 5.1: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure 5.2: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure 5.3: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure 5.4: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tions.
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Figure 5.5: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion.
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chm
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Figure 5.6: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure 5.7: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion.
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mikbj mihbjlbjmibbj cilbjhbjcibbjjikbjjihbj hikbhc hhihbhjihbhji chihbclbccihbckcihibbc
hihbchibbdhilbddikbdcihbd
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Figure 5.8: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure 5.9: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20 se-
quenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representation
after 1500 iterations.
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Figure 5.10: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion after 1500 iterations.
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Figure 5.11: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20 se-
quenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representation
after 3000 iterations.
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Figure 5.12: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion after 3000 iterations.
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Figure 5.13: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130 se-
quenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representation
after 600 iterations.
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Figure 5.14: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion after 600 iterations.
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Figure 5.15: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130 se-
quenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representation
after 1200 iterations.
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Figure 5.16: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representa-
tion after 1200 iterations.
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Figure 5.17: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation.
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Networks trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method
This setion and Appendix A, Setion A.2 presents the HCA plots for the
networks trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method. The performane of
these networks is summarised in Table 4.9. Figures 5.17 to 5.24 show the
dendrograms for the networks trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method on
the 1 unit representation. Here the pattern is somewhat dierent from that
shown with the bak-propagation training. The lustering by nal symbol is
muh stronger and the lustering by whether the sequenes is ative/passive
has beome the seondary strategy for all the SRAAMs exept the one trained
on 20 sequenes. This may reet the fat that the hidden layer is only 20
units ompared to the 39 units used with the bak-propagation networks,
resulting in the information being squeezed into a smaller vetor and thus
inreasing the inuene of the most reently added symbol in determining the
\shape" of the vetor for the nal enoding. This pattern of lustering was
repeated for the other networks trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method as
an be seen in the dendrograms reprodued in Appendix A, Setion A.2.
As with the bak-propagation networks, HCA was also performed on
partially trained networks. Due to dierenes between the operation of the
simulators, here the HCA is performed on networks trained to a tolerane of
0.16 and 0.04 as well as at the end of training
1
(whih produed the HCA
plots disussed above). Figures 5.25 to 5.32 show the dendrograms for the
HCAs performed on the networks trained with 20 and 130 sequenes using
the 1 bit representation, after training to the above toleranes. The lustering
strategies mentioned above are in evidene in all of the dendrograms, again
suggesting the strategy omes into eet early on in training. Again this was
a onsistent nding aross the networks trained on 20 and 130 sequenes.
The dendrograms for the networks trained on the 2 bit representation are in
Appendix A, Setion A.2.
1
The Kwasny and Kalman training attempts to train to a tolerane of 0.01. It usually
manages 0.02.
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Figure 5.18: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation.
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Figure 5.19: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation.
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Figure 5.20: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representations.
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Figure 5.21: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation.
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Figure 5.22: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation.
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Figure 5.23: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation.
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Figure 5.24: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation.
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Figure 5.25: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.16.
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Figure 5.26: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.16.
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Figure 5.27: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.04.
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Figure 5.28: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.04.
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Figure 5.29: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.16.
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Figure 5.30: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.16.
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Figure 5.31: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.04.
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Figure 5.32: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 1 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.04.
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5.3.2 Representational lesioning
In addition to HCA, representational lesioning was applied to the networks
trained above. A single unit in the enoding for eah sequene was perturbed
by a perentage of its value, and the extra enoding and deoding errors
indued by this perturbation noted. This was performed for eah unit in
turn aross every enoding and then for eah position in the sequene, the
perentage of sequenes with an error at that position was noted. Also the
perentage of sequenes deoded to the wrong length was noted. To provide
diret omparison to Balogh's analysis, the positions of eah sequene are
split up into slots. For ative sentenes, slot 0, 1 and 2 are simply the rst,
seond and third words of the sequenes respetively. For passive sentenes,
slot 0 is the rst word, slot 1 is the seond and third words, and slot 2 is the
nal two words. In Balogh's thesis the slots are numbered 1 to 3 rather than
0 to 2 and orresponded to the three input and output banks of the ternary
RAAM used. Here errors in the length of the sequene are also plotted under
the label of \slot 3". If the sequene is of inorret length this ounts as one
error. 1%, 10%, 50% and 90% perturbations were performed for eah of the
networks. The graphs below plot the perentage error for eah slot against
the unit lesioned.
Bak-propagation networks
Figures 5.33 to 5.48 illustrate the results of lesioning the representations
developed by the SRAAMs trained via bak-propagation on the 1 unit rep-
resentation using sigmoidal units. The following observations an be made
of these graphs:
 There is a greater sensitivity to noise with the larger numbers of se-
quenes learned as evidened by the inreased error levels with inreas-
ing numbers of sequenes.
 The error levels for a partiular slot are higher the more deeply em-
bedded it is in the enoding, i.e. slot 0 tends to have higher error than
slot 1, and slot 1 tends to have higher error than slot 2. Slot 3, whih
stands for the length of the sequene, tends to have similar error levels
to slot 0 or 1.
 Where the SRAAM has learned 80 or more sequenes, a 1% perturba-
tion of a single unit an be enough to indue extra errors in enoding
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and deoding and 10% perturbation of a single unit is often enough to
ause errors in more than one slot.
 Perturbing the value of a single unit by 50% or more is usually enough
to ause errors aross all the slots, and this holds for most units.
Taken together, these observations suggest that the SRAAM is developing
a distributed representation (though not perfetly distributed as evidened by
the uneven levels of error aross the units for eah slot) that is highly sensitive
to error | 1% error on 1 unit being enough to ause errors in enoding and
deoding to our when 80 sequenes or more have been learned. Similar
results were found with sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representation as
an be seen in Appendix B, Setion B.1.1, with the exeption that slot 3
has muh lower levels of error with the 2 unit representation than with the 1
unit representation suggesting that this information is enoded more robustly
than with the 1 unit representation.
Figures 5.49 to 5.56 show the results of the lesioning on enodings de-
veloped by SRAAMs trained on the 1 unit representation using hyperboli
tangent units for 20 and 130 sequenes. The plots for 40 and 80 sequenes an
be found in Appendix B, Setion B.1.2. With the hyperboli tangent units
there are signiant dierenes ompared to the sigmoidal units. Whilst it is
still the ase that there is greater sensitivity to error with the greater number
of sequenes learned, and for slots 0, 1 and 2 the sensitivity to error is higher
for the more deeply embedded slot, the error levels for slot 3, the length of
the sequene, are muh higher than they are with the sigmoidal units and
muh higher than the levels for the other slots, suggesting this information
is enoded in a very fragile manner. A 1% error on a single unit is enough
to ause errors in the length, even when everything else is unaeted, with
the exeption of the network trained on 40 sequenes. Even here, the length
shows higher levels of error than the other slots. Similar results were ob-
tained for the SRAAMs trained on the 2 unit representation and hyperboli
tangent units as an be seen in Appendix B, Setion B.1.2.
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Figure 5.33: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 20 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise. No errors were produed.
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Figure 5.34: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 20 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise. No errors were produed.
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Figure 5.35: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 20 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure 5.36: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 20 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure 5.37: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 40 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise. No errors were produed.
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Figure 5.38: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 40 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure 5.39: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 40 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure 5.40: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 40 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure 5.41: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 80 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure 5.42: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 80 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure 5.43: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 80 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure 5.44: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 80 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure 5.45: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 130 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise. A small amount of error was
produed at units 11, 16, 18, 20 and 33-36.
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Figure 5.46: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 130 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure 5.47: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 130 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure 5.48: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 130 sequenes
and the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure 5.49: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on 20
sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure 5.50: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on 20
sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure 5.51: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on 20
sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure 5.52: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on 20
sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure 5.53: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on 130
sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure 5.54: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on 130
sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure 5.55: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on 130
sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure 5.56: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on 130
sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Networks trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method
Figures 5.57 to 5.64 illustrate the results of lesioning the representations de-
veloped by the SRAAMs trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 20
and 130 sequenes. The results for 40 and 80 sequenes an be found in
Appendix B, Setion B.2. The representational lesioning plots for the net-
works trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method are rather dierent to those
for networks trained by bak-propagation. Firstly, the error levels are muh
higher than with bak-propagation. 1% error is enough to indue onsider-
able levels of error in one or two slots regardless of the number of sequenes
learned, with 50% or more leading to errors of 50-100% aross most slots.
Seondly, the inreased error assoiated with more deeply embedded infor-
mation is more pronouned here when ompared to the networks trained by
bak-propagation. The error levels for eah slot are muh more widely sep-
arated, and slot 2 tends to have fairly low levels of error whilst slot 0 has
the higher levels of error after slot 3. Similar results apply for the networks
trained on the 2 unit representation with Kwasny and Kalman's method as
an be seen in Appendix B, Setion B.2. Thus it seems that the represen-
tation developed here is still distributed, but muh more sensitive to noise
than the representation developed with bak-propagation.
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Figure 5.57: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method and Kwasny-Kalman
units on 20 sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure 5.58: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 20 sequenes and the
1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure 5.59: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 20 sequenes and the
1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure 5.60: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 20 sequenes and the
1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure 5.61: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 130 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure 5.62: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 130 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure 5.63: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 130 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure 5.64: Results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 130 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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5.3.3 Analyses of the enoding and deoding trajeto-
ries
For the networks trained on 20 and 130 sequenes, the enoding and de-
oding trajetories were plotted on 25 25 self-organising maps (SOMs) of
the hidden-layer states produed by enoding and deoding the training set
of sequenes used to train the SRAAMs. This analysis was performed twie
during training as well as on the ompletely trained network in order to see if
any trends oured during training. Setion 5.3.3 presents the results of this
analysis for the networks trained with bak-propagation and Setion 5.3.3
presents the results for the networks trained with Kwasny and Kalman's
method. The gures depit the trajetories taken aross the SOMs. The
arrows show the diretion of proessing. The enoding and deoding tra-
jetories are plotted separately as are the trajetories for ative and passive
sentenes. The labels show whih position in the sequene eah point belongs
to, i.e. \0"s depit the rst word, \1"s the next and so on.
Networks trained via bak-propagation
Figures 5.65 to 5.70 show the enoding and deoding trajetories for the
SRAAMs with sigmoidal units trained on the 1 unit representation.
There are several things to note about these plots. Firstly there seems
to be no partiular trend in the organisation of the trajetories as training
proeeds. All of the trajetories seem to be organised in a rather jumbled
manner. Seondly all of the labels seem to luster together into one or two
groups per label, suggesting that the hidden layer states for a partiular
position in dierent sequenes are loated in the same areas of hyperspae.
Thirdly, the enoding and deoding trajetories are similar to eah other but
not idential for the plots of 20 sequenes. For 130 sequenes the similarity
of the enoding and deoding trajetories for ative sentenes is more pro-
nouned than for passive sentenes, espeially at the ompletion of training.
Ideally the enoding and deoding trajetories would be the reverse of eah
other, however in pratie this would not be ahieved, but they would be
lose. The greater similarity of the enoding and deoding trajetories for
ative and passive sentenes reets the greater suess the SRAAM has in
enoding and deoding these sequenes ompared to the passive sequenes.
With the 2 unit representation (Figures C.1 to C.6), the networks trained
on 20 sequenes, the plots are similar in form to the 1 unit representation.
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However with 130 sequenes, the plot after 1000 iterations shows all the
points ollapsing to two points on the SOM, whih taken at fae value sug-
gests that all the hidden layer states are very similar to eah other and fall
into one of 2 groups. By the end of training the points are well spread out
again, showing the same features as in the other plots, suh as the labels
lustering together and greater similarity in the enoding and deoding tra-
jetories for ative sentenes than for the passive sentenes.
Figures 5.71 to 5.76 show the enoding and deoding trajetories for the
SRAAMs with hyperboli tangent units trained on the 1 unit representation.
The plots for the SRAAM trained on 20 sequenes here all show the hidden
layer states being mapped onto two or three points. The plots after 2600
iterations and at the end of training all show the states being mapped to
two points whilst the plot after 5000 iterations shows that passive sentenes
are mapped onto three points, with the third word (label \2") sometimes
being mapped onto one point and the rest onto the other two. The plots for
130 sequenes start o with the same phenomenon and then revert to the
behaviour of the earlier plots.
Figures 5.77 to 5.82 show the enoding and deoding trajetories for the
SRAAMs with hyperboli tangent units trained on the 2 unit representation.
The 20 sequene plots here revert to the form of the plots for the sigmoidal
units and 1 unit representation, however the 130 sequene plots show the
same ollapsing of the hidden-states to two points for the ative sequenes,
but with a luster of points for the passive sequenes. Again the enoding
and deoding trajetories for the ative sequenes are more similar than for
the passive in this ase, and the plots suggest that the hidden layer states
for the passive sequenes are more spread out than for the ative sequenes.
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Figure 5.65: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 1 unit representation and sigmoidal units after 1500
iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure 5.66: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 3000 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure 5.67: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 4318 iterations (training omplete). Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure 5.68: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 600 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure 5.69: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 1200 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure 5.70: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 1820 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure 5.71: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 1 unit representation and hyperboli tangent units
after 2600 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure 5.72: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyperboli
tangent units after 5000 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on
the right.
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Figure 5.73: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyperboli
tangent units after 7571 iterations (training omplete). Ative sentenes on
the left, passive on the right.
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Figure 5.74: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyper-
boli tangent units after 100 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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Figure 5.75: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyper-
boli tangent units after 200 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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Figure 5.76: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 1 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyper-
boli tangent units after 270 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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Figure 5.77: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyperboli
tangent units after 1500 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on
the right.
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Figure 5.78: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyperboli
tangent units after 3000 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on
the right.
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Figure 5.79: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyperboli
tangent units after 4286 iterations (training omplete). Ative sentenes on
the left, passive on the right.
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Figure 5.80: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyper-
boli tangent units after 100 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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Figure 5.81: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyper-
boli tangent units after 200 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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Figure 5.82: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and hyper-
boli tangent units after 243 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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Networks trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method
Figures 5.83 to 5.88 show the enoding and deoding trajetories for the
SRAAMs trained with Kwasny and Kalman's method on the 1 unit repre-
sentation. All of the plots here show the hidden layer states ollapsing to 2
points as did the plots for the 2 unit representation (see Appendix C), with
the exeption of the plots of 130 sequenes trained to a tolerane of 0.16
where the hidden layers ollapsed to just one point!
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Figure 5.83: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 20 sequenes with the 1 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training to a tolerane of 0.16. Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure 5.84: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 20 sequenes with the 1 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training to a tolerane of 0.04. Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure 5.85: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 20 sequenes with the 1 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training has ompleted. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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Figure 5.86: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 130 sequenes with the 1 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training to a tolerane of 0.16. Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure 5.87: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 130 sequenes with the 1 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training to a tolerane of 0.04. Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure 5.88: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 130 sequenes with the 1 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training has ompleted. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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5.3.4 Utilisation of hyperspae
This setion presents the results of omputing the utilisation of hyperspae
by the SRAAMs trained to learn 20 and 130 sequenes presented in Chap-
ter 4, Setion 4.5.3. The graphs presented here depit the maximum, average
and minimum ativation of the units in the hidden layer patterns produed
during enoding and deoding the sequenes in the training set for eah net-
work. They thus depit the area of hyperspae utilised by the SRAAMs in
organising the hidden-layer states.
Networks trained by bak-propagation
Figures 5.89 to 5.90 show the range of ativations generated by the hid-
den layer during enoding and deoding for the networks trained by bak-
propagation using sigmoidal units and the 1 unit representation. Generally
speaking the range of ativations generated for eah unit in the hidden-layer
spans the bulk of the range of ativations that the sigmoid funtion an pro-
due, i.e. the range (0; 1), with a few units where the range of ativations
is urtailed. The plots for the networks trained on the 2 unit representation
with sigmoidal units an be found in Appendix D, Setion D.1. Most of
these plots are similar in form to the equivalent plots for the 1 unit represen-
tation. However for the network trained on the 2 unit representation, with
130 sequenes after 100 iterations the range of values taken on by all units
is onstrained to a small fration of the possible range. Note that with the
enoding and deoding trajetories plotted on the SOMs this was one of the
networks where the set of hidden-layer states mapped onto just two points,
and thus this provides an explanation for why that happened | all the points
where losely lustered together. However at the ompletion of training the
range of values spanned suggests fairly well spread out hidden-layer states
within hyperspae.
Figures 5.91 to 5.92 and Figures D.3 to D.4 from Appendix D, Setion D.1
depit the range of ativations produed for the networks trained by bak-
propagation using hyperboli tangent units. The general pattern is similar to
that for the sigmoidal units. However some of these networks had the hidden-
layer states map to only two points when plotted on the SOMs, but without
the narrower ativation ranges to explain this as found when this happened
with the sigmoidal units. However the distribution of the hidden-layer states
within the ranges of ativation depited above is not known: it may be that
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the points are losely lustered in two groups, one near the maximum and
the other near the minimum patterns of ativation when the ollapse to two
points ours on the SOM.
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Figure 5.89: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enoding
and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 20 sequenes with sigmoidal units
and the 1 unit representation using bak-propagation.
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Figure 5.90: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enoding
and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 130 sequenes with sigmoidal units
and the 1 unit representation using bak-propagation.
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Figure 5.91: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enod-
ing and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 20 sequenes with hyperboli
tangent units and the 1 unit representation using bak-propagation.
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Figure 5.92: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enoding
and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 130 sequenes with hyperboli
tangent units and the 1 unit representation using bak-propagation.
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Networks trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method
Figures 5.93 to 5.94 depit the range of ativations generated during en-
oding and deoding for the networks trained with Kwasny and Kalman's
method on the 1 unit representation. The results for the 2 unit representa-
tion are presented in Appendix D, Setion D.2. Here the range of ativations
generated is muh lower than for most of the bak-propagation networks.
Without exeption the enoding and deoding trajetories of these networks
mapped to just two points in the previous setion, again in line with the
explanations for this phenomenon given for some of the networks trained by
bak-propagation. However the narrower range of ativations may be due
to the smaller size of the SRAAM used for Kwasny and Kalman's method
rather than the training method per se. To test this possibility, the range
of ativation generated during enoding and deoding was omputed for the
39 unit SRAAMs trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method in Chapter 3.
Figure 5.95 presents the results. The range of ativations generated for the
1 unit representations is obviously narrower than for the bak-propagation
networks above, but wider than for the networks trained via Kwasny and
Kalman's method. For the 2 unit representation the range of ativations was
wider than the 1 unit representations but still on lose inspetion slightly
narrower than for the networks trained with bak-propagation. More units
have a narrow range than with the bak-propagation networks and the rest
of the units do not span the full range of the ativation funtion as often
as with bak-propagation. Thus this is evidene that the hidden-layer pat-
terns are paked somewhat more losely together for Kwasny and Kalman's
method than for bak-propagation. It may be that the distribution of the
hidden-layer patterns is tighter than the range of ativations suggests, but a
more detailed analysis would be needed to onrm this.
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Figure 5.93: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enod-
ing and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 20 sequenes with the 1 unit
representation using Kwasny and Kalman's training method.
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Figure 5.94: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enoding
and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 130 sequenes with the 1 unit
representation using Kwasny and Kalman's training method.
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1 unit representation
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2 unit representation
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Figure 5.95: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enoding
and deoding, for the SRAAMs with 39 unit hidden layers from Chapter 3,
trained on 130 sequenes using Kwasny and Kalman's training method at
the end of training.
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5.4 Disussion
The analyses presented above produed the following ndings:
 The SRAAMs luster the sequenes by two strategies; lustering by
whether the sequene is an ative or passive sentene and lustering by
the last symbol of the sequene. With the bak-propagation networks
the former strategy is dominant and with the networks trained by bak-
propagation the latter is dominant. The latter strategy is also more
evident as the number of sequenes learned inreases.
 The enodings produed by the SRAAM are sensitive to noise. With
bak-propagation a 10% perturbation of a single unit in the enoding is
suÆient for signiant errors to be indued on top of those produed in
enoding and deoding proesses. With Kwasny and Kalman's method,
a 1% perturbation of a single unit is suÆient for signiant extra errors
to be produed.
 The representations produed by the SRAAM thus seem to be both
fragile and, broadly speaking, distributed; lesioning one unit is often
suÆient to ause errors aross all the slots, though the error levels
generated will vary. The most deeply embedded information is usually
the most severely aeted by the lesioning.
 The trajetories produed by the SRAAM displayed the following har-
ateristis: hidden layer states for the same position in dierent se-
quenes luster together; there is a tendeny for the trajetories to
map to just two points, espeially for networks trained by Kwasny
and Kalman's method; the similarity in the enoding and deoding
trajetories of the ative sentenes is usually higher than with passive
sentenes, exept where the trajetories all map to just two points.
 The range of ativations produed during enoding and deoding sug-
gests the hidden layer states produed by networks trained by bak-
propagation utilise most of the available hyperspae, but with the net-
works trained by Kwasny and Kalman's method the available hyper-
spae is not as extensively utilised.
These ndings provide an explanation for the diÆulties in training. With
Kwasny and Kalman's method, the hidden layer states get paked into a small
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area of hyperspae and the network therefore has to make its distintions
between sequenes, and between words within sequenes, on patterns whih
are very similar. Thus it is not surprising that deeply embedded information
is orrupted. This explanation is baked up by both the sensitivity to noise,
the tendeny of the enoding and deoding trajetories to map to just 2
points and the narrow range of ativations used. With bak-propagation the
available hyperspae seems better utilised as evidened by the wider range
of ativations generated during enoding and deoding and the dereased
tendeny of the trajetories to map to just 2 points. The sensitivity to
noise is lower than with Kwasny and Kalman's method but still fairly high
| only a 10% perturbation of a single unit is required to ause signiant
errors during enoding and deoding. This an be explained by the fat that
the hidden layer states for the same position in dierent sequenes luster
together; the states for the nal position (the point at whih enoding nishes
and deoding starts) will be losely lustered together even if otherwise the
hidden-layer states are spread out. Thus errors introdued into the patterns
in this state are likely to orrupt the patterns and may move the pattern
outside of the luster.
When taken together with the results from Chapter 4 the piture is of
solutions that are diÆult to nd (at least with bak-propagation), a rugged
error landsape and partial solutions that are sensitive to noise both in the
weights and in the hidden-layer patterns. The tendeny for the hidden-layer
patterns to luster together may explain why the solution is diÆult to nd.
With the hand-derived solutions the ativations produed in the hidden layer
during enoding and deoding are all lose to the extremes (and in some ases
the mid-point) of the sigmoid or hyperboli tangent funtions by design. This
results in hidden-layer patterns that are distributed around the boundaries
of the available hyperspae. Thus the patterns are more spread out than
those produed during training. This suggests that if some way ould be
found to keep the hidden-layer patterns separate it may improve training.
However, on the fae of it, the performane of the networks suggest the
opposite | Kwasny and Kalman's training is by far the more suessful of
the two methods employed and it produes hidden layer patterns that are
losely lustered together. These points an be reoniled however. That the
range of hidden-layer ativations, the lustering strategies and organisation of
the enoding and deoding trajetories show no strong trends during training
suggests that the basi strategy for organising the hidden-layer patterns is
adopted early in training and then rened with extra training. It may be
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that Kwasny and Kalman's method is better at making this (or any) strategy
work than bak-propagation and that if the basi strategy is hanged to try
and keep the patterns separate, easier training, better performane and more
robust representations might result. This hypothesis is baked up by the
good performane of Kwasny and Kalman's method when started from the
hand-derived solutions with noise added to the weights. The starting point
in this ase will already exhibit some of the features of the hand-derived
solution | a solution whih has widely spaed hidden-layer patterns | and
the training will thus rene the basi strategy of that solution. To test this
hypothesis the range of ativations produed by the hand-derived solutions
for SRAAMs with 20 hidden units whih had 10% noise added and were
trained with Kwasny and Kalman's method were omputed. The results are
plotted in Figure 5.96. As an be seen the range of ativations produed
is far wider than with the networks trained from a random starting point.
It is also worth noting though that the range of ativations is narrower for
some units than would be the ase with the original hand-derived solution
suggesting a dierent error-free solution has been found
2
. The tendeny of
Kwasny and Kalman's method to otherwise luster the hidden-layer states
together from early in training also explains why it fails to nd the solution
from the normal random distribution of weights around zero. This tendeny
may get in the way of what is needed to nd an error-free solution.
Finally, the fat that the representations are distributed and fragile is
in diret ontrast to the ommon assumption that distributed representa-
tions are robust representations (e.g. Sharkey and Reilly (1992) desribe
distributed representations as being \more resistant to disruption" than lo-
alist representations). The results reported here show that a distributed
representation need not be robust and may atually be highly sensitive to
noise (e.g. the representations developed using Kwasny and Kalman's train-
ing), and thus demonstrates that one annot assume that a representation is
robust simply beause it is distributed. This is not to say that distributed
representations annot be robust, merely that their distributedness does not
neessarily guarantee it.
2
Reall that the solutions employed internal representations onsisting of \1"s, \0.5"s
and \0s" or \1"s, \0"s and \-1"s depending on whether sigmoidal or hyperboli tangent
units were in use. The graph learly indiates a trunation of the range of ativations for
several units.
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Figure 5.96: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enod-
ing and deoding, for the 20 unit SRAAMs whih were trained from the
weights from hand-derived solutions with 10% noise added using Kwasny
and Kalman's method.
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Chapter 6
Impliations: The SRAAM and
Holisti Computation
6.1 What has been ahieved?
Chapter 1 listed the following aims for this thesis:
1. To larify the nature and denition of holisti omputation by answer-
ing the following questions:
 What is holisti omputation?
 In the light of Balogh's ritique of Chalmers' work (Balogh, 1994),
does the work whih laims to demonstrate holisti omputation
in fat do so?
 Are distributed or holisti representations neessary for holisti
omputation?
 Is holisti omputation unique to onnetionism?
2. To investigate how well the representations generated by the Sequen-
tial RAAM an support the holisti proessing of symbol strutures as
follows:
 An attempt to rereate Chalmers' (1990a) experiment using the
Sequential RAAM.
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 Analysing the behaviour of the SRAAM in the above experiment
to investigate whether the tehnique an sale up and whether it
an be improved.
The rst of these aims was addressed in Chapter 2. It was argued there
that holisti omputation had been dened in a vague and sometimes on-
fused manner in the literature and proposed a new denition to larify the
issues involved, thus making a start at least on the ritial examination of the
onept of holisti omputation argued for in Chapter 1. Its main onlusions
were:
 A holisti omputation is \any omputational proess that an at on
all of the onstituents of an objet simultaneously out with the need to
searh to aess those onstituents". This denition makes it expliit
what onstitutes a holisti omputation and answers the rst question.
 Most types of neural network perform a trivial form of holisti ompu-
tation. The input vetors are transformed holistially into the output
vetors. However the bulk of the literature on holisti omputation has
as its main fous the holisti proessing of symboli strutures, referred
to here as \holisti symbol proessing".
 Neither holisti omputation nor the holisti symbol proessing require
a holisti representation, ontrary to the often impliit assumptions of
muh of the literature, answering the third question.
 Conuent inferene is a separate phenomenon from holisti symbol pro-
essing, and by itself involves only the trivial form of holisti ompu-
tation mentioned above.
 It follows from the above that Chalmers did demonstrate holisti sym-
bol proessing as does most of the RAAM based work being performed.
However Chrisman and Ho and Chan demonstrate only onuent in-
ferene and not holisti symbol proessing. This is the answer to the
seond question.
 In priniple at least, holisti omputation and holisti symbol proess-
ing are not restrited to onnetionist systems, whih answers the nal
question.
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By drawing out these points, it is hoped the work presented in Chapter 2 will
lead to a better understanding of holisti omputation and holisti symbol
proessing and therefore what some onnetionists have been trying to ex-
ploit. At any rate the nature of holisti omputation has been laried and
the questions listed above answered.
The seond aim was addressed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Chapter 3 pre-
sented an attempt to rereate Chalmers' experiment but using the SRAAM
in plae of the RAAM, whilst Chapters 4 and 5 analysed the performane of
the SRAAM. The following are the main ndings from these hapters:
 The SRAAM was unable to learn to enode and deode 130 of the
sequenes from Chalmers' set with a hidden-layer of up to 39 units,
although one of the training runs managed to enode and deode over
85% of the entire set of 250 sequenes without error. However the
inability to learn to enode and deode its training set without error
and the 50.8% or lower performane of the rest of the training runs
suggests that the SRAAM would not be viable for larger tasks even so.
 The partial solutions found by the SRAAM were sensitive to noise both
in the weights and the hidden-layer ativations.
 The SRAAM was developing a distributed but fragile representation.
 It was shown that an error-free solution is known to exist for SRAAMs
of 20 or more hidden units, but that under bak-propagation the area of
weight-spae it and any nearby error-free solutions that exist are aes-
sible from is small. Under Kwasny and Kalman's method the area was
muh larger, but still apparently inaessible from the normal starting
points of weights distributed uniformly in a range entred around zero.
 It was also shown that given a set of sequenes of maximum length L,
made up from a set ofM symbols, one an onstrut a working SRAAM
with a hidden layer of L  dlg(M)e hidden units, if the symbols are
represented by orthogonal patterns.
The overall message from these ndings is rather negative for the SRAAM
in its urrent form, sine it was unable to learn the task and suered from
high sensitivity to noise. The ndings did suggest that it may be possible to
improve the performane of the SRAAM, however. The fat that error-free
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solutions do exist for 20 or more hidden units is one indiation that this
may be possible. Furthermore, the SRAAM seems to settle on a strategy for
organising the hidden-layer patterns early in training and then subsequently
renes it, as evidened by the lak of a strong trend during training in the
lustering strategies or the organisation of the enoding and deoding tra-
jetories when measured at three points in training. It was noted that the
enodings for the omplete sequenes were lustered together (as evidened
both by sensitivity to noise and by the enoding and deoding trajeto-
ries) even if the remaining hidden-layer states appeared spread out. If some
way ould be found to keep the hidden-layer states well separated (loser in
organisation to the hand-derived solutions than the partial solutions being
learned) it may help training. That Kwasny and Kalman's network had good
performane on nding error free solutions when noise had been added to the
hand-derived solutions and that the resulting hidden-layer states were more
spread out than for the partial solutions seems to onrm that if the basi
strategy spreads the hidden-layer states out in hyperspae, then it may be
possible to learn the enoding and deoding task without error. It appears
that the SRAAM in its urrent form is not as eetive a vehile for holisti
symbol proessing as the RAAM in that it requires muh larger represen-
tations and is sensitive to noise, but it might be possible to improve the
SRAAM if a way an be found to keep the hidden-layer patterns separated
during training. Thus it appears that in its urrent form the SRAAM will
not sale up well as it does not even math the performane of the RAAM,
but there is sope for improving its performane.
6.2 Novel features of this work.
There are some novel aspets to this work when ompared to earlier work on
holisti omputation and earlier analyses of onnetionist representations.
Firstly whilst analyses of enoding and deoding trajetories have been
performed before these have either involved plotting the hidden layer patterns
produed diretly, whih is impratial for hidden layers greater than 3 units
in size, or have plotted the top 2 or 3 prinipal omponents of the patterns
whih risks losing information if they do not aount for all of the variation in
the data. This work's novel use of a SOM to plot the trajetories is intended
to address these deienies in earlier work, sine the SOM an take into
aount all of the variation in the data when making its map. When taken
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along with the range of ativations used in eah unit, this provides more
information than either of the earlier methods.
Seondly the author is not aware of any work whih speially sets out
to test the sensitivity of a ompositional onnetionist representation (suh
as the RAAM or SRAAM) to disruption of the ativations of the units that
form the representation, as is done with the representational lesioning here.
The tehnique itself inludes a novel adaptation of Balogh's single unit le-
sioning tehnique to allow the sensitivity to noise to be aurately measured.
Earlier analyses have only looked at whether a representation is loalist or
distributed and have ignored whether it is sensitive to noise or robust per-
haps beause of the ommon assumption that distributed representations are
robust. The sensitivity to noise of a representation is important sine a frag-
ile representation may have problems saling to large, omplex tasks, and
sine neural networks an rarely ahieve perfetly orret output. As noted
in Chapter 5 the fat that the SRAAM developed a representation that was
both distributed and fragile invalidates the assumption of robustness for dis-
tributed representations.
6.3 Impliations
6.3.1 Holisti Computation
The main impliations of the work presented in this thesis for exploiting holis-
ti omputation are that holisti symbol proessing does not require holisti
representations; that it is not restrited to onnetionist systems (at least
in priniple); that onuent inferene is a separate phenomenon, and that
a lot more work is needed to nd out how best to eetively exploit holis-
ti omputation. With regard to this last point, the work on the SRAAM
suggests that it is not the best vehile for holisti symbol proessing, on-
trary to the suggestions of Kwasny and Kalman that it may have advantages
over the RAAM, although there may be modiations whih will improve its
performane and thus make it more attrative.
6.3.2 Connetionism
The work presented here suggests that whilst onnetionist systems may in
priniple be well suited to holisti symbol proessing (sine they proess their
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input vetors holistially), holisti symbol proessing is not unique to on-
netionism. Further the urrent state of holisti symbol proessing suggests
more work is needed to exploit holisti symbol proessing eetively within
onnetionist systems. Muh of the work that has already been done has
been \in priniple" work that demonstrates the possibility of holisti symbol
proessing. There is a need to move beyond this sort of work and to demon-
strate omplex tasks being performed holistially in order to show that (or
determine whether) onnetionist methods an be employed eetively for
holisti performane of symboli tasks. The work here has barely touhed
on this issue, save in so far as it has examined whether the SRAAM might
sale up well to omplex tasks, where it seems that in its urrent form at
least it probably will not. It remains the ase that holisti symbol proessing
is an interesting possibility that has yet to ahieve the power and suess of
traditional symboli methods.
On the other hand the work here does illustrate a methodology for evalu-
ating the onnetionist representations that have been or are being developed
to support holisti symbol proessing, whih is to not only see whether some
task an be suessfully performed but to analyse both the weights and the
hidden layer patterns produed to see whether there are limitations to the
tehnique, and to see what sope there is for improving performane. An
eort to nd out what makes the other tehniques work (or fail) will improve
the understanding of onnetionist methods of produing ompositional rep-
resentations and onnetionist holisti proessing tehniques. This would
form an important ontribution towards understanding how to exploit holis-
ti omputation in onnetionist systems.
6.3.3 Symboli approahes
Holisti symbol proessing is something traditional symboli methods do not
support, yet it is a new form of symbol proessing. However as noted earlier,
it is an impliation of the disussion in Chapter 2 that this need not be the
ase in priniple. Thus it may be worthwhile investigating whether symboli
methods might be modied to support holisti symbol proessing. What
would be needed is some way of making the information required to perform
the task diretly aessible to the proesses performing the task. This may
require employing vetor-based representations as in onnetionist networks.
If it an yield performane improvements it may be worth investigating.
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6.4 Areas for Future Work
Whilst the work in this thesis has ahieved the aims set out above, there
are a number of ways in whih the work ould be extended to further the
understanding of holisti omputation, onnetionist representations and the
SRAAM itself. This setion presents some ideas for further work in line with
these aims.
6.4.1 Modiations to the SRAAM
The basi message from the work in this thesis is that the SRAAM, as it
urrently stands, is not an eetive vehile for holisti symbol proessing and
that other methods would be preferred for exploiting holisti omputation.
However it has also been argued that there may be sope for improving
the performane of the SRAAM. It may therefore be worth investigating
this possibility to see if the SRAAM an be turned into an eetive vehile
for holisti symbol proessing or to see what lessons might be learned with
respet to improving other tehniques. A number of suggestions are presented
below:
 Often it is the more deeply embedded information that the SRAAM
fails to enode and deode orretly. One strategy to improve perfor-
mane would be to reinfore information added to SRAAM enodings
in the early stages of enoding in some way to ounter the eet of
adding information later on. This ould be ahieved by adding another
feedbak loop to the SRAAM, so that rather than just feeding bak
the hidden-layer from the previous time-step, the hidden-layer from
the previous time-step but one is also fed bak.
 The analysis suggested that if the hidden-layer patterns ould be kept
well separated during training it might improve the performane of
the SRAAM. One way of testing this hypothesis would be to adapt
the ontext-biasing tehnique developed by Frenh (1994), for use with
SRAAMs to see if this improves training and performane. Frenh
modied bak-propagation training so that for eah pattern, the hid-
den layer pattern would be modied to inrease the distane between
it and the previous hidden layer pattern in proportion to how far apart
the urrent target output and the previous one are. The weights be-
tween the input layer and hidden layer were modied to \lok in" the
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modiations to the hidden layer pattern. The end result was that well-
separated distributed representations were developed for the data the
network was trained on. This tehnique was developed on feed-forward
networks but ould be adapted for the SRAAM fairly easily, to attempt
to produe well-separated and well-distributed hidden-layer patterns.
If this works, it would redue interferene between the representations
and may thus improve the performane of the SRAAM without alter-
ing the arhiteture. This would also onrm the onlusions about
the SRAAM presented in this thesis.
 In Chapter 4 it was pointed out that the enoder and deoder are
two layer networks, and may have limited power as a result. Adding
an additional hidden layer to either or both of the subnetworks, will
inrease the power of them, and may allow them to learn longer and
more omplex sequenes.
6.4.2 Further analysis of the SRAAM
The analysis presented in this thesis was aimed at understanding how the
SRAAM works in order to nd out why it failed to learn to enode and deode
Chalmers' sentenes without error and whether it may be possible to improve
the SRAAM's performane. It has shed light on why the SRAAM failed to
learn the task, suggesting that it is due to the tendeny of the SRAAM to
pak the hidden-layer patterns losely together in hyperspae. However there
are unanswered questions as to why this tendeny exists and under what
onditions it is likely to ause problems. Sine other researhers have used
the SRAAM suessfully on some tasks, an investigation into preisely what
auses this behaviour and under what onditions it will be a problem may
therefore be warranted. Suh an investigation may involve further use of the
tehniques presented here and, if possible, formal analyses of the SRAAM's
properties whih would omplement the experimental analyses used here.
Formal analyses may also yield deeper insights into the SRAAM's behaviour
than the experimental analysis presented here. The insights gained from suh
an investigation would be of importane not only to those who wish to use or
improve upon the SRAAM, but also to the development of other tehniques
derived from the RAAM and of ourse the RAAM itself.
Some preliminary work for the investigation mentioned above would be
to nd out under what onditions the enoding and deoding trajetories
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get mapped to just two or three points when bak-propagation is used as
the training method, as ourred with the work presented above. It was
not possible to fully explain why this was happening with the information
made available by the analyses presented here. What is needed is to nd out
under exatly what onditions this ours with bak-propagation and exatly
how the hidden-layer patterns are distributed within hyperspae when this
happens. An extensive investigation would involve training runs starting
from several dierent random sets of weights and systemati variation of the
learning rate, momentum, hidden-layer sizes and ativation funtions used.
6.4.3 Analyses of other onnetionist representations
There are several onnetionist representations for a researher to hoose
from if they wish to attempt to exploit holisti omputation in some manner.
As argued in Chapter 3, many of these tehniques have not had extensive
investigations into their behaviour performed in order to understand what
limitations they may have and what their apaity for supporting holisti
symbol proessing is. There is thus a need for suh investigations to be
performed to further understanding of the spei tehniques and how they
may be developed and to further understanding of how holisti omputation
an be best exploited. The work presented here illustrates a methodology
to employ in suh investigations, though where possible it should also be
omplemented with formal analyses of the tehniques as ourred with the
Labelling RAAM (Sperduti, 1993b). Considerations of whether the solution
for a lass of tasks exist in priniple, as illustrated in the proofs presented in
Chapter 4, may provide a starting point for suh formal analyses.
An analysis of the RAAM along the lines suggested above would be par-
tiularly relevant, as the SRAAM is a simple variation of the RAAM, the
RAAM is urrently the most widely used tehnique for work on holisti sym-
bol proessing, and beause the RAAM has been used as the basis for deriv-
ing several other tehniques. Thus developing a thorough understanding of
the RAAM would yield insights into both onnetionist representations and
holisti omputation. Suh an investigation should also look at what impat
the use of onuent inferene has on the behaviour of both the RAAM and
the SRAAM. The more suessful work with the SRAAM has often employed
onuent inferene, and it has also been used with the RAAM (Niklasson and
Boden, 1994; Niklasson and Sharkey, 1997).
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6.4.4 Improving the analysis tehniques
The previous setion suggested that the analysis presented here illustrates
a methodology for analysing other tehniques. However it is not neessarily
the ase that the analysis should simply be applied to eah tehnique without
hange. The tehniques use here have various limitations and there may be
other tehniques, or improvements to the tehniques used here that one may
wish to employ in further analyses. Some suggested improvements to the
analysis are presented here:
 Although the broad patterns of lustering, hyperspae utilisation and
the enoding and deoding trajetories were extrated, there remained
some ambiguity about preisely how the hidden-layer states were or-
ganised in hyperspae. The self-organising maps of the enoding and
deoding trajetories show the form of organisation but do not give in-
formation about where in hyperspae this takes plae, hene one reason
for inluding the plotting of the range of ativations generated during
enoding and deoding. Also where the trajetories mapped to just two
points, muh of the organisational information is lost, though a higher
resolution map might retrieve this information. The plots showing the
range of ativations generated during enoding and deoding are only
of limited usefulness, sine the distribution of those ativations is not
measured, thus it only shows the area of hyperspae utilised and not
the full extent to whih that area is utilised. An improvement to this
part of the analysis would add the average distane between eah pair
of hidden-layer patterns as a more diret measure of how spread out
they are, and might also show the range of ativations, and the average
distane measure, produed for eah position in a sequene. This would
yield a lot more information about how the hidden-layer patterns are
organised in hyperspae to omplement the maps of the enoding and
deoding trajetories. Higher resolution maps of the trajetories might
also yield further information, as would the use of a three dimensional
map, though the latter might beome diÆult to interpret.
 The weight lesioning analysis showed the sensitivity to having a per-
entage of noise applied uniformly to every weight. It might also be
useful to know how sensitive the solutions are to having perentage
of the weights removed. The former method was useful sine it also
indiate how large an area of weight-spae the partial solutions were
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loated in but the latter forms an alternative method of measuring the
network's sensitivity to damage.
6.5 Conlusions
The ability of neural networks to proess their input vetors holistially has
given rise to the possibility of performing symbol proessing holistially. The
disovery of holisti symbol proessing may be one of the more important
ontributions of onnetionist researh as it is a form of symbol proessing
hitherto unsupported by traditional symboli systems. It therefore both pro-
vides a reason for preferring onnetionist systems to symboli systems and
the basis for an answer to the harge that onnetionist symbol proessing
mehanisms merely reimplement lassial symboli mehanisms. However in
order to be exploited to the full, a lear understanding of holisti omputa-
tion, holisti symbol proessing and what makes them possible needs to be
developed. This thesis has sought to larify the nature of holisti ompu-
tation and holisti symbol proessing. It has further sought to investigate
the SRAAM's ability to generate representations that support holisti sym-
bol proessing and subsequently to understand why the SRAAM failed to
learn the task given to it in Chapter 3 and what lessons an be drawn from
this failure. Through these investigations, it is hoped that this thesis has
ontributed to advaning the understanding of holisti omputation, holisti
symbol proessing and what makes them possible argued for above.
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Appendix A
HCA Plots
This appendix ontains the dendrograms for the HCA experiments desribed
in Chapter 5. It is split into setions for networks trained via bak-propagation
(Setion A.1) and Kwasny and Kalman's method (Setion A.2).
A.1 Bak-propagation networks
A.1.1 Fully Trained Networks
Figures A.1 to A.24 are dendrograms from fully trained bak-propagation
networks.
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Figure A.1: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure A.2: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure A.3: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure A.4: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure A.5: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure A.6: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure A.7: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure A.8: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion.
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Figure A.9: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation.
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Figure A.10: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation.
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Figure A.11: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation.
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Figure A.12: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
40 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation.
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Figure A.13: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation.
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Figure A.14: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
80 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation.
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Figure A.15: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation.
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Figure A.16: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1
unit representation.
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Figure A.17: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation.
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Figure A.18: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation.
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Figure A.19: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation.
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Figure A.20: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
40 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation.
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Figure A.21: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation.
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Figure A.22: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
80 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation.
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Figure A.23: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation.
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Figure A.24: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2
unit representation.
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A.1.2 HCA plots for partially trained networks
Figures A.25 to A.48 show the dendrograms for networks trained with bak-
propagation at approximately 1/3 and 2/3 of the way through training.
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Figure A.25: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20 se-
quenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representation
after 1000 iterations.
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Figure A.26: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion after 1000 iterations.
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Figure A.27: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20 se-
quenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representation
after 2000 iterations.
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Figure A.28: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representa-
tion after 2000 iterations.
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Figure A.29: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130 se-
quenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representation
after 500 iterations.
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Figure A.30: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit repre-
sentation after 500 iterations.
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Figure A.31: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130 se-
quenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit representation
after 1000 iterations.
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Figure A.32: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with bak-propagation, sigmoidal units and the 2 unit repre-
sentation after 1000 iterations.
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Figure A.33: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation after 2600 iterations.
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Figure A.34: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation after 2600 iterations.
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Figure A.35: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation after 5000 iterations.
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Figure A.36: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation after 5000 iterations.
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Figure A.37: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation after 100 iterations.
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Figure A.38: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1
unit representation after 100 iterations.
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Figure A.39: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1 unit
representation after 200 iterations.
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Figure A.40: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 1
unit representation after 200 iterations.
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Figure A.41: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation after 1500 iterations.
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Figure A.42: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation after 1500 iterations.
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Figure A.43: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation after 3000 iterations.
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Figure A.44: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation after 3000 iterations.
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Figure A.45: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation after 100 iterations.
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Figure A.46: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2
unit representation after 100 iterations.
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Figure A.47: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit
representation after 200 iterations.
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Figure A.48: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with bak-propagation, hyperboli tangent units and the 2
unit representation after 200 iterations.
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A.2 Networks trained with Kwasny and Kalman's
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Figure A.49: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation.
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Figure A.50: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation.
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Figure A.51: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation.
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Figure A.52: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 40
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representations.
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Figure A.53: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation.
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Figure A.54: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 80
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation.
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Figure A.55: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation.
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Figure A.56: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation.
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A.2.1 Partially trained networks
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Figure A.57: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.16.
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Figure A.58: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.16.
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Figure A.59: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.04.
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Figure A.60: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 20
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.04.
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Figure A.61: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.16.
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Figure A.62: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.16.
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Figure A.63: Top branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.04.
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Figure A.64: Bottom branh of the HCA plot for the SRAAM trained on 130
sequenes with Kwasny and Kalman's method and the 2 unit representation
after training to a tolerane of 0.04.
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Appendix B
Representational Lesioning
Graphs
B.1 Networks trained by bak-propagation
B.1.1 Sigmoidal Units
Figures B.1 to B.16 show the results of lesioning with the SRAAMs trained
on the 2 bit representation with sigmoidal units.
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Figure B.1: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 20 sequenes
and the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise. No errors were produed.
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Figure B.2: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 20 sequenes
and the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.3: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 20 sequenes
and the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.4: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 20 sequenes
and the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.5: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 40 sequenes
and the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise. No errors were produed.
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Figure B.6: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 40 sequenes
and the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.7: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 40 sequenes
and the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.8: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 40 sequenes
and the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.9: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by the
SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 80 sequenes
and the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.10: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed
by the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 80 se-
quenes and the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.11: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed
by the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 80 se-
quenes and the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.12: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed
by the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 80 se-
quenes and the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.13: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed
by the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 130
sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.14: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed
by the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 130
sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.15: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed
by the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 130
sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.16: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed
by the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and sigmoidal units on 130
sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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B.1.2 Hyperboli Tangent Units
Figures B.17 to B.21 show the results of the lesioning experiment for the
SRAAMs with hyperboli tangent units trained via bak-propagation on the
1 unit representation and 40 and 80 sequenes. Figures B.25 to B.40 show
the results of lesioning with the SRAAMs trained on the 2 bit representation
with hyperboli tangent units.
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Figure B.17: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
40 sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise. No errors were
produed.
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Figure B.18: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
40 sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.19: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
40 sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.20: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
40 sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.21: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
80 sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.22: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
80 sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.23: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
80 sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.24: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
80 sequenes and the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.25: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
20 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.26: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
20 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.27: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
20 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.28: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
20 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.29: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
40 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.30: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
40 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.31: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
40 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.32: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
40 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.33: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
80 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise. Some error was
produed at units 11,16 and 20.
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Figure B.34: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
80 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.35: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
80 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.36: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
80 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.37: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
130 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise. Some error was
produed at units 8, 11, 27, 29, 32, 33 and 35.
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Figure B.38: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
130 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.39: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
130 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.40: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via bak-propagation and hyperboli tangent units on
130 sequenes and the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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B.2 Networks trained by Kwasny and Kalman's
method
Figures B.41 to B.48 present the results of the lesioning experiment for net-
works trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method, on the 1 unit representation
and 40 and 80 sequenes.
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Figure B.41: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 40 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.42: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 40 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.43: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 40 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.44: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 40 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
Figures B.49 to B.64 show the results of lesioning with the SRAAMs
trained on the 2 bit representation with hyperboli tangent units.
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Figure B.45: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 80 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.46: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 80 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.47: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 80 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.48: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 80 sequenes and
the 1 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.49: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 20 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.50: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 20 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.51: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 20 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.52: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 20 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.53: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 40 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.54: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 40 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.55: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 40 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.56: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 40 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.57: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 80 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.58: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 80 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.59: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 80 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.60: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 80 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Figure B.61: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 130 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 1% noise.
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Figure B.62: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 130 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 10% noise.
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Figure B.63: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 130 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 50% noise.
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Figure B.64: The results of perturbing eah unit in enodings developed by
the SRAAM trained via Kwasny and Kalman's method on 130 sequenes and
the 2 unit representation, using 90% noise.
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Appendix C
Plots of enoding and deoding
trajetories
C.1 Bak-propagation networks
Figures C.1 to C.6 show the enoding and deoding trajetories for the
SRAAMs with sigmoidal units trained on the 2 unit representation.
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Figure C.1: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 1000 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure C.2: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 2000 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure C.3: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
20 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 3200 iterations (training omplete). Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure C.4: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 500 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure C.5: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 1000 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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Figure C.6: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained on
130 sequenes with the 2 unit representation, bak-propagation and sigmoidal
units after 1514 iterations. Ative sentenes on the left, passive on the right.
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C.2 Networks trained via Kwasny and Kalman's
method
Figures C.7 to C.12 show the enoding and deoding trajetories for the
SRAAMs trained with Kwasny and Kalman's method on the 2 unit repre-
sentation.
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Figure C.7: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 20 sequenes with the 2 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training to a tolerane of 0.16. Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure C.8: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 20 sequenes with the 2 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training to a tolerane of 0.04. Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure C.9: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 20 sequenes with the 2 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training has ompleted. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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Figure C.10: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 130 sequenes with the 2 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training to a tolerane of 0.16. Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure C.11: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 130 sequenes with the 2 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training to a tolerane of 0.04. Ative sentenes on the left,
passive on the right.
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Figure C.12: Enoding and deoding trajetories for the SRAAM trained
on 130 sequenes with the 2 unit representation and Kwasny and Kalman's
training after training has ompleted. Ative sentenes on the left, passive
on the right.
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Appendix D
Hyperspae Utilisation Plots
D.1 Bak-propagation networks
Figures D.1 to D.2 show the range of ativations generated during enoding
and deoding for networks trained with sigmoidal units on the 2 unit repre-
sentation. Figures D.3 to D.4 show the range of ativations for the networks
trained with hyperboli tangent units and the 2 unit representation.
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Figure D.1: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enoding
and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 20 sequenes with sigmoidal units
and the 2 unit representation using bak-propagation.
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Figure D.2: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enoding
and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 130 sequenes with sigmoidal units
and the 2 unit representation using bak-propagation.
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Figure D.3: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enod-
ing and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 20 sequenes with hyperboli
tangent units and the 2 unit representation using bak-propagation.
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Figure D.4: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enoding
and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 130 sequenes with hyperboli
tangent units and the 2 unit representation using bak-propagation.
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D.2 Kwasny-Kalman networks
Figures D.5 to D.6 present the range of ativations for the networks trained
via Kwasny and Kalman's method on the 2 unit representation.
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Figure D.5: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enod-
ing and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 20 sequenes with the 2 unit
representation using Kwasny and Kalman's training method.
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Figure D.6: The range of hidden-layer ativations generated during enoding
and deoding, for the SRAAM trained on 130 sequenes with the 2 unit
representation using Kwasny and Kalman's training method.
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Appendix E
Training and testing sentenes
E.1 Training sentenes
mihael hug mihael
mihael is hug by mihael
helen hit hris
helen is hit by hris
john betray john
john is betray by john
mihael kill john
mihael is kill by john
hris love john
hris is love by john
helen kill helen
helen is kill by helen
mihael hit mihael
mihael is hit by mihael
diane hit john
diane is hit by john
helen hug hris
helen is hug by hris
diane hug john
diane is hug by john
helen betray diane
helen is betray by diane
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diane kill mihael
diane is kill by mihael
hris hit john
hris is hit by john
mihael hit diane
mihael is hit by diane
diane kill helen
diane is kill by helen
helen kill mihael
helen is kill by mihael
hris hit hris
hris is hit by hris
john betray mihael
john is betray by mihael
hris love mihael
hris is love by mihael
mihael hug helen
mihael is hug by helen
diane hit hris
diane is hit by hris
diane betray hris
diane is betray by hris
diane hit mihael
diane is hit by mihael
mihael hug hris
mihael is hug by hris
john hug helen
john is hug by helen
helen love hris
helen is love by hris
hris kill mihael
hris is kill by mihael
hris betray john
hris is betray by john
hris love hris
hris is love by hris
mihael hit hris
mihael is hit by hris
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hris hug helen
hris is hug by helen
mihael betray mihael
mihael is betray by mihael
mihael hit john
mihael is hit by john
john love mihael
john is love by mihael
helen love mihael
helen is love by mihael
helen hit mihael
helen is hit by mihael
diane love helen
diane is love by helen
john hug hris
john is hug by hris
helen hug diane
helen is hug by diane
hris betray mihael
hris is betray by mihael
hris kill hris
hris is kill by hris
diane kill diane
diane is kill by diane
diane love mihael
diane is love by mihael
diane love hris
diane is love by hris
john kill mihael
john is kill by mihael
hris hit mihael
hris is hit by mihael
mihael kill mihael
mihael is kill by mihael
john hit helen
john is hit by helen
diane hug hris
diane is hug by hris
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mihael kill hris
mihael is kill by hris
hris hit diane
hris is hit by diane
john hug john
john is hug by john
helen hit helen
helen is hit by helen
diane hug helen
diane is hug by helen
mihael love john
mihael is love by john
mihael hit helen
mihael is hit by helen
mihael betray hris
mihael is betray by hris
john hit mihael
john is hit by mihael
hris hug mihael
hris is hug by mihael
helen betray hris
helen is betray by hris
mihael betray john
mihael is betray by john
john kill john
john is kill by john
diane kill hris
diane is kill by hris
helen love diane
helen is love by diane
john betray helen
john is betray by helen
E.2 Testing sentenes
hris kill john
hris is kill by john
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diane love john
diane is love by john
mihael love helen
mihael is love by helen
diane betray helen
diane is betray by helen
john hit hris
john is hit by hris
helen love helen
helen is love by helen
mihael kill diane
mihael is kill by diane
helen hug helen
helen is hug by helen
mihael betray helen
mihael is betray by helen
hris betray diane
hris is betray by diane
hris love helen
hris is love by helen
john hit john
john is hit by john
john love hris
john is love by hris
diane hit helen
diane is hit by helen
john hit diane
john is hit by diane
helen betray john
helen is betray by john
john kill helen
john is kill by helen
helen kill john
helen is kill by john
john hug mihael
john is hug by mihael
diane kill john
diane is kill by john
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hris hug john
hris is hug by john
john betray diane
john is betray by diane
helen betray mihael
helen is betray by mihael
hris betray helen
hris is betray by helen
diane hug diane
diane is hug by diane
hris betray hris
hris is betray by hris
john hug diane
john is hug by diane
mihael love mihael
mihael is love by mihael
hris hit helen
hris is hit by helen
john kill diane
john is kill by diane
hris hug diane
hris is hug by diane
hris kill diane
hris is kill by diane
john betray hris
john is betray by hris
hris kill helen
hris is kill by helen
diane betray mihael
diane is betray by mihael
helen hit diane
helen is hit by diane
hris love diane
hris is love by diane
diane hug mihael
diane is hug by mihael
helen kill diane
helen is kill by diane
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helen betray helen
helen is betray by helen
mihael kill helen
mihael is kill by helen
mihael betray diane
mihael is betray by diane
diane betray john
diane is betray by john
john love helen
john is love by helen
helen hug mihael
helen is hug by mihael
diane betray diane
diane is betray by diane
mihael hug diane
mihael is hug by diane
diane love diane
diane is love by diane
helen kill hris
helen is kill by hris
mihael love hris
mihael is love by hris
hris hug hris
hris is hug by hris
mihael love diane
mihael is love by diane
john love john
john is love by john
helen hug john
helen is hug by john
helen hit john
helen is hit by john
diane hit diane
diane is hit by diane
john kill hris
john is kill by hris
helen love john
helen is love by john
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john love diane
john is love by diane
mihael hug john
mihael is hug by john
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